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Uri Geller's Extended Reality
.Precogniiive Dogs is the first
topic discussed by Uri Geller in his new
monthly series of articles.
Digital Potentiometers
14 Gavin Cheeseman looks si digital
potentidmeters and liieiV applications.
2S

From Paper to the PC
Stephen Waddington takes a clutch of
new optical character recognition (OCR)
applications out for a test drive.

Model Railway Point
Controller System
In part 1, Ian King describes a point
control system that can be operated
using conventional push buttons or via.
a computer port under software control.

Virtual Studios
Reg Miles looks at how computers are
used in the studio to create an illusion.
Words of Science The Entertainment Game
In part 4, Gregg Grant examines words
In the entertainment business before
the wonders of the electronic age;

1.3GHz Microwave Video lank
Gavin Cheeseman puts our video
receiver and transmitter modules to
practical applications:
62
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Editorial
Hows

Psycho-Kinetic Trainer &
Movement Detector
In part three, detailed circuit
descriptions and construction are
discussed by David Aldous,

Electronics in Cars
In this first part, Mike Bedford looks at
how electronics is used to
performance-enhance modern cars.
Processors - Chips With
Everything
Intense competition is ruling the
processor market at the moment.
Simon Peers, Maplin Product Group
Manager, looks at what's ahead.
Electronics in Agriculture Crop Protection
In part 2. George Pickworth recalls, the
use of nicotine to organo-phosphofous
to improve crop yield.
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Velleman Infra-Red Link '
Stephen Waddington evaluates this
infra-red controller from Velleman.
LED Chaser
& Sequencer Circuits
Ray Marslon presents a selection of
practical 4017B-based LED chaser and
sequencer circuits
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Piye
This month we have great pleasure In including
the first of a series of articles from Uri Geller. Uri
is well known for his psychic activities, but the
intention in this column is to stimulate further
research into the 'less understood' areas of science or where science cannot provide suitable theories. No
doubt it will provide a suitable fbmm for discussion.
Mapiin is now the sole U.K. distributor of Velleman
Kits, and we have included their 32 page Catalogue
with this issue. Each month we will be featuring a
Velleman Kit, starting with issue 133. In this first
article we. will describe the construction of the LED
Message Display from the 'Light Effects' section. Next
month will also Include a free PCB to construct an
LEO Christmas Tree, based on the Velleman Kit.
The automobile industry is now coming to terms with
accepting electronics as an important part of modern.
cars. This month Mike Bedford begins a new series on
this marriage between electronics and mechanics, and
starts with a look at how electronics can performanceenhanced cars. Also this month, Reg Miles looks at
the latest special effects techniques used by the BBC
in his article Virtuaf Studios.
We also have a Christmas Promotions catalogue
inctuded With this issue. You wifl find may products at
special prices that should make excellent gifts. Do
take a look for you are sure to find a bargain!
Finally, why not take a look on page 23 to see if you
are a winner for three of our recent competitions.
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IBfVi Ships Copper Chips
IBM this momit announced die world's first copper-based
midropmcessors. including a RowerPC 7-10,'750 Ojierating at 400MHz.
The company also announced several odter initiatives associated
with copper, induding availability of the fastest eniliedded processor
on the mai-ket, a 400MHz embedded,RwverPC diip.
for fiinher informntion. check: <wvm .chips, itxri. cont>.
Contact; IBM, Teh. (0990) 426426.

d'sion matum intends Leanersmp
Psion Oacom has increased its lead as Europe's foremost
manufacturer of PC Card modem products. According to new figures
from Dataquest, Psion Dacom extended its market leading position
for PC Card modems shipments in Europe to 16% during 199.7.
The latest figures represent the tlTifti year in succession that Psion
Oacom has held the number one position in the European market.
The DaLaques.l survey, entitled Analogue Modems Europe 1997, gives details of PC Card sales
throughout Europe for January to December 1997.
For further details, check; Web site: <www.psf ondacQm.com>Contact: Psion Dacom, Tel: (01908) 261686.

Cell PhDM
Sabotage Causes

A network jamming device,
capable of blocking mobile
phone calls is set to cause chaos
for business and private
communications, warns
networking specialist. Star.
Wave Wall, the size of a
cigarette packet, blocks
airwaves within a 20 foot radius,
ir renders mobile phones mute,
as if they had been turned off
or been taken beyond the range
of the service area.
The device was designed for
use in restaurants and dnemas
to prevent intrusive phone.calis.
In the wrong hands, it Iras the
potential to block
communication links with
devastating results.
Speaking to EJectmnics and
Beyond, Jos White, marketing
director ai Star said, TTe all
know how irritating mobile
phones can be "But people don't
realise hbvv reliant society- is on
all mcihotls of coinmunication
until (heir use is threatened
Network jamming presents very
real dangers, not just terms of
cost to businesses and
inconvenience to private users."
"iMaliciotis jammers run the
risk of blocking emetgcncy calls
to doctors and paramedics.
Whilst possible interference
with other electronic devices
suclias ixtcerrctkers is also
unclear, tliis is technology*
which should be kept firmly at
arms' length," added White.
For further details, check;
<www.star.co.uk>.
Contact; Star,
lei: (01285) 647000.

4ft
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IBM Introduces World s
Smallest Hard Disk Drive
IBM has unveiled the world's
mierodrive is ideally suited for use
smallest and ligitesl hard disk
in increasingly pervasive portable
drive with a disk platter about the
electroaic devices, including still
size of a large coin. Although
and video digital cameras as well
iBM's new microdtive weighs less
as handheld or 'companion' PCs.
than an M bstieiy, it can hold cr.er
For further details, check:
200 times more data or images
■Vfrw. i fcm. ccrn/storage/nri crodri ve>.
than a floppy disk. With its small
Contact: IBM,
size and high performance, the
Tel: (0990) 426426.
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MG1 PhotoSuite II is the first
product of its kind to integrate
Internet browser technology.
Priced £49.99, the application
provides a complete suite of PC
Photography tools for both
beginners and advanced users,
and includes sophisticated
photo correction, manipulation,
cataloguing and slide show
presentation features in one
integrated package.
For further details,
check: <vww.ragisoft.coffl>.
Contact: MGI,
Tel; (0171) 365 0034.
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Worldcom
Completes MCI
Merger
WcxBCom tss
its msrgawith (v'iCI, ES&aaJy fo(m% WO
VVoridCcm. Tbe mergEr creates a new
era cornriiiBigjstfflra company
fxo.vfjig cssBXTififs Bfourxf the vvofld
with a fLdl setcf ifeta, intejnet. kxa!
and intematicoal communicsSoas
ssr.'ies over its ovn sramfess 'fccaltn-gtobal-otocaT retvvork
For ft/rther informatioft, chedc
•VAV.nctxorldcoQ.coa*.
Contact Wortdcom.
Te!: +1 202 837 2241.
Hie Word |s...
RexibflHy
Vodafone has extended the scope
of its 'Pay as you Talk' service
with the announcement of a new
lower tariff, a wider range of TopUp cards, and the launch of four
new digital mobile phones.
Pay as you Talk customers are
now being offered a reduced tariff
rats of 50o pet minute peak rale
and Just 5p per minute off-peak a reduction of iOp per minute for
nadonal peak-rate calls.
Alternatively,' customers can
choose to pay a ftat rate of 40p
per minute at all times, making
Pay as you Talk one of the most
flexible and cost-effective prepay packages around.
For further details, check:
<kwu.vodafone.co;uk>.
Contact; Vodafone,
Tel: (01635) 33251.
IBM Prescribes
Splutibn for UK
Doctors
The Prescription Pricing Authority
(PPA1 has chosen !9Ms DB2
Universal Dstabase to underpin a
Weh-bssed application for UK CPs
that will lead to bettsr patient care
thitxigh rationarsaffln of prescription
costs. 1.2 billion prescriprioji
records are stored on the database,
making it the largest healthcare
rnforroation rc-posiiory In Europe.
Two hundred General Praciibonera
in England will have access to the
database as part ef ,a year-long
piioi programme implerhenled 1%'
the PfA in January 1998. The
database wiireventuaHy be tolled
out to all 27,000 GPs in the UK.
For fuitika information, etieole
<Wrf. software. 1 bci. con>.
Contact IBM. Tel: (09901426426.
Intel Launches
Pentium II 300iMHz
Mobile Processor
Buflding on the broad and rapid
martet adoption of Pentium (I
processor-based mobile PCs,
Intel has inlroduced its highest
performance moblla Pentium II
processor. The new mobile
Pentium 11 processor 300MH2
offers mobile PC users a
performance boost while
preserving system battery life.
For further details, check:
<>Mw.intel .care.
Contact Mel. Teh (01793) 403000.
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(k scientists Break Herfbrmance iviilestane
OTB

Computer Showroor
Tectinical Asset Management (JAM),
the UK's biggest computer IT
remarttetingand recitrling company,
has opsrieda cbmpater.sfw.TOoni
at its head quartets in W-sfv.sn
Garden City- for the fiist time ever,
TAM is nakingavaiiabieciitecttD
the puKic quaJift' reftirashed
computets, primeis. teptops aitd
ne.v bid get sofivsre-st batgain
ptfees-thsi's sitxind 70% cheaper
than buying brand new Wl,
ConlacS Technical Asset
Management, (01707) 885 303,
HP Ucenses
ARM Core
Hewtett-Packard has licensed
the ARM7T0MI and the
ARM740T microprocessor cores
from ARM, for the design and
manufacturing of ARM corebased, super-integrated
application specific Integrated
circuits (ASICs).
For further details, checfc
<v«H.arn.coG».
Contact; ARM,
Tel: (01223) 400400.
LSI Logic Exceeds
DTT Expectations
LSI logic's 164780 singis-chip
Coded Oihogsnai frequency
Division Multiplex (COFDM)
derradulator has gained a turOter
eodorsement from the emerging
digita! telerision msrtretfQilQv.ing
the pubiication of a BBC pspsr. The
Results of Tests with Domestic
Receiver ICS for DVB-T.
Imihe ESC tests, the.164780 chip
exceeded expected pedcumance for
a Digta! Video Broadcast —
Tanestriai (DVB-T) demodulator in a
number of impodsnt areas, Inchiding
co-channet fSl inieifetence,
multipath peribnmnce. singe echo
with Doppteg and AddtKo V.WIe
Gaussian Noise (AV.G'J).
for ftitther details, cfieclc
•WnW.Isilogfc.coffl>.
Contact; LSI Logic,
Tei: -r32 U 300 351.

CaWs & Wireless CommunfeatiorB
has announced a strategic IT
Pirtnership with IBM, the largest of
its land between a tnajor
commumcseons company and a
leading IT services provider. Under
the 10-year. £1.8 bilfion (USS3
billion) agreement, IBM wilt prc.fde
the support required by Cable &
Wmtess Commufilcatsons to
signifiEandy improve business
efficiency and sendee to customers.
For further details, check:
<wvM.cKCca.io.uk>Contact: Cable & Wireless,
Tel: (0500) 100 001.

I

Silicon Graphics' (SGI)
supercomputer programs that
model weather in space, plate
tectonics and low-gravity fluid
dynamics were among those
that recently broke a 100billton-calculations-per-second
(gigaflops) performance
milestone. The record was
achieved as part of a routine
investigation for the HPCC Earth
and Space Sciences Project at
NASA Goddard Space Right
Centre in Maryfand, US. The
record breaking programs one of which exceeded the
milestone by more than a factor
of two - were run on an SGI
1,024-processor CRAY T3EISOOETM configuration.
For further details, check;
<sdcd.gsfc.nasa,gov/ESS/> or
<sdcd.gsfc.nasa.gov/ESS/
grand,st2.html >.
Contact Silicon Graphics,
let; (0118) 9257500.

Internet Multimedia
Player is lUiauiond
Diamond Multimedia Systems
has launched a portable music
player that stores and plays back
up to 60 minutes of digital
quality music Based on the most
popular Internet music format,
MP3 compression, and flash
memory techndlpgy; Diamond's
Rio PMP300 portable music
player is like a Wdkman or
MiniDisk player, onh- much

lighter and smaller. Rio also has
no moving parrs, which means
no skipping, even when
subjected to heavy vibration and
movement such as during
extreme.sports activuies.
For forther details, check:
<www, d i amondjim. com>.
Contaa: Computer 2000
(Diamond Multimedia UK
disiribuior), Tel: (01256) S4l8-!l.
Forbes' Publishes High Tech's

v
.v til
US business publication Forbes
ASAP reckons that" the combined
wealth of the members of its
1998 'High Tech's 100
Weafthiesf list totals more, than
$150 billion - most of it created
in just the last six years.
Leading the list is, of course.
Microsoft's Bill Gates, v/ith an
estimated worth of $58.73
billion. What is remarkable is
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100 Weaithiest List
that there are 15 billionaires on : Yahoo!, Amazon.com,
the list, it includes not only
RealNetworks, Broadcast.com,
Gates' past and present
OnSale, Inktomi, CNET, and
colleagues at Microsoft (Paul
; @Home - have not only pushed
Allen at $16.98 billion and
! the wealth list upwards, but also
Steve Ballmer at $12.99 billion) ; given it a veiy youthfol
and such industry legends as
. appearance. There are 44
Intel's Gordon Moore ($7.62
tycoons on the list under 45,
billion] and Bill Hewlett ($3.41
four under 30," said Nancy
billion), but also such newly
Rutter, who edited the list.
minted Internet tycoons as Jeff
The youngest is 25-year-old
Bezos of Amazon.com ($2.14
Chris Klaus (number 51),
billion) and Dave Rio of Yahoo!
founder of Atlanta's Internet
($1.01 billion). Filo's partner,
Security Systems, whose total
29-year-o(d Jeny Yang, just
worth equals $187.5 million. A
misses the billionaire list at
whiz led with supercomputers In
$993.2 million.
high school, Klaus later dropped
•No question this was the year out of Georgia Tech to v/rite
of the Internet babies. The
software code.
seemingly endless list of
For further details,
'dot.com' companies that
check: <www.forbes.cQm>.
successfully went public in the
Contact: Forbes,
last 24 months - most notably
+ 1 650 802 6882.

Ericsson Launches World
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IBM has announced the
such ss printers, modems and
availa&ilfty of its IBM Home
storage. This functjonalily enables
Director home networking
a multitude ofacrivities; from
solution ~ the first effort of its
turning off a light left on by the
kind by a major technology
children at the other end of toe
company to deliver a complete
house to using the arming of toe
home network controlled from a
security system to activate a
PC. or television screen,
routine tost will turn off lights and
Home Director integrates the
adjust the thermostat
functions of household systems
For further details, check:
including security, lighting heating <www, ibfn.com/homedirector>.
and air conditioning networkContact: IBM,
enabled PCs. and PC peripherals
Tel: (0990) 426426.

Phone for Global Travellers
Ericsson lias announced a GSM world phone ihai gives international
travellers the ability to use a single phone almost anywhere diey
travel With -an exclusive built-in infrared modem, Ericsson's i 888
World Phone also gives travellers a powerful tool to
check e-mail, send and receive faxes, browse the
Internet or log on to their corporate nciwotk
without earning cables or searching for a
compatifale phone jack.
The IS88 Wodd Phone works oh 1900MHz
GSM in the US and 900MHz GSM in Europe
and most of the world. Whether in New
York.. Paris,. Cape Town, Singapore or
more titan 120 countries, the
1888 World Phone enables
travellers to carry convenient
communications in a pocket
or briefcase.
It weighs only 6.3 ounces
and is 5-2 inches long. 1,9
inches wide and less than
an inch diick.
For ftjrcher
details, check:
<www.ericsson.com>.
Contact; Ericsson,
ERICSSON
Tel: (01444) 254354.

Heroic or Ashamed?
A recent survey of over 600 computer users revealed that women
are twice as likely to consult a colleague, technical expert or
computer manufacturer in a crisis. Men, on the other hand, prefer to
muddle through and try to fix the problem themselves.
The survey showed that 71% of women would call an expert In a
data loss situation, compared with 45% of men. The most likely port
of call for women would be the FT professional in their office (38%),
whereas onjy half as many men would make this call as a first move.
Of the regular computer users surveyed, 49% had lost important files
or documents at some'stage. If faced with a crisis, 22% of men said
they would open the computer and check the hard drive themselves,
compared with only 7.8% of women. 27% of men would also prefer to
recreate the lost document If unable recover ft, themsetes.
For further details, check: <Wrtvr.ontrack.com>.
Contact: Ontrack, Tel: (01372) 741999.
Anyone Can Use
a PC wtth the Help

Arrives in tihe

Digital radio lias arrived and it
hasn't conic from Tokyo. Japan or
the Silicon \Mey in the US.
Cnnihridge based Arcam has
launched the wodkd's first
domestic Digital Radio Tuner
(DRT) called the Arcam Alpha 10.
The Aimm Alpha 10 is die
result ofa coSlahoration with
i

Koke Manor Research. Digital
radio is expected to deliver
crystal clear interferehce free
sound, A scrolling test display on
the radio shows information
such as die programme title,
presenter's name and the tide
and composer of musical items.
Over 60% of the UK

population can already receive
digital BBC Radio transmissions
and rapid expansion is planned.
The Arcam Alpha 10 is available
via the company's 150 UK
dealers priced &799.50.
For further details, check;
<vw. arcatti. co. uk>.
Cbmact Arcam, Tel 01223 203200.

of Zain Media
Zain Media has introduced of
series of spoken word computer
training CDs. The updated range
of CDs consists of spoken
instructions that the user carries
out directly to a computer.
These standard format audio
CDs can be played on a PC with
a CD-ROM drive or on a normal
CD player. With the help of the
pause Key, users can follow the
■training at their own speed. The
current range of CD titles covers
all Microsoft Office applications,
including MS Word and MS
Excel, as well as WordPerfect and
a number of internet programs.
For further details, check:
<vmw. zainroedla. com>.
.Contact; Zain Media,
Tel: (0171) 363 6133.
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The ADC-200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer
perfonuance only previously available on die most expensive
1
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benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instalments into
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one unit, the ADC-200 is both flexible and cost effective.
a
Connection to a PC'gives the ADC-200 the- edge over traditional
oscilloscopes: the ability to print"and save waveforms is just one
example. Units are supplied withPicoScope for Windows which is ytW.
powerful, yet simple to use. with comprehensive on line help.
Feature;
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Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have
become smaller and smaller The latest development in this field has just arrived- a
digital sWrageioscilloscope in a handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a-pencjl and
about as thick as your thumb. Despite its small size7 its performance
can match that of a'service dscilloscope.
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applications
On-the-spot
measurements
Hobby electronics
Measurements in
amplifters
Production line tests

IV1

W Gan use PC display
T Sample rates frotn
50ns to 1 ms

Order code PFOOl

YOUR

CAREER

?

WE WAVE OPPORUNfnES iNAlONWlDE FOR TALENTED, AMBIXIQUS.AMD ENTWUSJASTIC PEOPLE
TO JOIN US THROUGHOUT THE UK AND OPPORTUNHES FOR ADVANCEMENT ARE EXCELLENT

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS is one of the UK's largest chain of Specialist Electronics Retailers with
over 22,000 products from Computers to Components on sale at our existing network of
48 stores with new stores opening throughout the Country.

STORE MANAGERS
You will already have a successful retail track record ideally as a Manager or Assistant Manager.
You will be responsible for your team's performance, training, merchandising and stores profitability
so excellent interpersonal and communicational skills are essential.
ASSISTANT STORE MANAGERS
With a flair for selling, coupled with a keen interest in electronics you should already have supervisory
experience or be ready for your first managerial role. Supporting the Store Manager, you will manage
your store team'to meet and beat its targets whilst achieving and monitoring the highest standard
of customer care. You will be expected to quickly progress to a Store Manager appointment.

SENIOR TECHNICAL SALES ASSISTANT AND TECHNICAL SALES ASSISTANT
With qualifications or an interest in technology, you will have an interesting role serving our
customers, merchandising our products, controlling stock and providing the highest standards
of customer care.
Previous retail experience is not essential but you must have excellent communication skills,
enthusiasm and a smart appearance.

For all positions we offer a competitive starting salary based on your skills and experience, coupled with sales
commission and generous staff discount.
INTERESTED?
IFyou feei you have the initiative, self motivation and the determination please send your c.v. together with
your current salary details to:Vicki Morris, Recruitment Administrator, Human Resources
Department, Maplin Electronics, Valley Road, Off Station Road,
Wombwell, BARNSLEY, S73 oBS
Tei number: 01226 340108 Fax number: 01226 754861
Internet site; http://www.maplin.co.uk
MAPLIN ELECTRONICS IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER
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In lists first part, Mike Bedford looks at how electronics
is used to petfortnance-enhance modern cats.
There's more processing power onboarrl this car than there was on the
Saturn V rocker which took Neil
Armstrong to the moon". This ciaim was
made by BMW7 a few years ago, it relates to
the750iL executive saloon, and it hints at
the vast changes we've seen to automotive
engineering over the past decade or so. But
die rate of change hasn't always been as
impressive as it is today Until recently, the
motor industry couldn't realiy claim to have
been panicutarly innovative. Without a
doubt die appearance of cars has changed
dramatically, am! levels of performance have
also shown significant impnavements.
Btrhind the scenes, lit tie changed until die
1980s. The difference between care which
were preceded by a man waving a red Bag
and ears of the 70s, which itad a top speed
of over lOOmph. had resulted from a
process of evoluiionary rather than
rBvolmidnary change. Over die yearn,
developments had produced a slight
improvement here and another slight
improvement there but the underlying
technology of a 1972 Ford Consul was little
different from that inside a 1908 Ford Model

T In the main, I'm referring to 'greasy rag
and spanner' type technology', but exactly
the same applies to electronics. In fact,
when we think about electronics, the motor
industry of a couple of decades ago could
lie accused of being even more backwards
looking. About the only pieces of elettrica!
equipment to be found in most care of the
70s was the starter'motor, die electric lights,
the hom and die windscreen wipers.
Electronics only made an appearance in die
guise of the car radio and even this wasn't
fitted as .standard on many motors.
Series Content
In dils series of articles, we're going.to be
investigating the use of electronics and
microprocessons in cars. ISfe'fi also touch on
the use of computer technology in
designing and testing vehicles. But litde of
what we talk about will be found in the
majority of care on the road today Instead,
we'll be ebneentrating on leading edge
developments. This includes those systems
already available - even diough only on high
price tag luxury and performance motors -
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and those systems wiiich are still in the
development laboratories but which look
likely to shape the care of somorenwt Our
investigation of carejectromcs will be split
into five pans. First of all, in this article, we'll
look at die ways in which electronics is used
to improve thc.pecformance of vehicles and
make them easier to drive. Next mondi,
we'll take a mote responsible approach to
motoring by looking at the use of
electronics to make care safer and more
environmentally acceptable. In the third
article, we'll look at periphery systems in
care. By this, we're referring to those added
estrassuch :ts in-carentertaimnem,
communication facilities'and navigational
systems. All these first diree pans will leak
;it devetopments wiiich are either already
fitted in top-end motors or wiiich will
migrate into ordinary* road vehicles over the
coming years. In the fourth pan, however,
w e'll nirn our attention to motor sports,
and particularly Formula One. to see how
electro ntcs and computing are now essential
elements in achieving that winning edge.
Finally in our fifth pan, we'll go behind the
scenes to look :n automotive electronics
from the pcrepcctive of the designer, Here,
we'll lie concerned not so much with what
electronics can give to the world of
motoring but how it is achieved.
Meaner or Greener?
Miu might be of the opinion that die
technology to make cars meatier couldn't
lie much different from die technology to
make them greener. After all, public
perception sees the mean machine as die
V8 turbo gas guzzler which can do 0-60mph
in five seconds and has a top speed of
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tSOmph wiiereas the green option Is die
electric rac which achieves its top speed of
45mph iaalxiut Iialfan hour. Slightly
tongue in cheek, perhaps, but I'm sure you
get the picture, A look back over changes in
production motors over the last few years,
however, paints a rather different picture.
Ten years ago, fuel injection was an option
reserved for performance cars. A standard
IfiOOcc Ford Escort, for example, produced
about 75bhp but the sporty alternative, the
XR3i. used fuel injeaion and managed to
exiract I15bhp from that same lfiOOcc. Top
speetl and acceleration figures were
improved accordingly. Today, thesimation is
completely different. Virtually all petrol
engines are now fuel injected but you don't
see many graiiixies In Mini Metros burning
off boy racers at the lights. Rather than
producing an overall [letformance
impfDyemem, die move to fuel injection for
all has all owed smaller engines to be used
■without reducing engine power. So, if a
manufacturer had a two litre family saloon
and decided to introduce foel injection, die
size of die engine could have been reduced
to JGOOcc. This means less raw materials to
build the car and once it's on die road,
lower fuel consumption arid lower

emissions. In other words, fuel injection has
been introduced across the board to make
cars greener. The same applies to many
other developments we're seen over the
previous decade. The situaiion with multivalve engines Is very similar, these basing
now migrated from die 16-vatve hoc hatches
of a few years ago to the family saloon of
today. Even turfiocharging - while cerrainly
still far from universal - has found its way
into vehicles other than sports cats.
Of course, all of this has very lirde to do
with oursubjeti ofclearonicsand
microproctesots in cars but similar
principles apply here too. For example, a
number of car tnahufaadrers have lieen
experimenting v.idi active suspension
systems; This can lie vieweti as a safety
feature since.it reduces roll as a car goes
into a comer and thereby helps keep all the
tyres in cotuaci with die road surface.
However, if it improves the stability and
safety of cornering at, srtyiSmph, that same
system might allow the same comer to be
taken at a much higher speed than-would
lie possible with a conventional passive
susjiension system. So. a system which was
designed to make cars greener could also lie
used to make them meaner. However, diis is ■:

also a point of some concern as Lotus'
Alastair Florence pointed oul Even if aaive
suspieasioh is being promoted as a safety
feature and it's iieing included in standard
saloon cars as qpjxised to sports cars, how
can we be sure thai it will remain an
invisible feature in die Ixackground which
only makes a difference under exceptional
hazardous conditions. In other words, how
can vvebesure ihat it won't cause the driver
to behave differently? If the driver knqjvs
diat a vehicle is more stable on comers,
might he be inclined to push it harder into
comers thereby cancelling out the. safely
advantage? I'll leave that as something to
ponder since I certainly won't be attempting
to gct into this can of.worms'here. However,
my reason for introducing this 'meaner or
greener" issue is to point out that it's
sometimes difficult to say esacdywhich
category a paniculaf feature comes into.
Funhermore, some people will lie of the
opinion that so-called safety features tan
have exactly die opposite effect. So, now I've
put forward a valid justification for including
systems in just alxmt whatever category I
choose, let's make a start oil the first of
these ill-defined areas — systems which
improve car performance and handling.
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Engine Management
Systems
Before we get embroiled in some of the
really advanced systems which you'll only
find in motors costing £50,000 and upwards,
let's take a look at an electranic system
which is now found in vimially all cars.
Unlike electronic systems such as ABS ant!
cruise control which — although they're not
universal - virtually everyone has heard of
this is one whidi many car owners will be
totally unaware of. Yei engine control units
or FCLis can be found under itie bonnets of
most new* cars sold today. So what is an ECU
and why is it needed? Let's find our.
An engitte control unit is the heart of an
engine management s\3tem. die purpose of
whidi is to control the engine, taking into
accoum die objectives of maximising
performance and foe! economy and
minimising emissions. Funthermore, the
engine must operate efficiently not only
under ideal.conditions but also when the
engine is cold, whatever the air temperature
and however the car is l>eing driven. Clearly,
traditional engines widt mechanical
distributors and no way of sensing changing
conditions were not very effective at this.
Buthy putting all this under die control of a
microprocessor, it becomes, possible: to
achieve a reasonable compromise between
performance, economy and cnvirdnmental
concerns under a wide range of conditions,
'lb give you a feel for the power of an ECU,
Til present a few facts and figures relating" to
Ddco Klectronics engine control module.
fn comparison to the processors in
today's HCs, die processor inside the ECU
seems remarkably under-powered with a
dock speed of just 8.4MHz, a Kvbit
ardtkecture, 96K of EEPROM for the
progratn and just 3K of RAM. In fairness to
Delco, however. I should point out dial our
experience with PCs tends to cause us to
loose sight of just how little computing
power is needed to perform real-time
control fonctibns so long as a stare of the art
GUI isn't required. The processor has (54
I/O lines which connect to a wide range
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of sensors and actuators in the vehicle. On
the input side, sensors include air
rcmperamre, oil temperature, manifold
pressure, camshaft and aimkshaff position,
knocking, transmission speed, exhaust gases
and throttle position. On die output side,
die foel injectors, spark plugs, arid variable
intake manifold are all under control of the
ECU. Furthermore, die EGQ performs
various monitoring and housekeeping,
functions such as checking oil and foel levels
and iilujninaung warning lamps as
appropriate. The block diagram shows a
ftpical ECU and is based on a Delco productMany motor manufacturers don't produce
their own ECUs relying, instead, on scandaEd
parts such as those by Delco, Bosch and
various other companies specialising in
automotive electronics. The job of the car
manufiicturer Is to adapt the ECU to dieir
particular engine and this is essentially a
progrnmihing job. But according to
companies such as Superchips, most ECUs

aren't folly optimised for performance, and
for those drivers who want to obtain the
absolute best from their cats, these
companies and their dealers provide a rechipping service whidi can increase torque
and power by up to 10% for normally
aspirated engines ami up to 55% for turbo
engines. So if diis amount of potenrial
power is sitting there untapped, it's
pertinent to ask why the car manufitcrurers
don't "write the software to make use of it.
let's take ?. look at Superchips' views on this
question. "The mrmufacrurers liave to make
a compromise when writing the program.
They must allow for foel economy, exhaust
emissions, die very worst grades of fuel
being used and for die car going months
without proper servicing, if you tire
prepared to service your car on rime, use
four star Or 98 octane unleaded fuel and
sacrifice a iittle (a very little!) foel economy,
there is great jiotemlal for optimising or
remapping the chip." If an extra J0% more
jjower isn't enough and you've already had
oilier peribrtnance-reiated modification
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Photo 3. Porsche 911 Carrora with
5-speed Tiptronlc 'S' automatic gearbox.
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(tone to your car, ihen as an option to
stamhrd chips, Superdtips offers a
customised service. The dealers will analyse
your car on a rolling road, sead infonsution
by modem back to Stipcrchips and die
information will i>e sent back within a day
allowing the dealer to programme a chip
specifically for your motor. If you're curious
alxiut the idea of re-chipping, Superchips
can be contacted on 0990143 005 or
www.supeahips.co.uk.
When the Rubber Hits
the Road
So we've seen something of how engine
niajiagement systems — in conjunction with
non-electronic devclopmenLs such as turbochacgers and multi-valve cylinders — have
dramatically improved the power which can
be generated by an engin e of a given size.
Depending on your market, this tan be
used either to improve economy by
reducing the engine size or to improve
performance by sticking with tire same
engine capacity: Since the theme of diis
a nidi? Ls jrerformance improvement, we'll
assume that die technology has been used
to produce a seriously powerful engine. But,
of course, power isn't the only ingredient of
a performance motor; It's also necessary to
transmit that power to the road in a safe and
controlled manner and to make the veliide
stable at liigh speeds, eSpedaRy when comeririg,
and in many of these areas, clearonic systems
are now corning to the fore,
Have you ever tried accelerating from a
standing start by flooring die accelerator

...
and taking your foot off the clutch? If you
have, you'll probably have discovered dm
one of two outcomes is likely. Depending
on the size of die engine, the size of die
■tyres, the state of tile road surface and thcspeed at which you lift the dutdi, either
you'll stall the engine or you'll end up
spinning die wheels. Without some degree
of skill, you're unlikely to achieve die
effident get-away which would be needed
to dock the 0-60niph time quoted by the
manu&cmrer. We have probably all seen the
changes in position wliidi often occur
during the first couple of seconds of a
Formula One Grand Prix which testify to the
skill required to get a good standing start. In
order to de-skill this, traction control
systems were developed in the early 90s by
Fl teams, subsequently banned by the FLA,
and now finding their way into a number of
production cars- And here, it's used not only
to achieve maximum traction in a straight
line from a standing start but at all times,
and especially during cornering; lake for
example, BMW's ASC-KT (Automatic
Stability Control plus Tract ion) whidi is
fitted to the 750i and 75.0iL saloon cars. With
a 12 cylinder engine developing 326bhp and
allowing a 0-60mph time of 6.6 seconds,
there is quite some scope for loss of traction
without some form of traction control.
ASChT constantly monitors front and rear
wheel speeds and by comparing the speeds
of die front wheels and the rear wheels, the
onset of wheel spin can be detected. Under
these conditions, power is reduced to keep
the wheels within the grip threshold, no
matter what die road surface- Of course, few

automated systems are totally fool proof so,
in those cases such as while driving on snow
when a limited amount of wheel spin is
necessary to maintain movement, ASC-KT
can be switched off.
Anodter factor which is vitally important
to rnalmaining stability is a car's suspension
which, traditionally, comprises a combination
of various passive mechanical components.
Also on the OMW 750-series is EDC ID, die
Electronic Damper Control system. Tliis
adjusts the stiffness of the damper within a
fhtciion of a second to respond to different
road conditions and driving styles. By
monitoring all die movements of the car, the
associated processor can determine die best
damper settings for both safety and comfon.
When accelerating, coniering or braking, the
damper forces are increased whereas for
cruising at a constanr speed, they are
reduced. For more aggressive driving, the
driver can choose a firmer setting from a
dashboard switch.
Transmission
If you're serious'about perfomiante, then •
forget about automatic inmsmission, and if
you're looking for fuel economy then, once
again, stick with a manual shift. This is'die:
traditional view and explains, at least in pan,
why manual transmission remains popular
in Europe where fuel prices are high despite
it being made virtually obsolete in the USA
decades ago. The fact that a conventional
automatic transmission isn't as efficient as a
manual one really isn't too surprising. .After
all, an automatic transmission is a dumb
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mcchtmicsd deticcf.-hidi is baseti on verj'
old tecluiology. lilecironics provides the
mains far producing an automatic gear box
which can compete much more closely with
a mantiai transmLssion, and although you're
still, going to sacrifice a little in the way of
performance by going automatic, a number
of vehicles are now fitted with very efficient
and very clever electronic automated
transmissions.
At one time, the idea of fitting an
automatic transmission in a top-end spores
car would have been laughable. Bur this is
exactly what Porsche have done in their 911
Carrera and die pertbrmance doesn't suffer
as much as you might expect. Whereas the
manual version of this 3.41iue, 300bhp
motor achieves a top speed of 174niph and
a 0-62inph time of 5-2 seconds, the
automatic version can do 171 mph and 062niph in 6.0 seconds. However, it's
peninem to point out thai the nuiomatic
version ftas five gears compared to the
manual's six and that die automatic version
weighs 3-5% more, in fact, die automatic
9^1 Carrera is normally referred to as the
Tipironic S model because, in addition to its
automatic mode, it can also be used In a
semi-manual mode in which the driver shifts
up or down by pressing, ihe appropriate
Tiptromc switches built into the steering
wheel-However, of particuinr interest to us
here is how electronics Is used to control
the gearbox in its true automauc.mode.
On standard medianical automatic boxes,
it's now common practice to provide two
modes, one for performance and the other

for economy The 911 Carrenfs Tiprronic S
gearbox, on the other hand, offers no less
than eight different shift patterns which are
selected automatically depending on driving
style.and conditions. These range from a
particularly economical mode for smooth
motoring to all-out dynamic motoring widi
the engine reving to maximum torque arid
power in each gear before changing, and
downshifting approptiaiely from relatively
high engine speeds. Tlus intelligent shift
prograninie includes the following features
to overcome some of the classic problems
with conventional automatic boxes. During
warm-up, early up-shifting is" suppressed to
ensure a rapid rise of the temperature to
the engine's normal operating temperature.
Overrun up-shifitis prevented when
suddenly Sifting the throttle. Down-shiiTlng
occurs on braking for more efficient engine
braking. Gears are held during comers.
Gears are field for longer on up-hill
stretches, and finally; up-slufting occurs
when slip is detected to improve lateral
guidance of the driving wheels.
The Next Stage
VimmHyall we've seen so ihris tedmology
vvliich you can go to a carshawroom and
buy today, so long as you have a suiiidendy
healthy Ixink account, that is. However, lotus
Engineering, the research and development
arm of die Lotus Group, lias worked on a
number of exddng systems over the course
of die past decade. But such are the leadtimes involved in bringing cars and
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automotive sysiems to production, it could
still be a few years before some of these ideas
come to fruition. Rather than took at any of
these in any detail, we'll dose this first unide
by outlining a few of these systems to give
you a feel ibr what might be on the way
As we've sec, BMW lias a system which
can control the stiffness of a conventional
suspension to adapt to conditions and
driving styles but the next stage is the fully
active suspension system . Instead of springs
and dampers, an active suspension system
lias double-acting hydraulic uriits which,
under microprocessor control, can respond
to road irregularities as well as braking,
accelerating and cornering. Unlike
conventional vehicles which have
suspensions designed for a panicular type of
ride, an active suspension can lie changed, ai.
the touch of a burton, from providing a soft
limousine-type ride to sports car handling.
Another Lotus development Ls cam profile
switching. Unless you're a motor mechanic
or engineer, you probably don't know a
great deal about camshafts so here's the
simplified story. The camshaft is the
medianical linkage which controls the
opening of the valves on each cylinder,
ensuring dm they open at die correct lime
with respect to the other valves. As with so
many parts bfa motor vehide, die camshaft
is often designed.to present a compromise,
in this case, between performance and the
goal of near zero exhaust emission. In order
to allow a vehide to achieve both
performance and reduce emissions, cam
profile switching swaps between a pair of

camshafts depending on die conditions.
Although a significant dement of cam
profile switching Is mechanicai, dec ironic
controi systems arc needed, of course, to
make the decision regarding when to make
the transition. Going beyond this. Lotus are
also working on an active valve train in
which die medianical camshaft is totally
replaced by electronic control.
In die last two examples of systems which
are still in die development laboratories,
you'll notice diat safety and comfort were
coupled with performance in the first and
diat exhaust reducdon was coupled with
performance in the second. And this
underlines my earlier commeni diat it's
often very difficult to categorise advanced
automotive systems as performance-related,
safety-related, emironmental-related, or
luxury-related. And with that we'll bring [his,
the first part of our investigation of
automotive electronics to a close. However,
since many of these issues are inter-related,
there's a good chance that we'll encqunter
some further performance enhancing
systems as we look at safety and
environmental issues next month and at
periphery systems the mondi after.
Certainly our look at motor sports later on
in this series will be concerned almost
exclusively widi performance.
Behind the Scenes
My interest in advanced automotive
electronics was prompted by the claim I
quote in the introduction, rcimcly that by
BMW which suggests that their top-of-theninge moton; have more processing muscle
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these vehicles carry the lotus badge, Lotus
Engineering have been involved in die
design of cars and motorcydes by Opel,
Daewoo, K1A, Dodge. Chevrolet, 'Ih'umph
and Volvo, i don't supixxse it will come as
much of a surprise if I celt you that software
tools are essential to Locus in providing a
timely service to their diems.
The most Jundamental type of spftware
used is Computer Aided Design (CAD)
packages anil these are augmented by ICAD
(Integrated CAD) software which can , for
example, work out where - within the
veliide - a particular part can be located.
Using this son of tool, the job of
component placing for a vehide can be
reduced from dtree months to just two
hours. But in addition to off-the-shelf
software, Lotus' design engineers rely
heavily on associated software which lias
been developed in-house for simulation and
analysis. For example, before a car has even
been prototyped, the Car Performance
Simulator Is able to provide a wealth of
laformation on aerodynamic performance,
hnndling. and can even predict die O-dOmph
acceleration figure. Die design can be finetuned at this early stage, the final
parameters communicated to the CAD
systems, and a first prototype built with a
high degree of. confidence in its suitability.
Similarly. lotus have software tools for
simulating key componenis'such as the
intema! combustion engines and the
suspension. Clearly, the reduced tinie-iomarket which results in the use of advanced
analysis and simuiation is vita) in an
increasingly competiuve marketplace.
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tiian die spacecraft which NASA used to pur
man on the moon. My emphasis throughout
this series will l>e electronic,systems vvltich
are actually built into the vehicles themselves;
However, we really can't dedicate a five article
series on electronics and computers in cius
without also toucliing on the advanced
software which is being used behind the
scenes to design die vehicles.
Lotus is a name which most people will
associate with prestige sports cats and
perhaps some will also remember die
Formula One Lotus Team which last
competed during the 199.4 season after a
successful career. But Lotus Engineering
also provides design and consultancy
services to many of the world's car
ntaivuiacfurers. You probably recall die
l-orus Cariton, a 377blip version of the
\auxhal! Cariton with much improved
handling. The Lotus name was key to the
marketing of this vehicle but you may be
surprised to learn dial aldiough none of
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PARTI

Gavin Cheeseman looks at digital potentiometers and
their applications.

Wper—j
*
"Tfack

ABC
Terminals
Figure 1. Simplified diagram of a typical rotary potersl lometer.
In'this article we iocik at
digita) potentiometers ami
their applications. Some
reuden; may not be familiar with
the operation of potentiometers,
so we stall with a i.r.tsic overview.
Potentiometers, sometimes
railed variable resistors crop up
in many areas of arialnguc
electronics. They'provide a
method of adjust ing voltage or
signal level and come in a
variety of tyjies for a range of
iliffbfem puqwes. Typical
examples ate the small pie-set
trimmers, adjusted using a tool
and often used for circuit
alignment and the larger panel

mounting potentiometers used
as front panel controls.
♦ vSjppV

Wper
Xtefcla
\M2ge

ov-

Figure 2. Using a
potentiometer to produce
a variable voltage.

Standard analogue potentiometers.
Most manually operated
(Kiicntiosnciers consis t of a
track of resistive material, such
as carbon or resistance wire antf
a sliding contact or "wiper ", die
position of which may be
adjusted by a rotary control or
slider. Tilts is illustrated in
Figure 1. The resistance
lietween points A and C remains
constant independent of the
position of the wiper, however,
die resistance between points A
and B or [Xiims C and B varies
as the wijier is moved across die
track. If an AC or DC voltage is
applied between points A and C
•and an output is taken Ijetwecn

points B and C, the output
voltage level will be directly
relative to the irosition of die
wiper on the resistive track
(figure 2). Tiiis arrangement
forms the basis of most common
types of volume controf.
Many different types of
potentiometef are available with
widely varying,chaiaaedsilcs.
Some types liave linear tracks
whereas odierslvavc a logaridimic
response suited to audio
applications. Maximiim power
luindling aLso varies coasklerabl)'Mechanical poientiameters
itave l>ecn used very efiectively
tor many years and generally
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Figure 3.
Conceptual
example of a
simple digital
potentiometer.

ffesstor D
Avay
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Sltnplo volume control development layout
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Rgure 5. Circuit diagram of simple mono volume control.
provide good performance.
The;- do, however, suffer from
some inherent, disadvantages:
As with most mechanical
devices, signs of wear Ixaronte
apiJareni after a long period of
use. Tlie resistive material is
slowly worn away by the
passage of die wiper over the
track. In addition, dust can
collect on the contact surfaces.
After a while,.dead Spots appear
where the wiper is no longer in
contact with the track. This can
manifest itself as rumbling or
[Hipping when a volume control
Is adjusted and in an extreme
case there can even be
complete loss cf the audio
signal. With modem
potemiometers, the materials

used arc relatively resilient to
wear and fear and problems of
this kind ustially only occur
after long periods of use.
Mechanical (Xitemiometen;,
by their very nature, rely on
physical adjustment. In order to
van-the resistance, it is necessary
to physically change the position
of the wiper on die track; This
is not normally a problem for a
simple volume control, for
example on a small radio receiver
but can become considerably
more tricky if you want to
adjust the volume auiomacically
or by remote control.
Ganging together a large
number of mechanical
potenfiomeieistan be awkward
and may take up considerable

space. Also, there may be
considenible variation in resistance
chantcrcristics between diSfereut
potentiometers and this may
aifeci die operation of die ctrcuiL
With the above points in
mind, the advantages of an
electronic [joieniionieter
without a mechanical contaa
cm be cleady seen. There Is no
physical wiper or track to
become worn and automatic or
rehiote ojjeration is much
simpfifred. The introduction of
digital potentiometer tedinnlogy
allows electronic control to he
achieved with predictable and
reliable results. As tui added
advantage, push button control
of volume and otlier
paranieters is easily achieved

and can ix- particuiaHy useful in
miniiicuilsed products.
The concept of a simple
digital potentiometer is
iHustnitcd in Figure 5- In die
illustration, mechanical switches
are used for ease of explanatinn
but in pmciicc solid state
switching techniques would Ixemployed. Thearranget nent
shown consists of an array of
resistors connected in series
effectively forming a divider
chain. Point ii maybe
connected to point A, jxiint C
or any of the junalotis ixtwecn
resistors using the five switches.
In ibis example points A, B and
€ are analogous to the
corresponding lermi nals in
Figure 1. Paint B Is effectively
equivalent to the wiper
conneaion of a meclianical
[xitentiometer. Closing any one
of the five switches results in
jxiini B being conneaed to a
dillerent point in thetlivider
chain. The arrangement shown
is considerably simplLiied and
omits the iteccssaty inierfudng
circuitry. This tyjje of circuit
would not normally bc used in
pntaical applications.
Tlicre is an i'nijxanant
difference between analogue
potentiometers and their digual
couoieqiarrs; analogue types
provide condnuously variable
wiper position whereas digital
devices provide a set number of
pre-detcrniinet! wiper positions
(tap jKiints). In our example,
only five effective wiper
positions may be.selected by
closing one switch at a time.
Simultaneously closing more
than one switch would change
die total resistance of the diain,
an effect which Is noniially
undesirable. 'Iherefote, the
simple arrangement shown
would lie of very limited use in
a pracdctl application such as a
volume control. Of course more
wiper positions could be added
by using additional resistors and
switches resulting in a much
closer approximation to the
continuously variable wiper of
an analogue ixitenciome.tec
For most purposes, building a
digital paieritiomecer with a
large number of tap points and
the necessary control and
interfacing circuitry from
discrete components is not
pritctical or cost effective.
Luckily devices are available off
die shelf, providing excellent
|)erfonmnce characteristics
with large numbers of tap
points ;uid requiring minimal
external circuitry. JCs providing
either single or dual
porenuameter funaions are
available and some types may
he cascaded. Devices arc
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Figure 6, Using on op-amp to buffer the output.
uvTiilablc v-ich either linear or
logarithmic charticteristics.
The design of proprietan*
digital potentiometers Ls varied
and complex and to cover this
in any detail Ls outside the .scope
of this article. Therefore readers
are referred to the relevant
manufacturer s data sheet for
details of specification and
operation. Instead, sve look at
some applications and circuits
diat can l>c* built using digital
potentiometer ICs. The circuits
and parts lists shown are
intended to provide a starring
point and may require some
opiiniisation or mndiiicaiion to
achieve.the best performance
for a specific applicarion.
Practical Devices
The DS18691C, manufaauceti
by Dallas Semiconditctor and
availalile from Maplih, Ls an
excellent device, providing a
single linear digital
potentiometer fimction in a
stanciunl eight pin DIP package,
"Ihe device is suited to a wide
range of applications and may be
couirolled either using single or
dual mechanical push button,
switches or via a digival interface.
Use ofEEPROM tethnologv'
;dlovvs the wiper position to be
stored and retained when the
device Ls |>owered down.

Digital Voltage
Control
Rgure 4 shows a simple ciauit
which will produce a digitally
coniralled voltage output using
die DSI869 IC. "Ihe cinaji:
shown will operate from a
single +5V supply, connected
between Pi (+V) and P2 (Dij.
Capacitor Cl iielps to ensure
iltat the jtower supply to the
device Ls free of unwanted noise
and C2 acts as high frequency
de-coupling, ihese capacitors
may not be required in many
cases but this will depend on
the type of supply being used
and whether it Ls also supplying
Other circuitry. Resistor R1
provides current limiting,
ensuring that the maximum
currem spedficaiion for the
wiper ishot exceeded. 'Rtc
voltage output is available
between P3 (output) and P4
(OV). As with a mechanical
potemionieier. .the ourput
resistance Ls variable depending
on the effeciive position of the
wiper. In practice, the output
would normally be used to drive
into a high impedance. To drive
a lower impedance a suitable
luiifer dtcuit should be employed.
The circuit titay be used as a
variable.voltage source in
applications such as digital gain
control of a voltage controlled
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amplifier or to form the. btsis of
a simple digitally controlled
variable power supply.
Circuit Operation
The effective wiper jxisition and
hence the voltage level at the
ourput of the circuit is
controlled using two push to
make switches, SI and S2. The
circuit will produce 64 different
output levels. Momentarily
closing S I results in site out put
voltage increasing by one Step.
Conversely, momentarily closing
S2 decreases the out put level by
one step. If either of the
switches is closed formoa' than
1 second, the output voltage
will automatically increase or
decrease one step every lOOms
depending on which switch is
closed. On reaching die
maximum or minimum step no
further dctnges to the output
level occur. l;or cxarnp!e. if SL is
held dosed, the output voltage
of the circuit will increase in
steps until the maximum level is
reached. No further voltage
changes will occur until SL Ls
released and S2 is dosed. The
output voltage will then
decrease. If 52 Ls held in the
dosed posiuim for more than
one second the output voltage
will automatically decrease in
steps until the minimum level is

reached. The setting of the
poieniiometer Ls retained when
lite [jower .supply is disconnected.
. When the tlevice powers up,
the effective wiper position is
the same prior to power dawn.
Testing
The circuit Is easily tested using
an oscilloscope or a high
impedance multimeter set to
measure voltage. Ibis should be
connected between i'3 (output)
and P4 (OV). Step through the
various tap points using Si ant!
S2 and check dent the appmpriate
voltage Ls produced at the
output. Iftltedraiit is connected
correctly very few pn>blems
should lie encauuteretl.
Digital Volume
Control
Although tile DSL869 pmvides a
linear response, it can lie used
as a volume control. A simple
mono digital volume control
ciauit can be constructed rating
die IC as shown in Hgure 5.
Unlike die Digital Voltage
Control discussed alxive, this
circuit Is designed to operate
Som a split rail power supply of
-2.3V widv a centre OV rail. Hie
-f-V connection is made to
terminal PI, OV Ls connected to
P2 and—V goes to P3. The audio
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pi o t
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ox-:/
Cj ci
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I'OOnF

■ O-2-51'

NC. = No* Caiinsasi

Figure 7. A simple volume control circuit using single button control.
inpui signal is applied txjrsveen
P4(inpiii) and P? (OV) with the
ouqrut at-.tilable between I'6
(butput) ami P? (OV). Ic .should
be noted iliai the IC control
inpuis. to which SI and S2 are
connected are rcfeienced to the
-V stipple 'lb prevent overload
and possible damage to the IC,
die input signal voltage swing
should .not be allowed to exceed
dte stipph- voltage.
Operation
The operation of the circuit is
similar to that of the Digital
Voltage Control- The difference
is that the device controls the
audio signal level at die output
as opposed to producing a DC
voltage. Operating SI will result
in an increased signal te\ e! at
die output whereas pressing S2
w ill produce a level retluction.
As with a volume control
using a standard I Ok mechanical
jTotentiometer the output is
suitafjle to drive a high
imjiedance amplifier input. If
nettSsan' die output may be
connected to lower in»(>etbnce
inputs using a simple buffer
stage- An example of how to
achieve this is shown in Figure
6 for guidance. The type of opamp used will depend on the
application. The circuit shown
is based on theTl.07] IC and
should tic suitable for most

general purpose applications
hut other devices offering
enhanced performance can be
substiiutet! where necessary. It
should ix.- noted that some ojv
amps have a different pin-out
sind some devices do not
operate at voltages as low as
=r2.5^! so it is best to double
check this when choosing a
device- Of course, it is ixissiblc
to power the op-amp from
separate supply rails at a higher
voltage as long as the digital
potemiomcter supply remains
within spcctDculon.
Testing
The circuit may lie tested using
an oscilloscope connected
between P6 (output) and P7
(OV). A suitable signal source
will lie requiretl to drive the
PiCj.

input. An audio frequency signal
generator or a line level music
source is ideal. Connect die
signal souire between P4 (input)
and P5 (0V>. Check tliat SI and
S2 control the ompuc level
correctly and dm the circuit
does not inrrcxiuce any unwanted
dLsiortiou, The output should
be referenced to the OV rail.
Single Button
Control
The device may also lie
configured to provide single
button level control using just
one switch as opposed to the
two button arrangeniem
discussed above. This is
achieved by connecting pin 7 of
the IC to -f-V during power up.
An example of a circuit
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:32 r
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Figure 8, Using an op-amp to produce a centre reference voltage.

providing single button control
is shown in Figure 7. In this
case IC 1 pin 7 is pennanently
tied to die-fV supply. In this
mtxie, dosing SI will result in
an increase in output level In
the same way as with the
previous drcuits. However, this
time if the switch is not dosed
for a period of one second or
more. diLs results in a change of
direction. Anotlter difference is
that when the maximum level is
readied, further opemtlon of SI
will result in a reduction in level
as opposed to no change with
two button operation, if SI is
closed cominuously the
eflective position of the wiper
will cycle liervvceu maximum
and minimum via all intennedtitc
tap jioinis,
Tlie digital input on pin 3 of
the IC is not connected in any
of die above circuits as they are
all designed to ojienue using
momentary action push to mafe:
switches. The digital input may
be used for interfaniig the IC to
a microprocessor or slmilai"
connol device. Die operation (if
the !C when controlled Tin pin 3
is broadly die same as for single
button operation although it is
possible to change the
potentiometer setting at a faster
rate. The digital input can lie
used in connection with
applications such as automatic
level control. The IC may lie
controlled digitally via pin 3 in
addition to any medianical
switching arrangement.
Creating a Half
Supply Reference
An alternative to using a true
split rail |lower supply in some
applications is to use an ojvamp
cireuit to produce an artifictnl
centre reference rail that can lie
connected in place of die OV rail.
Tills type of drtuil can be used
where the devices connected to
the input and output of the
poteaiionictcr circuit are not
direaiy referenced to the -TV at
-V supplies. If this is not the case
capadtive coupling must be used
for the potentiometer inputs and
outputs. An example of how to
generate a centre reference
voltage is shown in Figure S. Tliis
circuit is simple and effective.
Terminal PI is coiuieacd to
supply +V and P2 is connected
to supply—V The centre
reference output is taken ihim P4.
Resistors R1 and R2 act as a
potential divider producing a
half supply reference levd.
Capacitor C! acts tis bulk decoupling wheims C2 and C3
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help 10 reduce any hi^h
Iiequency noise that may be
presen; on the supply rails.
vMihaugh the potential ilhider
formed by R1 and R2 produce
a halt supply reference without
any additional drctiiiry tltis is
relativdy high impedance. The
resistor values could be
reduced hut tliis would result
in increased current drain from
the jrower supply, even when
no current is being drawn from
the circuit. I'or this reason aii
o|>aiup follower circuit Is
employed. This provides the
same half supply reference
level (allowing for any error) at
a relathely low impedance hut
without an unnecessarily high
current drain. Once again, it is
necessary to use an op-amp
whichwill operate from a low
voltage supply such as the TLD7i.
Circuit
Construction
All of the circuits shown may
be const ruaed on matrix board
or printed circuit hoard. Circuit
layout is not [lanicularly critical
although it is advisable to keep
input and output connections
separate to prevent stray •
coupling, it can also be
advantageous to use separate
wiring runs lor analogue (signal)
and digital (control) supply
lines if low noise performance
is to be adtievtxL
As always, take cure when
fitting any (Kilarised components
sudt as semiconductors and
electrolytic capacitora as
incorrectly £ued componenB
are often damaged and can
present a safety hazard. The
polarity of elect ralytic capacitors
is normally marked hy a
negath'e (•) symbol on the
component Ixxly. The IC's Itave
a notch at one end. Hie pin to
the immediate left of die
notch, when the device is

W
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-OSjOFTSCT NUUL 2
Vcc-[T
71071
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Figure 9. IC pin outs.
viewed from above, is pin I
(see Figure 9).
Although it Is possible to
solder direaly to the IC's, it is
sensible to use a DfL socket.
Tliis makes life so mudi easier,
should it be necessary to replace
die 1C, and prevents the
passihillty of damaging the
device during soldering due
to overheating.

Standard.PCB pins have
been specified in the parts list
for simplicity but Other types of
tentiina! may lx" t tsa! if prcfemed
Altematlvely the input and
output connections may tie
hard wired'onto the circuit
boarrl
Once you Itave completed
construction of the circuit, take
some time to double check
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Next month...
Tliis month we have covered
some of the fundamental
difietences ijemeen analogue
and digital potentiometers and
investigated a few simple circuit
ideas, in the next part, we will
look at some more specific
practical applications for dual
digital potcntiomefer IC's.

\

u

TC!l<ehs:afe available Wm all Map'ln Slores fh befPmiriations ol £5,

Switches
All of lite digital potentiotSieter
circuits shovvn are controlled
using momentary action push
to make switches. Maplin stock
code ND91Yis specified in the
parts lists as it is a relatively low
cost general purpose
component. However, almost
any type of push to make
switch providing n clean
switching action can be used
with good results. In fact, the
choice of switch Is probably
more related to aesthetic
considerations than electrical
sjiecification. It is not necessary
to use any addldonal de-bounce
components with the. DS1S69
its this is dealt with, on chip.

o

'i

a

your work. In particular, look
over die soldering to make sure
that there are no dry pints or
unwanted short circuits. All
soldering-should be neat and
any excess component leads
should be removed.

;--r

It?

have dozens of fonts installed
Experience lias shown us
on your PC yet you rarely use
thai however large a. PC
more tlian twti or three.
hard disk is, it is rarely
Certainly-most people will
So
w are
large enough. Even though that
never use some of die more,
3.2Gbyte disk may have
bizarre fonts which are
seemed huge when you
installed on their PCs. What
bought your PC a couple of
about your applications?
years ago, it's probably already
Certainly i wouldn't suggest
starting to bulge at the scams.
&IIPS
that you get rid of your major
And if your PC is more than -a
applications or anything else
year old, then finding disk .
you use on a regular basis. But
space is likely to be a
what about that shareware
Tfjat
3.2Gbyte
disk
getting
rather
full
continual prohlerh. So how do
program or tiiat.evaluation
you free up valuable disk
already? This mouth Mike Bedford
software tram a magazine
space without loosing useful
cover disk you installed six
takes
a
look
at
footv
to
free
up
some
information or jeopardising
months ago and haven't used
valuable disk space.
your system? This is the
since? in all probability, there's
subject of this mouth's column. :
considerablescope for a bit of
in their names. And if you're
housekeeping here.
not absolutely sure that the.
However, don't be tempted
Temporary Files
contents of a directory can be I
just
to delete the associated
deleted, move them first to the ;
The way to free up
files
- even if you can figure
recycle
bin
and
delete
them
information, of course, is to
out
which
those files are. Both
properly only when you're sure
find files which you can live
fonts
and
applications
should
vou
haven't
broken
anything.
without and delete them. The
be removed from Windows 95
Somewhat similar to
iknack, of course, is finding out
Recycle Bin
in the proper way. Some
temporary files are backup
!
which files these arc. A good
applications - like the one
files. Some applicatioas keep
;
place to stan is with temporary
shown in-the screen shot
die previous version of a file
;
Hies, files which applications
below-have their own unfiles
which
are
already
in
the
use for temporary storage. You
with a new extension such as
i
install
option which you should
recycle
bin.
"When
it
gets
full,
might hope anil expect thai
Jjak. The idea of backup files is
such files would he deleted
that they allow you to revert to : the older files will be deleted
Di SofetnCfft fni/m
when you exit from die
the previous version it you've
j as new ones arc put into die
application. In feet, this often
made a mess of the edit, even ; bin but you can also delete
Di S ofe<T*jo's rrtd/-rus H eh
flies manually. Double click on
doesn't happen so there's
after snving the new version.
g].Iiopnfl«tioya
proimhly plenty of scope for
Itowever. if you're sure you'll
; the recycle bin icon shown
above and a window will l>e
saving some space here. As a
never want to revert re die
[ ^ Vrn EfcyAapeja
general rule, temporary files
previous version, there's some i displayed showing its contents.
Individual files can lie deleted
have die cxteasion -imp am!
i space to be saved here. Corel
i
it's usually OK to delete- them.
: Draw is a popular application
i by selecting them and pressing
use. Failing this, un-install the
die delete key or the bin can
Do make sure you close all
, which keeps backups and
application using die
lie
emptied
by
selecting
the
sour applications first,
i these files can be particularly
Add/Remove Programs option
Empty
Recycle
Bui
option
from
;
however, or you'll find that j large, internet cache files arc
in the Conuol Panel (accessible
die
File
menu.
Remember,
some of the files are lacked
also good candidates for
from die Settings option on the
however,
once
you've
done
and can't be deleted. Also,
deleting - take a look at the
Stan menu).
diis,
those,
files
can't
be
make sure you delete them as ; options in your browser.
Similarly, fonts should also be.
recovered
so
be
carcfolopposed to just moving them
removed from the Control
Having
done
some
houseto die recycle bin — we'll look
Panel, specifically from the
keeping on your recycle bin
Deleting Files
at tilts later.
you'll have iiecti up some space
Fonts
option.
So, where are you likely to
l We've looked at somefiles
but as time goes on, this space
find these temporary files? The : v.-!rich can Vie safely deleted
will start getting eaten up againmost likely directories are
Be Ruthless
1 and no doubt you'll find plenty
One way to avoid this is to
Aemp/ and /windows/temp/
I of others, but the subject of
Hopefully, the measures we've
reduce the size of the recycle
although it's possible chat
j exactly how to delete a file is
already
seen will free up a
bin. By delault, it is lO'tj of die
some applications will put
significant amount of disk
i important. If you simply press
size
of
your
hard
disk
which
is
them elsewhere. You'll notice
\ the delete key or select the
space. However, if you still
i probably larger than most
from the portion of screen
; don't have enough free space,
j Delete menu i (ption in the.
;
people
will
need.
Click
right
on
dump taken from Windows
I you're going to have to be
I Windows Explorer, die selected ! the recycle bin icon and select
Explorer that a lot of space can i fi!e(s) will be moved to the
j ruthless. In other words, you're
I
Properties
from
the
menu
which
be tied up in temporary files.
j going, to have to start deleting
j recycle bin rather than deletetl i is displayed. On the Propeoies
Look also, for files (even if they i .-Vs such, yuu won't actually free
i some documents. Most people
;
window,
reduce
the
size
of
die
don't have the .imp extension) ; up any sjiace. If you wnnt to
j lioard files forever, yet very
which are stored in directories i truly delete a file, you need to t recycle bin as required.
j often, stuff more tlian a few
which have temp or temporary j hold down the shifi key liefore
j months old is never accessed
I again. So look through your
1 pressing the delete key or
Fonts &
l^erirEtyiAWKO.lT^yTEMP'
1 documents - concentrating on
; select the Delete menu option,
Packages
; those files with graphical
U
Sia j 'Type
Hsra
j To confirm that this is
1 content since these laid to lie
j So for. we've concentrated rin
j£j~i?13U.lirp
S.652KB TMPFfe i ijappening, the icon On the
j the largest - and delete those
g)-<SSmti*>
8.492K£r TWRfle | confirmation window will lie
1 getting rid of files which j you can five without. You'd be
t*) ~<S1B£fUrip 8.747(16 TMPrle \ different. However, you should ; hopefully - are of no value
*] -c2a3£5:m!p 12.23SS TMPFSe j be aware dtat anitliing you
i surprised how much sjyace this
i whatsoever. Prom here on,
>j-(S4a-Ump 1X6341.6 TMPFte
'
however,
we'll
have
to
move
|
could give you. If you Imve a
^1 "<?tQ20t[rp 13.^2KB TMPFlte \ delete tlfis way is gone for
i backup device such as a tape,
|
our
attention
to
files
w
hich,
J-daaStep 177i»3 TMPFte j good. If you're in any doubt
1 although they have some value. i streamer, a sensible approach
*]-tS9f 4atrrp 1777SS IMP fife j whether you need a file, always
' would be to archive diem rndieraren't necessarily of value to
; move it to the recycle bin.
than simply deleting them.
1
md-ii)
am .^-cI
vou.
For
example,
you
probably
Another area to look at Is
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CcfOsisen, Sao; Race. Icfdo-I, IH£
sat (0171) 240 1871.
24 to 23 Nov. ImsgfRtcesanganc! Dgte!
DeomeK l.tsnsgdrert, fiekfen Centra.
Un.'.ebsi'/of HatgvSSzre.
let'
(01727) 813.651.
25 Nov. Enarprtse (•tetv.orisr^fi* Sf.'Es,
Ccfcejuarn, Savoy Pace, l/xvfcn, EE
fe): (0171)2401871.
25 Nov. t.lod-m l.fethocfe of oasctcn
for Burad UtiLty S&nfces, Osobsco
!.'£eting st Sa.cy Race, lordon, EE
re): (0171) 2401671.
25 to 26 Nov. Daefepmente fen Toe V.feh,
TttsCommofTi'.aafth InSinitS, KenShgcr;,
LcrdaiTd: OlSOS 373311.
26 to 27 Nov. RBCtca Digtat Sgpa!
Proocssng (DSP) fbr Engress, loroai
"&!; (0181)335 4014.
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Intel Developers Gather to
Reflect on PC Platform
The great and the good of die PC industry
gathered at the Intel Developer Forum to learn
about new
capabilities for the
Goming year's
computing
platforms- Tire
group stutiied
developments
ranging from the
redesign of the PC
to remove legacy
issues to new
platform designs for
more powerful, less
costly Basic PCs.
Also highlighted
were technologies that increase computing
power and battery efficiency' for mobile
computers, cominuing developments for Intel
Architecture-based workstations and servers, and
new rich media instructions for a.lSlSl? line-up of
Intel microprocessors,
The Intel Developer's Forum is a technical
forum that is short 011 marketing hype and long
on details. The core challenge facing our industry
is to make computers ever more powerful while
being easier to use and simpler to maintain. The
solution to this challenge begins with die
technical experts of the industry coming together
at this forum," said Dr. Craig Barrett, Intel
president and chief executive officer.
Organised by Intel's chief technology
architects, the forum, which ran from September
15 to 17. addressed solutions for desktop,
workstation, server, mobile and embedded
platforms. A wide range of topics covered in the
15 graduate-level technical tracks .and over SO indepth technical sessions ant! hands-on labs
provided insight to design engineers.
There were also be 80 exhibits, which,
facilitated peer discussions and distribution, of
developer toolkits that will prepare the industry
to focus its energies on the opportunities as well
as die diallenges in the year ahead.
In addition. Intel announced the fomiaiion of
a publishing house called Intel University Press.
This organisation will distribute publications
such as Hardware Test Specifications that will
help define die architecture, for developers and
design engineers.
i ^ 3
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Ito 3 Dec. 16s 2(X>3 Conference,
tens.
Gfe bAxtretion Goup, Ber&i.
Developer
Teh (01753)831 731.
Eofuml
8 to 10 Dec. ■Orlrv; InfonrESon 9S,
fSticra Hal & CljWfaa Z Uxxfco.
Pfoxl Intel Dovoiopor Forurn
Te!; (01665) SSSOCO.
Febrvar# 23-a5. tfl99{
14 to IS Dec. Secorvl IrKsmstiorQi
,: c
Ccffeeito on fefel Ksciat^-, EE
fiSndati. Tet (0171) 240 IS/to
Please send details of events for
. indudon to'Diaiy Dates'to: News Editor,
Qectronfcs and Beyond, P.O. Bo* 777,
Raylelgh, Essex SS6 atll or e-mail to
swaddTngton@clx.compunntco.i)k.
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The IntelDeveloper Forum is a semi-annual
technical forum designed to be the PC industry's
premier source of tools and training for advanced
platform developers. It is one of the few
company-sponsored technical conferences
targeted at technical computing expertsMore informauon on the Intel Developer
Forum can be found at
<developer.uuel.conv'desiga^dl'p-. Updated
information between Intel Developer Forums is
awiilabie by subscribing to the Platform Solutions
Newsletter at <developeririieLcam/spI.utions>.
Apple Previews Mac OS 8.5
at Seybold
During a keynote at the Seybold Conference and
Expo for the,converging publishing, media and
technology industries at die beginnirig of
September, Apple previewed key features of Mac
OS S.5, a major upgrade to the Macintosh
operating system. Billed as a 'must-have' upgrade
for Apple's design and publishing customers, Mac
OS 8.5 includes significant advances in Internet
search capabilities with its newSheiiocfc
technology, market-leading networking
performance and advanced workflow automationMajor .software developers including Adobe,
Systems Inc., Macromedia Inc., and Quark Inc.
also pledged support for Mac OS X, the nextgenerau'on evolution of Mac OS. expected to be
available in the autumn of 1999- Demonstrating
the fast-track development cycle dial's part of
Mac OS X, leading publishing solutions writshown running on the new operating system.
"Apple is delivering curting edge technologies
for designing and publishing in die digital age.
The combination of Apple's new products and
Outstanding design and publishing applications
from Macintosh developers firmly underscores
Macintosh's place at the heart of the publishing
indusm-," said Steve Jobs, Apple's interim CEO.
Mac OS S.5 is slated for ituroductlQa at die end
of this year. New features in Mac OS 8.5 include:
Sherlock, a revolutionary new technology that
allows users to Search the Internet without using.a
browser and to conduct searches for documents
on local hard drives based on their content;
networking jierformance iliat's faster than
■Windows NT; and frilly native PowerPC AppleScript
that automates simple tasks or complex workflow
operations at lightning-fast speeds.
■an
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Easy EG

MuHiRouter for Windows 95
MukiRouicr is ;i family of powerful shape-based multi-pass autorouters for Easy-PC
that can help you produce perfect single,
double-sided and nnilti-Iayer layouts in
record time. MuItiRouter combines the
latesr routing icchnoiogies to ensure that
your tracks get through where other
autaroutets fiat)- Gridless routing handles
difficult components like D-connettors and
surface-mount packages, making the
maximum use of available space. Shove-aside
ensures that design rules are obeyed, wliile
Rip-up and Re-try keeps trying problem
areas until a solution is found. Multi-pass
routing refines the layout, mitring corners,
removing unnecessary track segments and
vias, with die option of la netting tracks
wherever possible. MuItiRouter will
complete most designs in minutes, saving
you days of layout design time, and is
available in three different versions:
f.'.iccflcutalifoi snge ana
ckjuMe. layer dss&E
, _...U>54J„.-,i34553
I.tufERoutsr tV for {^3 td few fe-ers
i.-<AKfcg
darts ::II)3S..:...£6S9.12
1 f.tuSHoufef VTO fcr tipio eigtt layers
itoAeritehes...
.—JI159P ...f 1116.36 |
Upgrade versions are available
liluhLsader lip to Mirt-outeTU
Sr Windows-.,, . ID55K.., .JB&12
IV for V.'ridvxsup
to "lisjer Airtorar.cf
,„..XD3S-. £639,12
UuiiiDuter IV up to I.tiPtrouler !V
for Wndavs_.
JDoTM Xiai.62
'.tutltofta Ufc/VAvdo-riS up Sj
NMtroatef W bk
—._,JiJ5aN.,_£353.50
Maitirautaf VMI uo in WiftkoutEf Vtil
uKiR...,,fm.62
.'.tulsnxittr h to V.^rekws w to
.'.MBDUtPfVIII fa VAidWiS;..
ID62S £769,62
NluBrauter IV for Vi'Jidavs up to
V'uWfOJtefVm fbrVVuWOT.-S 2; ::ID^T. ;..;£417.12
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designs if you wish to. Hie technology file
also contains all die itiatiulaauring
infonnaiion relating to the design minimising
the chances of cosdy errors occurring when
the board is made. Easv-PC is shipped with a
full set ofconijxinent libraries, and new
componenLS can quickly and easily be added.
to you own libraries.
Easy-PC can be finked to a foil range of
optional circuit simulators including
Analyser and Pulsar for linear and digital
drcuits, and our revolutionary efeciromagneric
simulator, layan. can even be used to
simulate the eiecujcal effects of the actual
physical layout itself. Easy-PC can manage
complec design projects including Multisheer schematics, copying and renaming all
die associated files automatically if a layout
or schematic is saved under a different
name. This makes it very easy to re-use
older projects as templates for new designs.
£a=yPG fat VfintfO'*
..LDoOc- .£599.12
Upgrades versions are available
re *M to Essy PC far V/i«fa^._lD51F-_-£41i25"
Eas/FC PitftoEssyre fe V.tt.vs ,1D52G £528.75
._Eag/PC w EsyPQgyV-'ndj.'.S
iS53H,_.2ffltLro

Layan for Windows 95/NT
layan is a powerful electromagnetic
simulation program that synthesiser an
ecjuivalent lumped circuic to mimic the
physical conductor areas oh a printed
drcuit ixiard or other circuit sofasrraic. Until
now, many engineers working in RF design
have been unable to reap the foil rewards of
the recent advances iii circuit simulation
techniques. Even when a theoretical circuit
has f-veen simulated, prototypes often tail
due to unforeseen coupling effects between
the conductors finking the components.
Moreover, many RF and microwave designs
now make intentional use of layout
elements in implementing inductors,
sitipline. filters and coupling components.
Until now, it has only been possible to
simulate circuits using these structures by
using expensive software packages running
on Unix workstations.
Layan is the result of over 20 man-years of
development, and bridges the gap between
theory and practice, enabling simulation of
the complete circuit including all die parasitic
resistances, capadmriccs, inductances and.
bod: inductive and rapadtive coupling?
introduced into the circuit by die PCB or
j other substrate on which it is assembled.
I layan runs on a standard PC and produces
Easy-PC for Windows 95/MT j results in. a fraction of the time taken by some
Easy-PC for Windows 95 and NT is a new -itliearlier generadonSoftware.
Generalori advanced primed circuit Ixxird
layan is designed to integrate with Easyand schematic design system that combines
PC and Analyser, taking a physical layout and
a simple and intuiuve user imerfttce with a
theorciiot! drciiit schematic designed in
set of powerful features normally found only
Easy-PC and passing the resulting equivalent
in the most expensive packages. The use of
circuit on to Analviter for simuladon.
technology fife; (like; style sheets in a word
..i^TX^iglsjF
processor) makes it easy to configure new
An
upgrade
version
Is
available
■ ■ designs in a matter of seconds and allows
■ t^STtot^ailbr VVoyVws
....tE68V_—.£33.12
you to imposea 'house style' on your

Number 1 Systems
Software
Pulsar for Windows 95/NT
Pulsar for Windows 95/NT is a Digital Logic
Ciixuit Simulator program that can
completely eliminate many of the expensive
and time consuming aspects of digital
design. Pulsar allows you to lest your
designs without soldering a single
component, and without the need for
expensive test equipment. With Pulsar, you
could even slap the bread faoattling stage
altogether and go direcdy from design
coricept to PCB! The program features folly
programmable signal sources, adjustable
component models and a printable logic
analyser display that can catch glitches down
to one-picosecond. Pulsar can be used from
widiln Easy-PC for Windows 95,'iST or standalone with its built-in nedist editor.
PuSsar tor Wsvfaivs- .ID74R ..£387.S7
Upgrade versions available
I FUgf
ta Fviar far
, .■Lb75S.„.."£^.12
Putew SlatKterd in Pifesr for VfintoNS-.ID76H ..£170.37
Filtech for Windows 95/NT
Ftltcch is nn extended filter circuit syndiesiser
and is available in upgrade versions.
Rtechtof WrefaA?
,,U>77i;.£287,87
Upgrades versions are available
'
toKEtSl
sf VaiBijis
..U378K„-£88J2
Fesdi.StaKM-tit Rtech fbt Vi'ind;v.s-.._LD79L,.£11730
Other Number One Systems Products
PraOial Simutetat of rasBa*; „ UJSaA.,..£58-75
Z
„tp7K.I ^7^7
Z Matfih
_u
.:£17S.3T
Upgrade
z '.iatoi faZMaSn^Sonal
IOJ2P .AilY.SO
RF & Microwave Designer
This extensive package is an inrcgratet! suite
for RF and mfcrov.uve dvsgn and conmins Easy
PC for Windows, layan for Windows, Analyser
for Wirldows smd Z Match Professional.
MiaiTivafe IfegrierT ~
U373Q.-£1458.75
EMC Video
This video provides ah informaiive arid very
watdiable way to get to grips with the
technicafiues of EMC. and is produced bythe EMC Distance learning Centre at die
University of Hertfordshire,
mowicn TS .,
^£117.44.
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Processors
am ■» ffiHK
Intense competition is ruling the
processor market at the moment. Intel
is struggling to keep control ivhilst a
host of competitors are snapping at
their heels - AMD, Cyrix and IDT
Winchip are catching up fast. Simon
Peers, Maplin Product Group
Manager, looks at what's ahead.

intended to integrate graphics
and audio into the chipsets.
Intel - What Ues
Ahead
imd's road map is kci- to the
development of die future, with
the- following planned
developments:
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^ Desktop Range - 'Hie
450MH2 Has just been
released and Maplin is
stocking this item - order
code PVB4F. Tfte next
Pentium 11 ofibring is likely
to come with MMX
enhancements when 500MHz
arrives in the first quarter of
nest year, with 333MHz and
600MHz versions in die
second pan of the year.
❖ Katmai r This is Intel's next
major launch processor and
features an enhanced version
of MMX, giving the CPU 70
more insinicdons. The new
instruction set will make the
500MHz processor better at
using multimedia data,
parricuiarly 30 CAD. G\M
and games software. Intel is
planning to release Katmai in
the first quarter of 1999

s>

Faster and heuer
iechnQio«y ai a iiiglier
price lias always been a
driving force behind die huge
success of Inrc). In rise past year
die aimjr.im- lias esperiencec!
setbacks as the sub flOOO PC
asing rival manufacturers clones
have flooded the market. The
AN!D processors are "now
estimated by AMD to liave
gralilietl a 30% market share for
PCs using budget processors,
tvpitalty 200,233,266MHz. This
is because of the Intel polic\: of
vtithdnming from the market
ciuickh1; Similar to Microsoft's
turnaround on the Internet,
Imd Is now combating the done
makers with Improved versions
of its entry level Celeron range.
The computer incktstry has a
penchant for coderamcs and
Intel Ls not an exception.
TbidiLionaliy Intel has named its
fonhcoming releases after rivers
and mountains e.g. Ktuiuuh
was the ctxienanie of die.first
temium II, Covington for the
first two versions of the
Celeron, and Mendbdno for the
cache enabled Celeron. Also,
there are the various projects
such as the Geyservillc project
which was a low power mobile
platform for increasing battery
life, and the VChitney project

^ Budget Celeron - The
Celeron will get Lister and
taster. The 366MHz Cache
version Is due in the first
quaftef of next year. The
budget range wri]l reach
'100MHz by the second half
of nest year.

^ Xcon - 'iTte Xcoh Ls Intels
entry into the highly
competitive workstation
market. Two products are
planned a 450MHz version
and a 500MHz version
codenamed Tanner in 1999
Notebooks
'ITte market for notebook
processors is much more
complicated and is running

3"
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beliind the desktop nvirket but
fitsteritnd fijster processors are
on their way ripically starting
from 266MHz] "MMX to Pil.
Before long 25O.\0Iz and
400MI Iz ven-ions wil! be available.
The Future
There are a few technologies, like
3D graphics, speech, handwriting
recognition, which will drive the
demand for mote computing
power and more memory (ail of
which Ls available ex stock from
Maplin). Hie new applications
wili push the re-quirernents for
processing (xwdrfiinherand
into Intel's hands
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AMD
AMD will lie launching processpts
with syieeds of-fOQMliz later tilts
year. Maplin's current offering
indudes tlie 3D Noivledinoiogy
bundled earlier this year.
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What's Happening
Now?
Generally, customers, pariicularK'
the corporate tyjie, arc realising
that they no longer need to
order the very latest PC, and ;is
a coasequence, sales of many
midrange am! high end PCs are
not as good as they usetl to be.
Consequentl); companies like
Intel are get ung. less revehiie
for each PC sold, which Ls
Further aggravated by the sjjeed
at which the price of die higher
end processors fells as AMD and
Cyrix-bring out clones. The
upshot of it is that hardware
generally lioth memory and
processors is advancing faster
than the software rcxiuircs.
.Most softwnre development is
now heavily Tmeraet web
based. Ajjan fmin games
soiiwure, there ate few popular
appUcations which will mo
badly on a standard I33MHz
ftrnr/um, or equivalent.

The Future For Intel?
1 It is cnicial that Intel maintain
= the sales of its hitter peribtmance
| processors as this is where the
bulk of its revenue is Fbund.and
] profit margins are greatest. The
; pctxtessots aimed at the sub
I S1000 machine account for
; around ia'Vi of Intel's sales, bur
i they comribute onh-15% to
: Intel's revenues due to die
; lower selling price. Intel's
! perfonnance tlesktops on the
; other hand arc about 5031 of its
I revenue bur 6095 of its profits.
= Intel is the market leader ami
I will comfortably remain so for
1 the foreseeable furure. Maplin
; liave several versions available
; from Intel.
=
i
=
f
i
j
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Cyrix
Cyrix lias traditionally followed
Intel v.iih clones but ate now
integrating more and more
devices on die same wafer - a
system on a chip, ft cannot be
long before the sub £-300 PC is
around! Cyrix have integrated
many of the new requirefnenis,
for example 3D Graphics
engines, increased meniory
bandwidth to the new 100MHz
stanctuxl and MPr-G-2 and DVD

t JT*
3;f

on the CPU itself- This should
reduce die need, for a separate
sound curd, video card and
graphics CaitL This obviously
means less space is nsed and
will shrink die size of desktop
machines. Cyrix will be supphing
vendors of Information
appliances' for example DVD
players, Web servers and the
latest Web TV Maplin sell three,
versions of the Cyrix chip.

Whats 3D Now ?
3D Now is a set of instructions
built into AMD's K6-2 range. Jt
lets the CPU do its work faster
and gets the data to die graphics
Gird faster, which is especially
bendidal for work with complex
web pages, multimedia
presentations and 3D games. To
take advantage of the 3D Now
diip, software developers are
optimising applicadons to use
die new instructions,
IDT Winchip
IDT are a memory company
and they have seined to
promote a range of budget,
very low cost, basic processors.

Order Code
PVBIC
PVS2D
PV83E
PV84F

Type
Rl 400MHz Bacad
Pll AaOMHz Boxed
Pentium II 400
Pentium 11 450

Inc. VAT
£413.99
£567.99
£409.99
£582.99

Ex. VAT
£350.629.
£483395
£348.927
£479140

Order Code
PV6SY
PV69A
FV70J.1

Type
Cyrix 233MHzCyrix 300MHz
Cyra 333MHz

Inc. VAT
£39.99
£69.99
£119.99

Ex. VAT
£34.034
£59.555

Order Code
PVTUt
D'72?
FV73Q
PVT^R
FV75S
PV7D
PV77
Order Code
FV7SK
F'.'79L
P/EOB

Type
,
Af.iD K6 30 300MHz
AMD Kfi 3D 333MHz
AMD K6 3D 350MH2
AMD K6 300 Boxed
AMD K6 350 Boxed
AMD K6 233 KnEbook
AMD KS 266 Natebook
Type
101 V.lrrchip 200
IDT Winchip 220.
IDT Wmehip 240

Inc. VAT • Ex. VAT
£95.99
£31,693
£119.99
£102.113
•£166.99
£159.140
£102.99
£87,651
£194.59.
£165,943
£87.99
£74.635
£160.99
£137.012
Inc. VAT
£29.99
£33.99
£38.99

Ex. VAT
£25,5234
£28.92766
£33.18298

Congratulations!
Go to J. Hewitt, IJandovery; W N'. Heeley,
VCbrccster; R. G. Hannis, Raiding; At. Jamil,
Bimiingham: John Francis, Bognor Regis; R.
M. Haftly, Co. Antrim- W l;. Mills, Havarit;
Alan Jones, Swansea: T. Johns, Devon; 5. J.
Robinson, Maidstone who all will receive a
copy of Electronics ancl Radio Factiinders
from Newnes.
To R. G. Halls, Stockpoct: Ron Andrew's.
Chingford; M. McKinney, N.I.; KayVChicpn,
Konh Yorkshire: C. R. Spraggins, Mildenliall;
K. Hurle, Crovvbbrbugii who all will be
receiving a copy of lan Vftmgh's book
Making .Music with Digital Audio.
Arid fiuallv to G. Cohen, tondon; F, Xutall,

Is
Herne Bay; R. Bfidgen, AVoodford Green;.M;
Moore, Chatham; D. WTCIarir, Aberdeen;
Dave Goleman. Hemel He nips tea d who
have all won a Gator Grip.
For those unlucky to,win.a Gator Grip,
remember that this superb universal socket
kit is available from Mapliri (order code
NF89\t) at £24.99.
The socket uses a unique sprung pin
system tharwill grip, even rburidetl of huts,
and will instandy grip any size or shape of
ma up to'20mm. I comes with a reversible
ratchet and a power adaptor for use with
drills or powered screvvdnvers. A must for
afliooi boxes!
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At this vcats
Live 98
exhibition,
'I
held at Euds Gotm
Tit the end of
September, digital was ven,' inudi tile
buzzword. Sun.', the same was uueof the
last lit e event two ye.us ago, but then
virtually everything at thq ediibition was
focttsed on tlie Internet, with various
equipment manufaauren; and service
providers occupying many of the stands.
This year, dien; was not t|iiite as much
Interne! focus. Tire biggest Internet
presence was that of service provider AOIAi its stand, you cciuld receive tuition arid
coffee! That said, consumer eleantnics
retail giant Dbtons took the opportunity to
launch its new Internet semcc. which it
calls Free Sen'c. .'\s the name suggests, there
is no mpnthiy charge - unlike jDemon :md
its ilk. Ail you pay is the cost of call cltarges
to points of presence when you are on-line
which are lotal-nue numbers of the tyjie
employed by conventional ISPs anyway!
So what's lite catch? On tite face of it. the
only disadvantage is the cost of technical
support, which is charged at 1p per minute.
The way in which the service is primarily
ftindetl, however, appears to be dtrougb its
relationship with Energis, the company tltat,
provides its telecommunications facilities
and backbone ctthnetthity. Dixons gets a
siice of the call revenue that Enetgis makes.
Interestingly, Energis—which routes most of
its cabling alongside powerlines (hence die
companys name) - supplies tdecoms .
service; to many conventional ISPs. Hmmm.
.Although its probably unfair to say that the
more esiablished ISPs liave iKtn ripping us
off for years, the arrival of FreeServe could
put a competitive Ivimb iindcr tiie Internet
provision market—whidi Is rapidly
becoming ever more mainstream (witness

with Martin pipe
the arrivals of Branson, and Tesco, which
w ere also present at live 98).
Hands up those who remember the
Commodore 64! For the benefit of younger
readers, this was an early S-hit home
computer Utat launched many into
programming — and games — dudiig the mkl
i980s. if you could afforti more than the
Sinclair Spec:rums asking price, antf wanteti
an alternative to the BBC Micro then you
could have gone for one of these. The C64
was very jiopular in its day, and indeetl
emulators and software ran be found in the
internets nooks and crannies. Des|i)te many
attempts at resuscitating Commodore and
its Amiga computer (the 64's successor) including one by the ill-fated Escom chain it looks like the corp.irate undertaker was
railed in some time ago. A shame, really—
'die Amiga was a fine PC in its day, and
indeed many are still being used for
graphics and video work. But, the
Commodore name lives on, is an
organ'Lsation known us Web Computers
[nternauonal It has bought the C64
branding and applied it to a new network
computer- essentially a stripped-down PC
designed ptlmadly with net-surfing in mind.
The latest incarnation of the C64 is
somewhat more powerful titan its illustrious
predecessor, although like the original it
uses the IV as a display device. C6-I Mkll,
wliich reseniltles a notebook PC without the
display, is based around a 32-hii AMD
processor instead of a 6502, h;ts 16Mb RAM
compared to the originals (Sik, and includes

The Commodor
C64 re-boml ,

in
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half-decenr Idbit stereo sound. Die new
GS4 has an in-built V90 modem, and a
floppy disk drive for leading programs arid
Sitting data (although slow by hard disk
standards, it's a helluva lor quicker dian the
original machines cassette drive). Supplied
software includes PC-DOS, Windows 3.1,
TCP/IP stack, Netscape, Lotus home-office
apps and - yes, you ve guessed itan
emulator for the original S-bit C64! For its
T-300 asking price, though, sou could build a
real PC if you shop around die various
computer fisirs and auctions. But bell, that
.son of customer does nor form the new
C64's larger market.
Most computer mamifiicturers were,
however, conspicuous hy their absence, the
exceptions being Compaq and Psion. 'Ibere
was no Mia-osofi. and no Apple. Bearing in
mind that the lanec is targetting its sexy new
LMac directly at the consumer, this is
particularly interesting. Pace — themodeni
and set-top Irox manulhenirerdemonstnited its new T\' card. Dtis produa,
wliich Sts into a -Si«re PCi slot (ifyDtsve got
any left) gives yuu the opportunity to watch
TV on your PC monitor. Features include the
aliility to receive Nicam stereo sound and
teletext, antf S-video/conijxxsite video inputs.
Teletext pages can be saved to your hard
disk, as can video and still image raptures. If
you have a cuiicoaler, the Pace 1V Card will
also allow you to participate in
videoconferendng across the fntemet.
/Vldiough products of its ilk have been
available for some time, the Pace model is—
at £80 - one of the cheapest around. It also
appeals to be one of die beuer-spccificd. A
version witli FM stereci radio will sell for £-100
- mv'sclt' Id rather wait for a DAB model.„
Which le-.ids us nicely onto the
undLsputed main focus of Live 98 - digital
broadcasting. First to launch is Sky Digital,
wliich will offer as many as 200 diannels
(including the existing cliannels we know
and love, as well as some new senices such
as nearomdematkl movie delivery Skv'
Digital had a large very impressive stand
ilsai was occupied, at various points during
the show, by sporting celebrities - including
the footballers that its broadcast rights
payments have helped to make niultimiilionaires. Skv' Digital launched on
Oaolx-r Ist — although as a long-term Sky
subscriber I'm still waiting for the
information pack that 1 asked for over a
month ago! I wonder how many other
subscribers arc in the same boat?
Although Sky Digital receiving equipment
is being offered at a heavily subsidised price
(£460) to existing subscribers, you don't
actually liave to subscribe to Skv' Digital to
qualify! I rah see many people using their
Skv-Digital receivers to get half-decent
reception of BBC, C4 and C5 — free services
being carried via the same Astra 2A satellite
(28-2' east). Lest wre forget, some people
can't currently get die terrestrial channels

1

iu

broadcasters wiU survive in the long-term.
Some pumlits reckon tllai we hate seen it all
before with the SfcsvUSB dc-bicle. I could
hoi. however, possibly cohimehtS Digital TV'
set-top IxixsS for Sky and onDigital were also
feing demonstrated at the Nokia, Philips,
Grunciig. Pace and Sony stands.
"BBC DIgjtal liad a large stand at live *)8,
intended to prbmote its new ,1V ttncl radio
services. For many of us, Live 98 was the
first oppdnunits' to sample tine new D.-VB at
first hand Producdontiudjpphile tuncnt
from Arcam and Cyaiboi were oh display at
the BBC sctnd, in addition to a concept
design from die BBC itself Various car
radios were,also on display, iiiul it was
possible to hear these through loudspeakers
or headphones. Compjuisons with FM radio
were also possible. ^Nrcnnis tuner, the 800
Alpha 10. was also demonstrated on Arcams
own stand. The D.-VB gear at live 98 seemed
somewhat overpriced, considering "that its
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Sky Digftal stand.
that most of us take for granted, and would
you believe it, there are still some main
terrestrial TV'" transmitters diai carry BBC 1/2
with mono sound, and not digital Nicam..So
much for the 8BCs digital revolution!
All yes, terrestrial. Wliich leads us neady
onto onDfgHal, as the.Terrestrial digital
licensee is now known.This oigariisation,
primarily u partnership between the
Granada and Carltcn ITV franchisees,
showed itself to the public for the first time
at live 9S. Altiiough onDigilal will not offer
Sky Digitals sheer choice, most — but by no
means all — UK viewers will be able to use
their existing rooftoop aerials to receive die
service. Plus they'll get a digital simulcast of
ITV. as well as a new ITV 2 diannel. These
free-io-air channels will not te carried by
the Sky service, largely Irecause theres
insaiSldent, capacity to carry evety singleTTY
frandiLse. Like Digital Sky viewers, onDigital
subsaibcrs will also be able to access BBC
1/2, BBC Choice and BBC N'ews24, in
addition to C4, C5 :uid a new specialist
subscription movie service from C4.
Tlic set top box required for onDigkal is" ■
similar to die ones needed for Digital Ski;
and these were shown at die onDigital stand
receiving test transmissions. Here, vfsltora
could also lie entertained by leading standup comedians like Lee Hurst mid Ben Norris,

i

Digital radio tuners,
and,be tretited to a history of television.
onDigital plans to launch itself to the British
public during the last cjuarter of 1998 - more
spedflcally, some time in November. 'Hie settop boxes wiil retail for around £-200. bui a
subscription will be required. 'Hie basic
packfige of 12 diannek will cast you around
£10 per month. It remains to be seen
wlieiiter one or both of these digita!

essentially nothing more than a QP3K
demodulator. MPEG audio decoder, LT\C
and control logic in a fancy bos - it certainly
makes the world of PC peripherals seem like
good value. Indeed, in a recent Technology
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DVD is steadily growing, thanks presumably
to a growing base of affordable software.
On which subject, MGM used Live 98 to
launch its range of DVD titles: The first will
be the Bond flick Tbmonxnv A'ever Dies.
but the studio will be following ibis up with
a range of releases that include Ram Man,
Raging Hull and Mi/inigb! Cowboy.
Live is very much a showcase for the
kind of gadgetty that Bond sidekick Q
would be proud of — and live 98 dida't
disappoint. Radar detectors, digital cameras
and mobile phones with built-in PDAs wore
all there to play with and buy Hondas solarpowered carwas also on show; although
you could not buy it. The only mobile
phone networks'with a direct presence
were Orange (the Orange Shop) and
OneZOne, which are aimed primarily at
consumers. Cellneiand Vodafbne were
there inriirectly, via a handful of retailers.
Mobile phone manufneturgrs present were
Nokia (complete with that new object of
.cellulartechno-liist, the 8810), Ericsson,

Philips and Sony What no Motorola?
Hmmm, Alcatel shower I off a new
videophone, primarily as a concept.
Mast enduring image rjf the show?
Undoubtedly the Plantation stand, where
the MG managed to cajoule. the primarihyoung audience imp shouting Sony at die
tops of its collective voice. Well, I suppose
it's one way of assuring brand loyalty from
an early age! Tire next show - the new
milleniums first live - Ls scheduled to take
place between 21st and 24t]i September
2000 at the same Earls Court venue. By
then, we will know who - if anybody - lias
won the digital TV war. Hopefully, the,next
show will also feature DAIi radios and flat
screen TVs drat ihe man in die street can
afford. And Last of aJL we hope to see Apple
at live 2000 - assuming that its still around
of course...
tL:m#U your cwiiitrenbo' suggesttprs to
MartlniPipe atMtjaineUeix.ci^DliijkiCo.'lili. Qr took o?n tor Wm onHne'-His ICQ I0:h.-15482544

rr
\Xiitch we discussed Radftwcsipcs plan to
huild a software DAli receiver for
consider.tbSy less than £300.
Hi-fi and home cinema was welt
represented at Live 9S - Arcam apart, it was
possible to see audiophile gear from the
likes of linn, KEF, Mission, Pioneer .(what a
horrible new logo!), Maraniz, JBL, TEAC,
Yamaha and Nairn amongst others. At the
Mission stand, you could hear the recentlylaundied x-Spacc KJCi' flat p-.uiel sjieaker.
the undedting tedioology of which was
discussed some time ago in this column.
They sounded good overall, but were
somewhat bass-shy — a subwoofer is
essential in my opinion. Wharfedale also
laundied its own tlac-paael speaker, the Flat
Panel, at Live 98. One of the most
ingenious audio products, however, came
from Shtirp. Its latest Network Audio midi
si-stcm. the MD-X5H, will play music '.
downloaded from the Internet, presumablv
;cs MPEG Layer 3 (MP3) files. The MPEG
audio compression ststcni is not unlike the
ATRACS employed by die Minidisc digital
recording format, which the MD-X5H ;ilso
indudes. A decoder able to handle both
isn't out of the question. 'iTtere was plenty
of car autlio on show, notably within
various impressive demonstration veliides.
At live 9S..tTat 'IV screens were in
almntLance, How tilings change. A mere
two years ago at live 96, die only one that
could be seen was die Sony Plasmatrdn —
then a concept product. Sharp, Sony and
Pioneer all had hardware on show 'Hie
drawback? Undoubtedly the price - you will
not'get much change from £-10,000."
Pioneers plasma model was coasideralily
more expensive even than diat. Although
picture quality Ls good, it was not mudi
better than the somewhat cheaper CRTbased displays.- It will lie some time before
plasma screens, or flat displays employing
an alternative tedinology, become arailable
to a mass market. That's the display—but
what about the source? Pretty much all of
the major consumer electronics
manufacturers present had at least one
DVD player on shows There is now a
portable model from Sony! Acceptance of

Sony porianto DVD plnyar.
TT
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gain'oflset, animation, bithiaps,
moving bitmaps (so you can
create games, etc), triggered
ilflFflCTffii"
sounds, on screen keypads,
keyboard triggering (eg space

Tfje IdeaFactory from Quickroute is a
radical new product that lets you combine
logic gates, switches, sliders, mathematical
functions, 2D and 3D graphs, USD's, sounds
and animation to model a whole range of
scientific, electronic, mathematical and
design/technology projects.
For example, to look at
probability—simply drag
a dice (random numl<er
generator) and wire it to a bar
cliart. Press the PLAY button
and watch the numbers appear
in die liar chart (above).
Similarly you can model and
plot the path of a proiectiie
(right), create a UI-'O game
with animation and sound
effects (below), analyse a logic
circuit (below), or create an
animated lift under die control
of buttons placed on different
floors. You can also create
worksheets and presentations
using the built in text and

animation fadliiies.'
Much more dmn just a
circuit simulator. The
IdeaFactory gives, you a vast
range of modules many of
which hare a rich set of
options. Modules include logic
gates, LED's, 7-sc-gmeni
displays, switches, sliders,
mathematicai modules (plus,
minus, multiply, tlividc. sih,
cos, exp. power,
summation, etc), 2D (x/y) and
3D (xfy'Y) grapfis with
triggered dear, 8 trace logic
analyser, liar chan, cliart
recorder widi <1 traces and

bar triggers an event), numlier
(stan/step/siop) and random
number generatons, triggers,
compaititors, sequencers, and
much much more!
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Tins neiv PLUG-IN module for Quickroute 4
automates the creation of new symbols.
Choose fiom over 100predefined templates,
customise pad size and dimensions, select
'from a range of silk screen styles, and
SymbolWizard does the rest - automatically
creating a suitable scljematic & PCB design
ready to be added to Quick-route's or your
own custom libraries.
SimbdVvEard is fiilK- custntribjiMc,
and the sjinbols arc shown
'live' as you alter the properties.
Supplied with comprehensive

tlpaimcntatloo, SymboIWizarri
saves time, and ensures
consisieht results!
Templates supplied include a
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wide range of capacitors,
connectors (DIL & SEL), diodes,
fuses, integrated circuits,
inductors, LHD's, light sensitive

Pa .09 in Ul-Hrt K ii.
devices, preset resistors,
resistors, switches, crystals, etc.
You can also create your own
custom template designs.
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conjunction with a decoder
board). Other options for
connection to die outside world
will also be discussed liter
A status monitor is also
shown and the original purpose
of this option was to show the
state (set or reset) of each point
channel by means of a panel of
IJiDs. Today a more sophisticated,
multiplexed display is used ibr
this purpose, hut this option
has been retained, as it has
proved to be very useful when
undertaking software development
remotely from the physical
railway!. It means dierefore dial
the electronics can be
disconnected from the layout
(nsimlly in a shed or ioff) and it
Is still possible to monitor
which potfn channels are
set/reset while de-bugging the
software from the comfort of
the indoor location of the PCL
In theory there is no limit to
the number of channels that
can be controlled, except that
the cdnstrucior will have to
ensure that the power supply
(derailed later) Is of sufficient
capacity to meet the switch-on
currehi when all of the point
outpur capacitors are charging
at die same time.
No specific ease details will be
given for this project, as the
dimensions etc, will very muds
be determined by the size of
the system being contrblled,
but Photo 1 show's die original
project incorporating the new
eight channel point motor
Ixwrtl (front, left) alongside die
older version and the decoder
and mimic boards towards the
rear right hand side. The power
supply can be seen rear left.
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In part 1, Ian King describes a point control system that
can he operated using conventional push buttons or via a
computer port under softivare control.
The ability to electronically
control point motors
(and similar electromechanical devices) lias been
appreciated for some time and
die project presented here is a
proven and reliable design that
can be operated using a
conventional set of push
sw itches or via a computer
port under software control.
Background &
Block Diagram
Tills project does not use
cutting edge technology!, but is
the result of die development of
a prototype which was originally
ccmnolleti using push button
switches. Today die project
forms pan of a computerised
System which has the Mnplin
Z80 developmeiu system (order
code LU01B) at its heart It
includes a multiplexed mimic
panel for controlling and
displaying die [Kisition of the
pdims under softwnre.control
and it is intended to add train
position sensing and signalling
in the future.
The project presented here, is
flexible and can be as small/iatge
orsimpic/comples as die
consimctorwishcs. It can be
used widi a simple set of push
to make or non-latching toggle
switches (if die coristnictor
wishes) or with die addition of

the optional decoder board can
be connected to the output of a
PC/microprocessor data port. Of
course with die addition of
some simple logic (or g.ues)
then simultaneous manual and
automatic operation, is feasible.
Witiist. the ZSO has been around
for a very long time now;, it still
provides an excellent way to
team assembly language
programming and hardware
interfacing for those whose

aspirations exceed the most
venatile PIC!
The block diagram of a
medium sized system is shown
in Figure 1 and consists of up to
2-4 point control channels
constructed on three similar
circuit boards, each handling
eight channels. The point
motor PCBs are. controlled
directly by various types of
switches (as indicated alxwe) or
from a computer port (in
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Figure 1. Block
diagram of medium
size system.
Point Motor Board
lb openite eleciromethanical
deuces siurcessftifly. ir is
necessarj-10 supply a large
current for a sufficiently short
length of time arid the accepted
mediod is by capadtlve
discharge wliidi is used here.
However, if is imponant to
ensure that the current is not
left on any longer than
necessary as this will lead to die
motors burning out and this is

prevented hy die current only
being applied for a pulse of one
second duration. Further, die
possibility of a fault condiLion
must be considered and a
limiting resistor is included to
provide additional protection,plus this aiso reduces the surge
ar switch-on.
For clarity the circuit
schematic of just one channel of
die jxiint ixmrl is shown in
Figure 2 as all of the edier

channels are identical. Fat h
channel has two inputs (set and
reset) wliich are connected to a
standard sei/reset Latch via
decoupling capacitors (CI and
C2). Tliese are essential to
prevent spurious operation
(which cm be a real problem),
due to the model trains with
which this circuit will be used,
being very efficient producers of
RF noise". The output of die
latch (QO) passes simultaneously
to the inputs of two monosrables,
one of which is configured witli
positive edge triggering, and die
atherfbr a negative edge. This
neatly allows a single latch
output to set a point when
'high' and reset it when "low'.
The iacch output aiso provides a
connection for driving an
optional status circuit to be
described later.
The monostable output pulse
is determined by the prtxlucr of
R2.0i (R3-C5) and the
component values given result
in a pulse of approximately one
secorid (i.e. lO'x ID' = 1). Tlus
pulse drives the base of the
Dariington transistor, which
switches 'on' and allows the
current stored in C7 to
discharge through (and thus
operating) the point motor. D1
and D3 protect the transistors
from the back EMF generated in
the solenoids with R7 the
limiting resistor, through which
C7 will red targe, to allow the
point to l>e operated again after
a short ciunitinit Tlus delay will
nor normally present a problem

STATUS 0/P(J)
iC2a
R2
0
74HC453S
'77
-o5M414SZA
37
C3
1005: C4
SCI
RC.
JZ;!
lOor
lOOnF
4043
R5
CX
63V
2k2
SO OO
-FT
RO
-T R
Set{t)
^ 1 01
~cr
P,I
331
3
''fl
7
J2:2
lk
lOk
100k I
M!
ia R1
10
£2
02
R4
—
n R2
cm3k
-i-VDD
Reset(i)
S3 03
CI : C2
csi
R3
100a:
lOOnF
IDuF1
E
lC2b
63V
02
74HC4S3B
7x
cerCo
14 RC
10 IN414BAA
lOuF
15
R5
65V
7 554 32
12 CX
2k2
Ti
II -T,
R?l
500k
13T
Jl(+)
-S-VOD

as the need to simultaneously
set rind reset a point twice
within a few seconds will not
exist. This also allows C7 to lie
'shared' by the output
transLsiors ofixuh diannels.
R1/'C3 and R-I/C6 ensure that
die latches and monostablcs
enter their correct states when
power Is applied.
Construction
A double sided PCB has been
used to construct this project
and to keep things simple anil
ilexible the layout allows the
oonstmciion of either 4- or !>channel versions. The length of
these options is Sin to allow
them toiii onto die large double
sided copper Ixiartl supplied InMaplin (FAfriU). A 2-channcl
boaril can also [>e easily
implemawed using the same
PCB foils but h would tie better
to build the 4 channel version
and have 2 spare channels for
frinne railway expansion!.
For tills section I will assume
a 4-diaiinel board Is under
coastruciion measuring 2 .x Sin,
and the PCB foils for die board
Tie given in FigureJ) with an
enlarged legend given in.Figure 4.
It can be dearly seen that the
Ixxart! tan be split into three
sections that is input
suppression and latches to the
left, clianneis 1 and 2 in the
middle and channels 3 and 4 to
the tight. Thedetall iias been
left off the- right hand side of

R7
a
300H
2W

i-VDD

-t-5V
Jl(-)

ica
iIDOoF
50V

1

09
5 OOriF

24V

Pt Motor
(Set) . C7
ZZOQur
T1
TIP 122 32V

J3b
Pt Motor
(R/S)
12
TIP 122

ci? m CI 2 CD 013
IDOnF ^ lOOn
lODnF

1iCIO
lOOnF

T

OV
Figure 2. One channel of point board.
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FTgure 3a. PCB-Bottom.
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Figure 3b. PCB-Top.

the iegenti to allow ihe rest of
the board to be shown more
clearly and for channels 3 and 4
simply copy channels l and 2.
If an Seiiannel Ivortl is rlesiret l
(and this is most likely) then a
PGR of dimensions 4 x Sin cm be
used by simply duplicating die 4
channel hyout one nlxjvc the
oilier. Iliis does lead to same
componeni duplication, bin this
is minimal and fiexibiliiy was die
desired aim.
Commence assembly h\iiisertlng andsolcicring the 19
track pins on lioth sides of the
Ixiairf, followed by the six
Veropias (ope 2145). Next
insert the five IC sockets
followed by the rest of the
components -starting with the
smallest (diodes, resistors,
ceramic disc capacitors and the
Sil resistor pack) first. It should
be noted with some rare that
several of die resistors and disc
capadtars provide 'through'
connections between the upper
am! lower sides of the board
am! should be soldered on both
the top and bottom. 'Ihe
smaller dectrolytics, optional
PCB latch connectors (or pins)
and transistors can be inserted
and finally the 2W resistors afu!
large electrolytics. Double
check dial die diodes,
eleoroK tic capacitors and
transistors are-the correct way
round. The long lead on the
capacitor is positive with the
negative indicated by the stripe
on the ease, thediodecathode
indicated by n band and the
inmsisinrs are correctly inserted
when the metal tabs are
funhest from the input end of
the board. Do not insert the
ICs' at tliis stage, to allow for
testing iaterPOWer Supply
Tlie circuit schematic for the
P5U is shown in Kgute 5 and
comprises three sections. There
are two regulated W sections in
die original unit due to a need
to supply tire IP.Os and the
logic from separate supplies.
This is a useful facility to retain
as it allows for a supply to tbed
a mimic panel isolated from

that supplviiig the point motor
control logic, if the constnictor
shuuid so desire.
The final section provides the
unregulated supply to the
points ami a voltage of 24V dc
was determined to lie most
appropriate in my application
using Peco Point Motors (P1.10).
desj>ite these being rated at 16V
ac. These liave sulTeretl no ill effect and liave proved very'
reliable over many years as the
voltage is only applied for a
short duration. U is desirable for
this supply to f>e prodded with
an ami-surge fuse in view of the
initial switch on currents and if
required a front panel I.ED can
be connected to this oil to
indicate supply status as shown.
This supply has been designed
for use with die fcugcr layouts
and thus utilises a large (and
therefore expensive) multitapped transfomier (VCU22V)
witii its 17V sic secondaries
coiuteaed in pcirallel to
maxiniise the cunent available,
lor die smaller layout, an
alternative arrangement would
lie to supply Bill asid BR2 from
two smaller hut suitably rated
mmsfonnere. Connecting tile
input of the 5V regulators to the
4-24V dc rail to save a
transformer is not recommended
as tilts will lead to a large power
dissipation in the regulators
{especially KEG2) which would
need excessive heir sinking etc.
The PCB foil and legend for
the regulated supplies is shown
in Figure 6. and coitstruaion is
straight forward starting vvidi
die smaller diodes and resistors
and progressing to the larger
congmnems ensuring that die
correct polarity is observed for
the diodes and electrolytics. A
heat sink shnuld be fitted to
REG2 as tiiis gets warm in use
and a purpose made 10-220

Figure 4. Component overlay - not to scale.
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Photo 2, Completed point controller board

o

vaned unit is ideal. If using die
one specified in the parts list it
will be necessary to drill
another 3mm hole above the
existing one to allow the
regulator to sit fully on the
surfitce of in A slip of heat
transfer comixuind should lie
applied if this is available. More
that the targe can tyjie capacitor
(Cl ) and fuse holder are cisc
mounted ami tag strips were
used to provide a means of
connection (see Photo 2) for
the many supply wires required.
The connections lierwcen die
PSU circuit beard and ancillary
cornponcniB should lie made
using a heavier rypc <if wire (eg
14.02) esjiedally for the OVand
+24V ones.
Testing and
interconnections
VThilst no precise case details
are being given for tliis pru}ecr.
Figure 7 shows the layout used
in the prototype and the
inierconnectinns required to
get the project working with
push button switcltes. It is a
good idea to install, wire and
test the power supply first
ensuring that the spedfieti
voltages are on the appropriate
tag strips. Mains voltages aiv
dangerous and it is essential to
ensure that all such connections
to die transformer primary, the
mains switch and ftiseholder are
protected with appropriate
insulating sleeving. A purpose
trade 'hoof (FT35Q) Ls
recommended to sleeve the
ftisehnlder. Particular attention
should lie paid to the earthing
of metal pans, and as shown,
the mains earth should be
bolted to the trausFormer case
using a solder tag or similar.
From this poinc a funiier earth
cormcciion should lie made to
the central OV connection of the
tag strip, which is bolted to die
metal base of the case. If you
use a metal case also lie careful
to ensure iliat the chassis fuse
holder and other tag strip
mounting bolts do not
accidentally make contact widi
any other connect ions.
Assuming tliat the voltages
are correct, the [lower can be
applied to the Ifoint Motor
Board, and aclieck made for
+5\' acioss the supply pins of
each 1C socket. If this checks
Out correctly then the power
can be removed and the ICs
inserted, followed by checks of
the operation of the latches by
monitoring eadi output (pins
1 7,9 and JO) as n +5V pulse is
applied to the corresponding
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SW1

F1 5A

L •-

TRIA

17V

N*-

17V

BR1

F2 aA (A/Surge)

4700jiFt±a r.
35V
4 x 1N5407
R2

R1
2k

BRZ

24V (point motor)

C2 c
470ilF
25V

4* 1N4001

TR1B
(VVB2Zy)

GND
HEG1
V,

15R/3W

10V
ov

FfP LED o/p (optional)

HiFC3
lOOnF

7805
GNO

+5V (logic)

V0

^IJ
C4
lOOnF

C5
10)iF
63V

R2
4k7

GND
REG2 (on heatsink)
3
V.
V.
78S05
GND

-o Sil or Resst
-c, fi«sel Cf Set

7

CcmmEn (—)c—

C6
lOOnF

C7
lOOnF

+5V (LEDS)
i1 C8
100)jF
35V

R3
4k7

-• GND

Diagram 1. Connecting Peco point motors.
Figure 5. Circuit diagram for PSU.
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set/reset inputs- Nexi inscn die
!C2 (again after remming
power to die boards) ami cheek
iliat a one second pulse is
obtained on pins 6 and 10 as
die set/reset inputs are
respectively operated as above.
All that remains after this Is to
connect a (xjint motor to die
appropriate 3-pin connector
noting that the common centra!
pin Ls the +24Vline. The Peco
motors (type PL 10) are
coiinected as per Diagram 1,
and the simplest method of
testing each diannel is to
connect the motor to a 3-way
socket and plug this into each
channel in turn.
If you have made it diis far
then congratulationSi you
should have a working system!
However, if all has not gone to
plan then re-check the PCB
assemblywith particular
attention to component
orientation, dty joints and for
components not soldered to
both the top and bcuam pads
of the PCB where required.

Udl

Figure 7. Component layout for PSU.
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Next Month
At this stage the cdnstnictor
.should now have a working unit
oipable of jwint control using
Switch Inputs, In die second
and final part, the ccmfimer'
interface and status boards will
be. detailed and relevant
software giiidaiiceghen.
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PROJECT PARTS UST
MAIN BOARD (4-points) - for an eight channel
board, double every quantify.
RESISTORS
Win Res 2k2.
8 Off
M2K2
MinRes-lOK
4- off
M10K
Min Res 100K
8 off
MiOOK
MEi Res 15K •
loff
M15K
2W330R '
'4 off
-D330R
Si! Pack 100k
•loft.
RA32K
CAPACnORS
Disc O.I^jF
17 off
YR75S
Gen Beet l6pF 63V
9 off
ATTTJ
Gen Beet 2200/iF 35V 4:o{f
AT64U
Gsn Elect lOttpFSOV 2 off
AT6SY
SEMICONDUCTORS
"nP122
8 off
WQ73Q
1N414S
8 on
OlSOS
4043BE"
loff
QW29G

74HC4538
DILSOT-16
MISCELLANEOUS '
Track Pins
PCS: Pins
PCS . •*
OPTIONAL
. ,
PCS Latch'R 8w
PCB latch PI 2\v
PCB Latch Pi 3w
latch" Housing 8w
Latch. HouShg 2w
Latch Housing 3vv
power
pRESISTORS
* w~
✓*>suppty
, r-if*Min Res. 2k3W WiheviodndlSR
CAPACITORS
Can'4700uF 5QV

4 off-.
5. off

' UF19V '
8U,9V

19 Off
6 off
{See Text)

R82D
.(FL24B)

1 off
loff
4 off
loff
loff ■
loff

YW13P
RK65V
BX96E
WV23A
HB59P
.6XS7F

loff
loff

M2K
VVISR

1 dii

FF27E

Axial 470/rF.25V
Disc O.l/iF
PC Etect lOqF 63\'
PC Beet lOOpF 35V
SEMICONDUCTORS
IN5407
■1N4001
L7805eV
178S05CV
HeatsinkTOi25 MISCELLANEOUS
68VA IfV.Transfnnsr
Rinel Fuse. 20mm'
SA.Fose 20 mm
Boot for Fuse Holder
Chassis FuSe Hhider
2A A/3 Fuse 26mm
PCB
DPST Mains Svntch
PCB Pins

loff
4 off
loff
1 off

AT13R
YR75S
Ar77J
AT59P

4 off
4 off
1 off
loff
loff

QL86T
QL730
QLSIJ
UJ54J
JXZIX

loff
loff
loff
1 off
loff
1 Off;
(See Text)
(As req'd)
10 off .

V/B22Y
RX96E
CZ81C'
FT35Q
KCOIB
CZ99H
FL24B
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George Pickworth recalls the use of nicotine to
organo phosphorous to improve crop yield.
Introduction
In pre-Tvar years, crop proiecuon was often
uneconomic so low jields and poor quality
produce ■WHS accepted. But, to surtice the
Second Wo rid Wtir, \1e!ds had 10 be
niaximizetl and that was only possible
tlirough efficient cdntcnl of pests ami '
w&ds. Indeetl, it was during die dark days
of the war dtat the foundations of a modem
crop protection technology were Laid and
upon which an enormous international
industry was built. Moreover, it is from
spraying machines developed during those
days that modem crop sprayers evolved —
see Photos 7 and II.
In pan 6 we looked ar innovations in
weed contro!:duting'WW2, and the
immediace post war years. Bui pests
presented a far more sinister problem and

|
:
I
i
:

in this study we look at howaphids, which
seriously threatened our meager food
supplies, were brought under control.
There were of course other pests but
control of aphids presented special
problems as they were resistant to DDT
Fortunately they were susceptible to
nicotine and during the war, Britain was able
to obtain nicotine supplies from overseas.
Nonetheless, even with supplies of nicotine,
the control of aphids was only possible
through technical innovations that are
unique in crop protection history.
Aphids were a serious pest of vegetable
crops and sugar beet; they multiplied at a
phenomena! rate; they not only greatly
reduced sugar beet yields, but were
insimmema! in the spread of the serious tints
disease of sugar beet known as 'virus yellows'.
Early in die war, "Pest Control ltd.' (PCL)
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was grven a government coramcr to protect
die sugar beet crop against aphids.
Furthermore, it was vital to protect the
sugar-beet seed-crop to ensure thai seetls
were available for following year.
Nicotine spray was the standard control
method, but being a contact insecnddc,
every aphid ted to be hit by die spray. But, as
aphidsiived on the underside of the leaves
the)' were, shielded from die spray. So, even
by drenching the crop with large volume of
spray the number of aphids hit by the spray
was rarely better than 70-80?:'. and the
survivors rapidly multiplied. A much more
effective control niediod was desperatelyneeded and the idea came from the USA.
Vapour
In the USA, virtually 100% control of aphids
on a variety of low growing crops ted been
attained by injecting nicotine vapour under
an impervious sheet kid over the crop. The
vapour diffused into areas impenetrable by
sprays thereby giving escellem controlHowever, die vapour was produced by
cumbersome equipment and both
vapouriserantl sheet had to be. moved in
stages across the freld- See Figure 5.
In 1940 PCL developed a technique
whereby nicotine vapour was injected tinder
a large, light-weight, gas-tight sheet that was
slowly dragged over the. crop by an Allis
Gialsners row crop tractor. The key to this
mobile system wtis the simple method of
vapourising the nicotine. See Figure d.
Nicotine dripped by gravity onto the

Duct leading (o
underside of sheet
Impervious sheet laid over
crop. .Vapour being introduce
under the sheet

'crof!

Nicotine
vapour
generator
I i
Position of feheet af|er
being advanced I
t

I

11

-a

I
i
T~
1

Figure S. Applying nicotine vapour - American system.

'

ftacior's hot exhaust manifold where it
Immediately vapoudsed; flow rate was
contmlled by a needle valve. The manifold
was encased bra sheet metal box with a fan
at one end and a duct at die other end. The
tan, driven by a shaft and "V beit, caused an
airflow'which carried the nicotine along the
duct and under the sheet- See Figure 7.
The sheet, iOni wide and 33m long and
was towed at a speed of SOnvmin
(appraxinlately LOniph) so that the aphids
were exposed to the vapour for one rnimsre;
this killed 99?o of the aphids winch fell to
the ground and therefore did not
contaminated the crop.

I
O^D n>ctor

!gror

ID

Boom

I
mpervious
sheet
10 x 30m

Ladybirds
ladybirds, which are die natural predators of
apiiids, were unliarmed by the vapour and
quickly mopped up any survivors. Moreover,
the viipour dispersed very quickly so there
was no problem with residues in the crop
which cbtild be harvested almost immediatehafter trcatmem. Indeed, nicotine 'gassing* was
probably die most enrironmenially friendly of
ail. pest control methods.

Figure 6. Sketch showing continuous application of nicotine vapour.
FIguro 7. Sketch stiowing nicotine 'gassing*
of Brussels sprouts - not© arrangement ofi
nicotine reservoir and feed tube.

Nirntinp feed t.ihp
exhaust pipe

Row crop tractor
Nicotine
rasovoir
\

Nicotine vapour
Bmssel!
sprouts

Exhaust pipe
Vapouriser
Fan and drive shaft

Sheet
1
r .

i

v

Vapour duct
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Photo 8, Car-on-stircs 1948 - treating stravroerry crop with
nicotine vapour. (Photo courtesy of AgroHvo UK Ltd,)
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Icvo operators were normally needed 10
man-hnndle the sheet tvtien turning on the
headlands, and liie tendcncy was not to
wear respirators, but as the vapour rapidly
dispersed they did not seem to experience
any unpleasant eiTecis. Occasionally
howeser, sudden gusts of wind flipped the
sheet on top of the tractor and white this
was unpleasant for die driver, die effects
were nor serious. However, the driver
normally wore a respirator.

:
\
;
;
;
;
;
j
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Hazards
The most serious iv,r/-.irrf was direct contaa
with nicotine concentrate, npiciHy as a result
of splasliing - indeed unless irnmeciiucly
washed off with water, a splash less than
S.Omm in diameter made even heavy smokers
vomit witliln seconds. A water rank complete
with tap was thereTcire attached to die madiine.
Farmnately, as far its I am aware, no
fatalities resulted from nicotine "gassing' but

Photo 9. Successor to
ear-on-stifts, Zimbabwe
1948, with the author
standing by the machine.
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there were several serious cases-where
nicotine was absorbed and a doctor had to
be called. Tlie usual antidote was to drink
plenty" of fluids. Operators were, issued with
certificates saying that they had been
working with toxic products and required
landlords to provide liquid refreshments
(lion alcoholic!) at anytime.
Car-on-Stilts
The All is Chambers row-crop tractor was
perfectly ratisfactory with lower growing oops
but much greater ground clearance was
required for tall crops, particularty sugar-beet
sced<rDps. So in 1941, aTugh clearance
machine was fiibricated In PCL's Harston
workshops, antl was based on a 1935
Dagenham built FORD "VB" car and became
known as the carron-stilts as shown in Photo S.
Tlte car's wheels were attached to legs
about 1.5m long whilst an auxiliary gearboxfitted in series with the main gearbox, gave
die madiineThe.required SOm/nin forward
speed. However, die exhaust system of the
VS engine was not well adapted for nicotine
drip feed so a small metering pump injected
nicotine directly into die exhaust pipe of a
small air-cooled petrol engine mounted on
the tear of the machine. See Figure 8.
High Road Speed
A reasonably high road speed was essential
when traveling from farm to farm. So, when
on the road, the auxiliary gear box was put
into straight through drive and the machine
driven widi die normal gearbox. I never
drove the vehicle at more than 30kra.'hour
but it was quite capable, of SSbni'hour*! well
rememlier the look of utter amazement on
the faces of other drivers who happened to
meet me over the brow of a hill

Nicotine feed tube

Metering pump

Nicotine resovoir

/
Exhaust pipe

Engine exhaust plus
nicotine vapour
Crankshaft
q
Slot to adjust
pump stroke
10 underside
of sheet
Air cooled
J.A.R
engine
Figure 8. Shows vapourisation used wtth car-on-sti(ts.
Weather
tire drawback with "gassing' was thai work
rate was somewhat iess t!taa2.0ha,hoiir but
actual Avorking hours were severely limited
bt' the weather. Gassing was only possible on
perfeoiy still dat's - the slightest breeze lifted
the sheet and released die vapour. Moreover,
die vapour rapidly dissolved in any moisture
present, so gassing was ineffective when
tliere was a dew. Last, but far from least, the
ambient temperarure had to be above IffC.
Only one example of the car-on-stilus w-.is
made and stiould go down in history as die
machine that plated a leading, role in
maintaining our 0.51b per week sugar ration.
However, in 1947 it was replaced by a

number ofhigh clearance machines based
on ex army Ford \VOT6 lorries as shown in
Photo 9. These evolved into high clearance,
crop sprayers, also straddling inachines
used for moving timber arid ultimately for
moving containers,
Germany
Unlike Britain which had access to nicotine
duiing die warvears, supplies to Germany
were cut off and the country had to search for
an alternative. German sciendsts had already
synthesized a riumber of otgano phosphorous
(OF) compounds as potential war gases and
some, such as parathion and HETP (Hera
ethyl teuaphosphate) were found to have

excellent inscctiddal properties.
The story goes that Dr. Ripper of PCI.
covertly entered Berlin aheM of the
Russians and returned to the UK with
German OP formulas. Whatever die truth.
PGI. was apparendy able to manufocruns
HETP and parathion by die entl of 1945,
thus frustradng Russia, or indeed America,
from seizing the formulas and cornering the
wodd market. Unforrunacefy. Dr. Ripjicr
vanished in the 1970's as far as 3 can recall,
whilst flying alone over south cast Europe
After the war allied intelligence tennis
indeed found that HETP sprays had been
widely used by the Germans as substitute
for nicotine on food crops as it degraded
fairly quickly into harmless chemicals. On

Photo 10; A 'bean 500.
gallon sprayer 1948
treating peas with HETP.
(Photo courtesy of
AgroEvo UK Ltd.)
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Photo 11. A tractor mounted a!r assistance sprayer.
{Photo courtesy of Hardl Ltd.)
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the other hand, ponithion, by Liking several
weeks to degrade, was considered to be too
dangerous to be used on food crops.
The Arncricans were enthusiastic about
paradiion, particularly on non-food oops, as
ids persistence gave prolonged control of
aphids thereby neatiy complementing DDT
which as already mentioned was ineffective
against this pest. The Americans also
believed that paradiion could be used on
some food crops provided there was a long
period between, spraying and harvesting.
For biological reasons^ long persistency
was also necessary to control red spiders
which were causing enormous damage to
fruit trees in theTJK; this pest had become
resistant to all traditional inseoiddes.
Fortunately, trials with par.uhion were
successful and for the first time the there was
an eflective method of controlling this pesu
Home Produced
Meanwhile, Dr. Ripper had reasoned that as
HTTP had been widely used as an aphicide
spray in Germany there was no reason why
it could not be used in the UK. Moreover, as
PCS was already able to produce HETP, trials
to control aphids were conducted on sugarbeet seed-crops in 1946. These
demonstrated that spraying with HETF was
equally effective and many tihies iaster than
applying nicotine vapour.
However, in 1946, the high efficacy of HETR
was attributed to volatilizatfon, but irwas most
probably caused by the chemical I»ng
absorbed by the plant and translocated via the
sap which was then toxic to aphids and other
sap-sudang insects. Thinstocation was later

iiii

Vl
£

coniinned by Dr. HuJserrMattin who coined the
term systemic for the jihenomenoa However,
translociijon was found to be more pronounced
witlt come OP formulations titan oihos.
Thefact that bv'virrueof translotation, a
spray would give virtually lOOK control of
aphids with a typical 75% coverage so had a
profound effect on crop sprayer technology.
Drenching the planes with spray was no
longer vital. Vet the systemic effect does not
seem to have been detected by the Germans
Not Selective
After the initial success with HETP on
sugarbcct seed crops, further trials were
made on food crops, Including Brussels
sprouts, cabbages and peas. Here again
control was as good as with nicotine gassing
but there were serious drawbacks.
Unlike nicotine gassing which selectively
killed aphids and left ladybirds unharmed,
HETP sprat* killed virtually every living thing
that was either present in the.field during
spraying or entered a few" days later. So,
notices were posted telling people to keep
out. VV'orse stiD, die crop remained
extremely toxic until the HETP degraded.
Reimdtably during eady trials, the only
pratcctidn for the tractor driver was a
respirator and protective clothing, but soon
die tractors had air filtered cabs. See Photo 10.
Nonetheless, HETP was so tcedc that the
minutest drop on the skin spelt sudden death,
ret, it was originally supplied as a colourless
liquid. Later die HITIP was coloured deep blue
so that any splashes would be insiantiy
detected on the white ^snow-suits" that
operators were required to wear.
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Critical
it was soon apparent that thariks to OP
pesciddes, control of aphids and indeed
many other pests, could be increased to a
level hitherto inconceivable. The
goremment now had to decide if targe scale
application of OP insectiddes could be
justified in view of their high toxicicy.
As it was, die .government hat! litde
choice, for as we have seen, it was vital for
the economy of die country to maximize
crop yields and OP's provided the only
route to this objective. Indeed, the.promlse
of higher yields by using OP's was fulfilled
and that was of enonnous benefits to die
country during the immediate post war
years when the country was bankrupt and
could not afford to import food.
Contact Service
During weeti eonttol spraying operations, PCL
had acquired a fleet of Large spraying
machines and the expertise to handle highly
toxic chemicaLs Such as DN'OC. So, in 1947,
PCL liegan to use OP sprays on a large a scale
for control aphids on sugarbcct and sugarbeet
seed crops; this was complemented by
treating honiculcural crops on a large scale as
an alternative: to nicotine gnssihg.
Let us take Brussels sprouts as a typical
example of vviint that early contract sprating
with HETP involved. See figure 7. Hefore
setting off to work, till operators were given
a FresWy laundered 'snow suit" and required
to take a number of vitamin pills plus halibut
oil cipsufes, in front of the supervisor.
The sprouts were sprayed every three
weeks, beginning in July and continuing
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until September. Tlie final spray-hnd to be
applied a month before harvesting,
meanwhile the treated craps remained
exuremeiy toxic. Regrettably during the
subsequent spraying, operatots were
disturbed by the number of dead creatures
in the fields, tares'in particular!y.
_ Eiich time the sprayer returned to the refilling site, bo tit lite sprayer and the tractor
were thoroughiy hosed down with die
decontamination unit to make it safe
enough for the support crew to refill tire
sprayer with water and add the chemical.
The same applied before tire machine was
allowed on the road. During
decontamination, the tractor driver
normally stayed in the cab.
Return to Base
"When the crews returned to base, they were
immediately required to walk along a chalk
line marked on the shed, floor, directly
towards the supervisor who then examined
their eyes; typical symptom of OP poisoning
was pin-point pupils. Any operator who
deviated from .the chalk line or tad pin-point
pupils was stood off work until the symptoms
disappeared. However, drivers who exhibited
these symptoms tad already driven their
yehide back to base so it is not surprising that
because of impaired vision, there were
instances of vehicles ending up in the ditdses
Noraithstanding that spraying with OP's
was faster and much less dependent on the
weather than gassing, many growers still
preferred gassing. Firstly HETP was for mote
dangerous to the operators than nicotine and
secondly; as we tave seen, nicotine vapour
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New
By 1947, HEFT was being complemented by a
range of other organo phosphorous
formulations; all werc hlghly toxic but some
more so than others; indeed, tnany could oniv
be safely applied by contractors with the
necessary technical expertise. So, "safer"
products were produced that could be
applied by farmers wiih their own spraying
machines; application could be made during
critical periods thus overcoming the
disadvantage of comract spraying and bringing
about even greater efficiency in pest control
By 1950, fanners realteed that crop
protection was the key to GonsLstcmly high
yields and a healthy agricultural industry; this
not only benefited formers, vegetable growers
and Qfdiaidists, but the country as whole.
Aphid control was soon extended to
cereal crops and this ensured high yields
even .during years when aphids were
particularly serious, In fact, there was no
going back to the pre-war days when we
depended largely on imported food and
when, more often than not, it was
uneconomic to control pests.
In part 3 we look at-modem, computermanaged spraying machines.
liliii—"i
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inimediatdy'dispersed leaving no residues,
Funhemiore, as die aphids fell to the ground
the crop was uncontajninaica arid ready for
marketing. So, under pressure Tram growers
gassing continued to be used in some, cases,
paniculaiSy on Brussels sprouts and .strawberries
until 1950 wheri the car-on-stilts was brought
out of retirement, see Photo S, hut economic
pressure ultimately brought about its demise.
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EXTENDED
Precognitive Dogs
How many people have the experience
nearly even' day of finding their dog or. cat
waiting for them by a door or window as if
they know exactly when you are coming
home? In a recem survet' of per owners in
the nunh of England, nearly half of them
reported just sudi an exjjerience- mdre
often with dogs than with cats.
Of course, if you get home from work a t
about the same time every day, and arrive
in your car, your dog will know when to
expect you anil will recognise the sound of
your tsir's engine. Nothing parattomial
:i!k)ue that. Hut. suppose, like quite a few
jteople. you come home at different times
every day and sometimes you take the bus,
get a lift in a friend's car. or walk? If you still
find your dog siuing by the door whatever
time you arrive, then dint Is more interesting.
Better still, if diere is scunelxidy who
star's nr home most of the time who tells
itju esaaly what tliftc the dog went to the
door, and you notice that you decided to
start for home at exactly the same time,
that does begin to took more than normal.
Fytafly, supjxj.se you leave a video camera
miming with a long play tape in it and view
it when you get home, and find that your
dog just slept or mooned around most of
the time - may tie getting a iiit excited if
another dog or car goes by the windtnv bur
otherwise not doing very much - then
seemed to leap into action and mount
guard by the door at the tune you set off
Now that does begins to look more iike
animal psychic powers tit work!
Until quite recently, you might liave
wondered whv no scientist ever seemed to

DEflKI

j haye looked into the question of such
; powers. Luckily; at last at (east one has, and
!
he has come up with some pretty
j impressive evidence.
|
Rupert Sheldrake is a highly original
| scientist with a solid academic background
i in biology and biochemistry*, and Is one of
j those few who seem willing to explore areas
i other sdemists prefer nut to reach - or even
i admit exists, lie lias teamed up with a pet
i owner named Pamela Smart, from
1 Ramsbottom in Greater Manchester, who
I might never have discovered the psychic
1 jiovvers nflier lively mongrel terrier Jaytce if
i she had not iseen made redundant in 1993.
I
Up to then she had been working regular
: hours as a school secretary. Every day she
j- would leave work at alxiut 430p ni- raking
I up to an hour to get home. When she was
= out, Jayrce would be looked after by her
i parents. They lived in the flat next door, and
i it was they who first noticed that Jaytee
; always Seemed to know when Pamela was tin
| her way home, even tliough tliey often did
: iiol So they liegan to keep written records,
i Over a three-month period in 1994, diey
j noted the times dial Jaytee began to react and
I tlie times Rimcia arrived home. Tliey found
I dial die dog seemed to pick up his owners
\ derision to set out for home no less than 27
; limes, and failed on only six occasions,
= making Ills tut rate an imprtssive 82!.V,,
;
Now that Pamela no longer had a regular
\ jtib, she no longer kept regular hounc She
= could go out at any cime. coming home at
| any rime froiri early morning to late
j evening. She could just go round rhe corner
! and conic back almost at oncc. or she could
:
drive (in a friend's car) several miles away
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and stay out most of die thy. Oddly enough,
Jaytee not only seemed to know when she
was coming home, hut also how far away
she was. When she had a long journey
ahead of her, he would spend longer at the
window wailing.for her, and when her
homecoming trip was a short one, the dog
adjusted his waiting time accordingly.
Between July 1994 and February i.995,
records were kept of a total of 63 outings
by Pamela Smart. Her pet seemed to pick
up her homecoming a staggering 87% of
die time. When he foiled, he usually hat! a
good excuse. He might be feeling unwell,
he might have been dlstraaed by another
dog he could see through the ground floor
picture-window, or he might simply have
been sound asleep. Yet he only failed tight
times out of 63,
•id! of tills is on videotape, and in
November 1994 things were taken a stage
further when a team froin die AiLsuian OR!'
TV station set up a split-screen e.xperinienl
in which both Pamela and Jaytee could be
seen at the same time, though obviously
not by eadi other, it was the TV crew who
gave the signal for Pamela to leave for
Iiome, and within seconds Jaytee got up,
strolled over to die window; sat down and
cocked his cats, waiting patiently; This was
probably the fust time that pet telepadiy
had been shown in action.
Of coarse, there were those who were
not satiified. (There always: are, as 1 know
only too well!). You may have seen the
results of one of die experiments carried
out by a sceptical scientist, Dr Richard
Wiseman, shown in die Equinox
programme called Secrets of the Psychics.
Viewers were led to believe that Jaytee was
rushing all over the place much of the time
his owner was out.
What die Equinox spin doctors ibrgot to
tell die viewers was diat on diis occasion
Pamela's absence from home coincided
with die visit of the local fishmotiger's van,
which brought every cat in the
neighbourht xxi nut on the trail of a stray
sardine. This caused Jaytee to become
quite agitated as he gave diem a ferorious
barking too, although he was still at his
post when his owner came horae. Kupert
Sheldrake lias kept going despite such
criticisms. With the help of a grant from the
lifebridge Foundation of New Mirk he has
been able to devote himself fiili time to his
pet research together with the odier
projects described In his fascinating book
Seven Experiments Tba! Could C/xuige ibe
World. Wouldn't it lie great if the first Nobel
prize for parapsychology was,shared by
Sheldrake, Pamela Smart - and Jaytee?
UriGeller'snqvel EUals pulillshedby;
fleitllihe:F«iiure%S5.99r:and his liide Bt.iok
Gf MindPower by flobson Books at '£2.50,
andjoruuhon MSigolLs' Ori Geller Magician
or Mpiic? by Orion Books at .917,99.
Ylsit his live weiKite camera at
uragaller-cqov and e-mail.him'ai
teigeUerScoinpuserve. cbai
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Gavin Cheeseman applies these video receiver and
transmitter modules to practical applications.
In recent years the use of
video surveillance in
domestic premises has
become considerably more
widespie-ad. Pan of the reitson
for this Is the introduction of
CMOS camera technology,
allowing systems to be insiallerl
at a more afibrdable price.
Most sj-steitLS use coastal cable
to connect iretween the camera
and a monitor, video recorder
or both. Often, die cable is
necessarily long and moving
thc camera to a dilTerenf
location requires considerable
thought and planning. Some of
this inconvenience can be
avoided by using a radio
frequency link. However, not
all types of RF link are suitable
due to tite relatively wide
bandwidth required to transmit
comppsiie video. Also, there
arc often legislative restrictions
on the. modes of transmission
allowed In a given frequency
band. 'Hie microwave region is
well suited to video
transmission and specific
frequency bands liave been
allocated fbr this purpose.
The ATC "Siipnsision' video
cbntmllerand receiver, together
with the associated transmitter,
both available
from Maplin,"

Hi

.

provide an excellent method of
transmitring a monochrome
video image over a range of
several meires: The transmitter
is Wireless Telegraphy Licence
Exempt and is compliant with
MPT1349. Tlie receiver unit also
has the fctcility to automatically
switch on 2 video re cottier
when a sensor connected to the
transmitter is ndggered.
.As with most radio.
transmittirig equipment, the
video link is subjecttb strict legal
requirements. The scope of these'
includes labelfing jimltatidrB
regarding the niaxlmurri radiated
power and operating frequencies.
In order for the technical
specification of the transmitter to
remain within the: requirements
of the MPT1349 type approval, it.
is essential that no modificatJQns
are made to the transmitter
module or the associated antenna.
The ideas proposed in this
article are suggested from a
purely technical viewpoint
Where necessary, readers
should seek advice with regard
to the legality of specific
applications before proceeding.
A Brief Overview
Hie Ixisic system consists of
a compact rnmsminer
module (artier code
.NW22Y) and the
assodacec! receiver unit
(order code N\\74] 0),
The mmsmiuer
operates at a nominal
frequenq* of T394.M Hz
(EM) and accepts a
standard composite
video input signal. A
control input Is
provided to allow
the unit to be
switched on by a
PI R detector or
other types of
sensor with a
dry, contact
(Volt free)
output.

The receiver detects and
demodulates the microwave
signal reproducing the
composite video at its outpuc
The output signal can be
displayed on a monitor or
recorded using an ordinary
home video recorder. In
addition to performing die
receive fiinciion. the receiver
unit also has an integral
infrared transmirter. When
suitably programmed the unit
can be used to control a video
recorder such that it starts
recording when the video
transmission Is received and
stops recording at the end of
the transniLssion.
The ability to control a video
recorder in this way offers
several advantages over ■using a
simple wired camera and home
vldet) recorder. Firstly, die
video recorder only records if
activity is detected by the PIR
as opposed to recording
contSnuousiy. Tills avoids
recording long periods of
inactivity and means that you
can provide monitoring over
extended periods with a

+12V dc

O

Am&nna/OV

o

standard domestic video
recorder, without having to
ciiange the tape. It is also
much easier to find any activity
chat is recorded on the tape -as
only the relevant events, where
activity is present, are
recorded. Using a simple
camera and home video
recorder it would be necessary
to view the whole recording io
find any relevant sections.
Installing
the System
Figure 1 shows die connection
diagram for the iransmitter
module. The unit requires a 12V'
DC power supply. A12V'
regulated adaptor capable of
supplying over200rnA such as
Maplin order code MGSiC
(400mA) is suitable for tills
purpose. For ease of connection
to this type of power supply, a
suitable in line power socket
may be wired to die transmitter
module. Hie transmitter video
input may be driven from a
composite video source such as

0
0

Video
Transmitter
Module

1 Relay/input
J {see test)

0 ov- Composite
0 l/p J Video in
0 0V-] 12V do out
0 +J (sea text)

Figure 1. Transraittef module connection diagram.

Receiver module.
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a CMOS camera at a (eve! of LV
peak-to-peak (750).
lost. Qiies of P! R that provide
a tlnT comact (relay) output may
iw used to switch the transmitter
mociute. The outptn fram the
PIP is conneaed to the transmitter
relay tcrrninals. When the relay
contacts are open the unit is
active. When the contacts are
dosed, the uunsnsiuer is titsabltkl.
It Ls Important that the
transmitter module together with
any assodated camera ahd'or PIR
are protected against unsuiiaiile
environmental conditions. In
particular die units must not be
allowed to come into contact
with rnoisiure as this will almost
renainly affect die reliable
ojienuit m of the drcuit and may
result in damage. Excessireiyhigh
or low ambient lempertiaires
may also afiect the opeRiiion of
the draiitty. so take cire to
remain within [he.spedficailon
supplied with the, unit.
A licence exempt labells
supplied with the iransminer
module. This is required as ■
part of theJIcense exemption
requirements and should be
attached to the transmitter
installation in a cltarly
visible position.
The connection and layout
diagram for the receiver is
shown in Figure 2. The receiver
will operate from a lZ\r DC
power supply capable of
delivering 100mA. A composite
video output is provided via a

Video on"
□

,

Power in

Antenna

O

□

Video. Conlroller/FM Receiver

Slop Rec

iR out

(R in Signal

e e 90 e

e

Figure 2. Receiver module connection diagram.
phorio socket. This can tie
connected to your video
recorder or monitor using a
suitable screened lead. The type
of lead used will depend on the
connector used at the
monitorAideo recorder. Ready
made leads are available for
most common types of
connection including SGART.
BNC and phono. If die output
of the receiver is being fed to a
domestic video recorder, the
UHF output of the recorder can
be monitored on a television
receiver in die usual wait Hie

Camera and
microwave
transmitter
PIR coveting
tJesitad area

receiver unit is suitable for
indoor use only and should not
be exposed to moisture or high
levels of humidity.
Programming the
Receiver Module
As mentioned, it is possible to
use the receiver to control the
record and stop functions of
many types of home video
recorder if the reconier has an
infrared remote control focility.
■nils can be a particularly uscflil
function, if vou wish to control

yourvideo recoretcr using die
infrared output from the receiver,
it is first necessary to program
die. unit with die appropriate
control codes using your video
recorder remote cqnirol Tills
procedure Is explained in detail
in die instruction leaflet supplied
with die receiver module.
Programming die video link
receiver entails placing your
video remote control in front of
an infrared photodiode located
on the receiver and pressing the
'fecoitl" and 'stop" buttons when
prompted to do so. 1i> cany out
the procedure reliably, it is best to
hold die remote control unit
relatively dose to die
photodiode. It is. recommended
that the infr.sred photodiode Is
not exposed to direct sunlight as
this- may affect the correct
n|3eni(ion of die ntciui and may
prevent cl ic* recdvei- being
coirealy prograumieil.
Tiie codes are held by die
receiver unit only as long as
power Is applied. If power is
removed the codes will lie tost
and it will be necessary to
repragr.im the unit. In practice
this is not_ normally a problem
but if you live in an area .subject
to regular power outages, you
may wish to provide a backup
flatter)'supply
Testing
Once die system is installed it is
best to run through die
functions to make sure that
evemliing is working correctly.

Microwave
transmitter is
aclrvated vrhen
PIR is triggered

Microwave receiver "detects
signal Irom transmitter and
activates video recorder
using Infrared Interface
Area to be
monitored

Figure 3. A typical application for the Microwave Video Unk.
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Image from video
camera may ba
displayed on
TV/monitor

TV/Monitor
er Video
recorder
= =1
Microwave receiver r—k

Television Receiver
Video
Microwave out
Video Unk
Receiver

Video
in

UHF
Modulator

UHF

TV aeriai
socket'
>

Figure 4. Ustng a UHF modulator to enable a composfte video
signal to be displayed on a standard television receiver.
The correct rest procedure is
indicated in the literature
supplier! with the unit. It is
prolwbly {jest to check the
operation.of die system liefore
die transmitter is placed in its
final [Josition so that any
unforeseen problems can be
easily rectified.
Housing
A case is available for the
receiver riiodule (Maplin order
code .VSTOW). The tnmsminer
module may be mounted inside
the same housing as a camera
or hoasetl separately. In either
event the case must be made of
a material which docs not
significantly attenuate the
microwaves einittsd from the.
transmitter mcxlule-.For diis
reason metal enclosures should
be avoided. Mcxsr plastic cases
are suitable and some types-can
have the added advantage of
providing additional protection
against the ingress of dust and
moisture. Where cables enter
the case, further protection can
be afibrded by the use of
suitable cable glands and
silicone nihber sctilant.
Security of Video
Recorder
When using the system in
securiryappiioitions, to
minimise the possibility of your
video recorder being discovered
by an intruder, who may
remove it. it is recommended
diat the unit is kept out of sight
as far as possible. Where
possible, it is recommended
that a dedicated video recorder
Is used with the system.
Applications
A typical application for die
system is monitoring an area
adjacent to the house. An
example of this is shown in
Figure 5. The camera,
microwave transmitter and FIR
module are positioned to cover
a high risk area such as the
garage. The receiver is
connected to a domestic video

recorder which it controls via
the infrared interface. A siandatd
domestic television receiver or
composite video monitor may
be used, both to display the
images being recorded and to
view playback of the video if
necessary; In each case the
power is taken from a local
power source, (t will be necessary
to position the microwave
receiver such that die video
recorder lias a dear view of die
infrared transmission. This will
normally mean placing the
receiver in front of die video
recorder, although in some
cases, it may be passible to
reflect die.infrared transmission
from a wall or other solid object.
The infrared transmission may
also be used to control which
channel is selected an your
television receiver. It can be
arranged that the TV switches to
AV mode (or the video channel),
displaying the image from the
camera when the PIR detects
movement, activating die
microwave transmitter.
If you have a 'A' receiver diat
does npt liave a direct composite
video input and do not wish to
use a video recorder, the output
from the microwave receiver
may be displayed with the help
of u UI IF modulator as shown
in Figure 4. An example of
such a device is .Maplin order
code LU35Q which is supplied
in kit form. The output of die
microwave receiver is connected
to the input of the UHF
modulator. The modulator
produces a UHF output which
may be connected to the aerial
socket of your television
receiver using coaxial cable. The
oatpui from the modulator is
normally centred around UHF
channel 36 and in most cases
may be adjusted to avoid
intermodulation with odier
transmissions opentting dose to
das frequency. A cheap portable
monochrame TV set and a UHF
modulator can provide an idea!
low cost mediod of setting up a
simple general purpose video
monitor for use with the
miccQvvave video link.

Siting of PIR
Detectors
When located indoors, PIR
detectors can provide good
performance and as long as
they are not pointed at sources
of heat arc usually fairly reliable.
If you are using a PIR detector
in an outdoor location, it may
lie prone to false triggering.
This efiect may lie caused by
sudden changes in tempenmirc
or by moving objeos that are at
a different temiieniture to the
surroundings. The problem can
usually be kept rmder control
(but sdriieiimes no^encireh,
eradicated) by correct sighting
Of die PIR unit so as to avoid
problem areas. Many PIR
detectors allow die angle and
range of detection to be
adjusted. Where possible, avoid
painting the detector at heating
vents and other areas where
sudden variations in
temperature may occur.
Alternative
Sensors
Of course, it is possible to use
other types of detector with the
microwave video link, although
this may email longer wiring
runs than with a PIR detector
which can often be mounted on
the camera unit. Most opes of
detector that can be used with
an intruder alarm are suitable
for use vvidi die microwave
rransminer. Some types; can be
used wiihaut any modification,
whereas others may require
some additional circuiuy for
interfacing purposes. Here are a
few examples;
1. Pressure mat; In some cases it
may lie [jossiblc to use these
direcdy depending on the.
contact resistance. It maybe
necessary to use additional
interface circuitry to provide a
dry contact output and
extend the trigger time.
2. Beam break detector: Beam
break detectors with a dry
coniaci output tan be used
direcdy. In some cases it maybe necessary to use additional
interface circuittv to extend

the length of the trigger
pulse but some units may
alrcady trigger for a long
enough pciiod.
3. Reetl switch; These can
normally be directly
connected to the 'relay' input
of die microwave transmitter
4. VibrauOn sensors: These will
nonrtally require some
additional interface circuitry
as die output pulses are
often of very short duration.
The microwave link may also be
triggered by a doorbell push,
displaying; die image from the
camera on a domestic television
receiver. The system cm Ijc set
up so that the TV changes
channel to display die image
from the camera when the
doorbell is pressed. This can lie.
useful where you want to add
video monitoring to an existing
door entry system, as it avoids
the need for long additionai
wiring runs. If die system is set
tip with a video recorder, it will
enable you to check whether
anyone has called at your
premises when you are out.
Extending the
Trigger Pulse
In ens® where die output from
the sensor is of very short
duration a simple arrangement
such as the drcuii shown in
Figure 5 may be used. The
circuit Is fundamentally a timer
which is triggered by die sensor;
The output from the timer is
used to drive a small relay which
may be connected to the
microwave transmitter. Using
this arrangement, it is possible
to ensure that the transmitter is
switched on for an appropriate
length of time, independent of
die duration of the trigger pulse
produced by die sensor. Hie
circuit shown is purely intended
as an example and it may lie
necessary to make modifications
to suit your paniailar application.
A pans list is given at the end of
the ariide to provide a starting
point.
The circuit Is not paniculariy
layout critical and may be
constructed on matrix board
with or without strips. As with
any circuit take particular care
dm polarised components such
asTRl, IC1, Dl, CiandC4are
connected observing the correct
polariiy It is recommended thai
anIC socket is used for ICi to
prevent possible damage
during soldering.
The drmit will operate from
a 12V power supply The supplyis connected between terminals
F1 (+V) and ?2 (OY). Current
consumption is relatively small
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ExperTmental
circuit for
extending sensor
output poise.
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and in inosi cases it should be
possible to power the unit from
the same I2V supply as the
microwave uammiucr module.
However, it is aK'.a^s wise to
check the total current
consumption to make sure that
it is within the capability of the
(rower supply used.
The tlry contaa (relay) output
from the sensor is connected to
terminals P3 ancl P4. Hie
mono.stable circuit is triggered
when the contaa is clased
pulling P3 low. Hie timer litay
lie reset by conncaing I1? to P6.
The nonnnily dosed txintacls of
the relay are connected to the
relay terminals of the transmiuer
module.
The time constant of the
drcuii may be adjusted to suit
incimdunl applications by
mtxlifjing the value of R3 or C4.
It is recommended that the
value of R3 is not reduceti to
less than Ik.
Remotely
Controlling the
Transmitter
Vou may wish to switch on the
microwave link transmitter
manually. To minimise additional
wiring, die uaasmincr can be
controlled aver a second
wireless link such sis the licence
exempt 41SNH Vs. st-stems
discussed in Eiecirouics ami
Beyontl issues J27 and 128. Tliis
concept is iHusinited in Hgurc 6.
If tjpt up cortealy. it should still
be possible to trigger the
trammiiterautornatically from a
PIK detector or other sensor in
addition to the nituuial override.
Using the system Ulustraied. die
PIR would trigger the transmitter
as usual but in addition it would
also lie passible to switch rhe
unit on manually from die
dewing position.
Experienced constructors
may wish 10 experiment with a

sistem using several cameras
and microwave inn is milters.
Tlic potential prablcm with this
situation is dial lieciuse the
transmitters share die. same
microwave frequency, it is not
possible to receive images from
two or more transmitters
Ojjeiating simultaneausly. It is
therefore necessary to arrange
suitable switching in ensure
that only one transmitter is
operating at any one time.
There are several ways to
approach this sittiation all of
which require some form of
feedback to the transmiuer
module. It should be possible
to arrange that if one
transmitter is triggered, this
prevents other transminets in
the group from operating until
the first transmitter has timed
Din. An alternative arrarigemenr
is to control die inuisminers so
that: they operate sequentially,
providing continuous monitoring
of severii areas. This idea is
illustrated at a conceptual level in
Figure 7. In Ixtth cases an
encoded 'licence exempt'
■ilSMilz system could lie used to
transmit the control information.

Relay
f.'icrmvave tk (tmunais
Module
Video in
Cenrera
PIR (drj"
comae t
DUlpiitl
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For more derails regarding the
construction of-flSMHz wireless
control systems, readers are.
referred to Eleciirjiiics and
Heyoml issues 127 and I2S.
Siting and Range
Tlie maximum range obtainable
from die system is very much
dependant on where die
transmitter and receiver me
located. The greatest range will
be obtained where there is a
dear line of sight path between
die transmitter and receiver.
Because,the system is operating
m the microwave region, solid
objects such as walls wilt
normally result in reduceti range
and metal stnicturcs can have a
marked effect. Due to the short
wavelength involved even
relatively small metal objects in
dose praximity to the transmitter
or receiver can affect the
operation of the unit. Thercfbre
it Ls liest to mount the units
away from sudi. objects as far as
jxvssible. The transmission is
easily reflected am! signals
arriving at die receiver via two
different paths may be out of

Micfosvave vTd&o Unk

11
Microwsva Hx
Module

phase creating a null and
resulting in poor performance.
Where this is the case a dr.isiic
impravemem may often be
obtained by slightly moving the
transmitter or receiver unit. ^\Lso
ay adjusting tlie angle of the
antenna on the receiver as there
can te a reduction in received
signal strength if the angle of the
receiver antertoa does not
correspond with the polarisation
of die incoming sigred. ft should
be pointed out diat these effects
nonnally only manifest
themselves to a marked extent
when the signal is already weak
due to the link teing operated
close to its maximuni range. At
closer range the transmission
padi is normally very rdiafalc
irrespective of position..
Under no circumstances
should any attempt be made to
modify die antenna on the
transmitter module as this may
invalidate the requirements of
the MPT1349 licence exemption.
Other applications
In addition to the more obvious
security uses, die microwave
video link can be used to
transmit video images in a whole
range of other applications.
These could include uses in
connection with radio controlled
models and robotics where the
wire free niode of transniteion
can be a positive advantage.
Because no fixed wiring is
required between the
transmitter and receiver, an
entirely ponable monitoring
.system ran be set up. This rtiay
te useful for anyone interested
in zoology When used with a
suitable camera ancl infrared
illumination the system could be
ideal for rnonitoring nocturnal
animals in your garden for
example. PIR triggering could be
as useful in this application as it
is foe securicv.

,R
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Television Receiver

4T8MH2 coniroi nk
418MHz Rk (diy
contact output see leio)

4 IBM H2 TX
(see text)

□□□DQ
Video Recorder

ritanual
can'.rol unit

; PJRdry • .^flMHzRx
; contacSs! Id/y contacts

To microv/avB T*
module relay input

ngurs 6. Conceptual example
showing how Microwave Video Unk
transmitter may ba switched on
using a 4iaMHz link.
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Camera
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Control data
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T
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Figure 8. Typical example of lead acid battery supply charged by solar panel.

TRIGGER PULSE EXTENDER PARTS LIST
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C2
Mlnidisc O.luF 16V
C3.
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BC558
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opdpti where the mounting.
location is nm easily accessible. A
typical example of this type of
system is shown in Fignrc 8.
A
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Alternative Power !
Supplies
VVhtTC the tmasmifter is not
mounted in a fixed locuion, it
will of aiurse ire necessiry to
power the unit from a portable
banon' power supply. Use supply
must be capable of suppiying
eiiaugliairrem [ojxjwerlxstis
the camera module and the
microwave transmitrer: A I2V
N'iCd pack or a sealed lead-add
bairery are both stiiialsle ibr ihis
purpose. If the sj-steni is not in
continuous operation it may be
possible to keep a lead-add
bauery charged using a small
solar panel. This may he a viable

ik

t

Cuuenl limiting
resistor

+V
Power for microwave ■♦transmitter module,
12V CMOS camera etc. <$OV

T
41BMHzHx and
decoder (dry
conlact output)

video
transmission

Microwave
Rx

Figure 7. Conceptual
illustration showing
how the output from
several cameras
could be monitored in
sequence.
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Fusing
Coirea fusing is alwaj-s
imponant out when, using a high
current power supply such as a
baiiery'u is essential to prevent
the very real risk of fire in the
event ofa short drcuit. It Is
therefore recommended iliat all
power supplies are suir.ibly
fused. Tlie rating of the fuse
should lie chosen to be greater
tlran thc ntaxinium current drain
of the circuit but low enough to
prevent serious damage in a EjuIi
condition. For simplicity tlie fuse
can be installed in an inline fuse
holder, such as Maplin order
code RdTQM. The fuse should lie
connectai in series with the -FV
supply rail- A typical fuse citing
fiir use with die iransniluer
mrxlule would lie F500mA.
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Finally...
The ATC video fink really is a
supeib si'stem oipalile of
providing excellent pcfftirmance
when correctly set up. If you
want to avoid those messy coax
cable inns and a major headache
every time ran want to move
the camera, why not give it a try?
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Whatever happened to the paperless office? It is an
excellent concept that technology has failed to bring
to fruition. Here Stephen Waddington takes a clutch
of netv optical character recognition (OCR)
applications out for a test drive and discovers that
while cost-effective text recognition for the printed
word may finally be here, hand writing recognition
is still a long way off.
JP& couple of months ago I examined die
subject of voice recognition for
« «£7ecftOJito and fieyoud and reviewed
a series of applications (hat enabled a PC to
interpret spoken words. This month it's the
turn of the written word Using scanner
technoidgv to create an electronic image of
a document and dien character recognition
software to transpose that image into an
electronic text file, it is possible to literally
get your computer to read documents.
The good news is that in many ways test
recognidon technology' is relatively
advanced. .Many of the applicadons we look
at in tills article are on their second or third
generadon. The bad news is that the market
is extremely hyped and wliile a host of
highly efficient character recognition
systems arc available, none are able to cope
with hand written documents.
Maybe such criticism is unfair, but in
renewing a number of applications it has
struck me that it would be incredibly useful
if a PC could read hand written documents.
Instead the majority of the applications on
the market today can only cope with printed
or typed documents.
Familiar Characters
In the past, character recognition
applications have suffered die same fate that
voice recognition faces today. Tltat is, the
number of mistakes typically made by the
software would weigh heavily against the
benefits of the technology. But the
technology has steadily" improved. As we'll
sfe, OmniPage Pro 8.0, one of the mast
popular OpiicaJ Character Recognition (OCR)
applications on the market, has an almost
99% accuracy on print-quality documents.
Otie thing that can lie said in the favour
of charaaerrecognition is thai it Is relatively
inexpensive. A decent fiat lied scanner will
cost iSO and a quality software package will
cost anything between £30 and £-100. Most
scanners have a character recognition
application bundled with them, but results
from such packages are usually poor at best.
ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND Decembar 1998

Scanner Technology
It seems that it is possible to attach a
peripheral to literally every orifice era PC.
These days, the standard mouse and
keyboard is usually accompanied by a
colour printer, modem and set of speakers:
.Alongside many of these devices, a scanner
may seem like a less-essential peripheral dial is until you get one. Once diat
happens, vriu'U find a thoiisarid reasons to
use it. For starters, you'll be able to scan in
photos for posting to friends via the
Internet, and as we'll discuss in greater
detail here, you can scan In documents and
convert them itito digital, editable copies.
Scatmers are remarkably like digital
cameras in terms of their operation. There
is a light source, a subject and a charged
couple device, or (CCD). Unlike a camera,
most scanners don't snap a 'picture' of the
subject Instead, scanners combine a lamp
with the CCD into one assembly for
scanning the document
When a document is placed in a flatbed
scantier, the assembly moves across the
dooomenc, simultaneously illuminaiing and
—

Pen to 1, using a flathotl
scannor to scon photo or
document images.

■

AO

*

capturing a series of exixKed areas. The
aggregate of these exposures represent the
entire document, with the quality of the
final image determined by die resolution Of
the CCD pickup and the number of exposed
areas, known as steps. Most consumer
scanners are rated in docs per inch (dpi),
while some higher-end units are measured
by lines per inch.
Definition
The venical resolution of die scanner is
determined by how many steps the whole
mechanism will move in an inch. While many
scanners will specify die same vertical and
horizontal resolution —300dpi by300dpi, tor
example - it has become increasingly popular
to control the venical movement in half-pixel
increments, resulting iii greater vertical
resolution, such as 300 by COOdpl.
Many scanner mariutacmrers also claim an
'interpolated' resolution based on
sophisticated algorithms diat guess the
colour of pixels betwreri those diat are
actually scanned. This is fine for many
document-scanning purposes, but
uracccpiable for high-quality photo and
other print pre-processing.
Another charaaetistic of scanners is bitdepth, This determines how many bits the
scanner will assign to each scanned pixel.
Obviously, greater bit-depth results in a
greater scannabte colour range. Even lowaid units today can be found with 36-bii
colour scanning Gipabilities: Bui remember
if you only need to Stan black and white
images you need not waste your time on
reviewing colour features, a basic black and
white scanner will suffice.
Flatbed versus Sheetfed
And so we come to diflereni flavours of
seamier. Do yon want Qafhed or sheet fed?
Flatbed scanners arc similar in operation to
a photocopier, lb scan a page, you pick up
the cover, lay the page down, close the
cover, and scan as shown in" Photo 1. A
sheetfed scanner meanwhile, works like a
fax machine, "insi insert a page, and the
scanner pulls it through.
So which to buy? Flatbed scanners let you
scan bound materials, like pages in a Ixxtk,
' laotf teBCdrAsanMlIlfa
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Photo 2. Scanned image of the example
News Report page.

which can't fit through a sheerfed unit. But
sheetfed scanners take up less space on a
crowded desk. In terms of cost, there's little
in it, though the flatbed colour will be slightly
more expensive, typically costing £80 to .&150.
All for One - One for All
Multifunction printers are recent entrants
to the PC peripheral market. These
products serve double or triple duty as fax
machines^ scanners, and copiers, and can
make a good ail-in-one solution if budget is
tight, or space limited. Most all in one units
will include a low cost black and white
sheetfed scanner, nils is Ideal for character
recognition, but will be no good if you later
decide you need to scan .colour documents
such as photos or brochutc-s.
Software Solution
Hardware is only pan of the solution. In an
era of cheap hardware and bundled
software, it is important to think about the
software fonoionality required. A
standaione bundled application maybe
sufudem for pure charaaer recognition, but
it Is likely that you will require some form of
document management scheme.
Here we come to different types of
software application. There are essentially
three types increasing in terms of cost
and fonctionaliry.
1. Bundled Applications:
The bundled application, which Is included
with die majority of scanners, is the most
teic option. The real I rent fit is diatit is
usually free, but the downside is that
accuracy atid flexibility will usually lie poor
compared with commercial character
recogtiiiion systems
2. Dedicated Character
Recognition Applications:
Dedicated character recognition systems
such as lestbridgc and OmniPage provide
the greatest level of accuracy Here die
application runs alongside and often
integrjies with a scanner and will often
work as a macro with popular
wordprocessor and text editing applicadons.
3. Office Management Systems:
A character, recognition application often
forms an element of 3 more complex
integrated office management system. Here
scanned photos and documents can be
archived and sorted enabling the,
tiocunienis to he subsequently searched
using free texr and key word searches.
Dedicated Applications
Not even die I rest OCR program on earth
can deliver — or even promise —10031
accuracy when it comes to turning printed
material into digital texr, OmniPage certainly
comes the closest among the desktop OCR
packages now available.
The OCR program from Caere is
expensive, but it is highly accurate, especially
when working with iess-than-perfect
originals. Hie new version also offers a
number of other usefti! enhancements,
induriing support for colour, more accurate

handling of multi-language documents, a
better proofing system for checking
document accuracy, enhanced HTML export
options and support fdr more scanners.
OmniPage, still offers a simple, uncluttered
interface that takes you smoothly through
the process ofscanning, recognising and
proofing documents. You can manage the
process one step at a time - first scanning a
document, running it through die OCR
engine, checking the results and finally
saving icio the word processing format of
your choice - or you can set up the program's
AutoOCR Toolbar to move through die whole
conversion process with one dick..
Laboratory Conditions
OmniPage includes a new recognition
engine, which provides a great leap forward
in OCR accuracy when compared with more
rradicion systems. Test results cohfirm that
OmniPage offers the highest level of
accuracy among significant desktop OCR
applications. These readily reproducible ant!
statistically significant results are valid for
currently shipping products as of today. The
test images and error analysis tools were
provided to Caere by the Information
Science Research Institute (ISRTj of the
University of Nevada, ins Vegas (UNLV). ISRI
is itn industry leading research Jaciiiiy in
OCR technology and publisher of OCR
research results since 1992.
The test images provided by ISRI came
from 1,885 pages, all of which were used, in
ISRTs two most recent Annual OCR
Teclmologv'Assessments. The test deck
comprises the foil set ofEnglisb-tanguage
pages that ISRI made publicly available in its
most recent release. Hie test results showthat Omnfflage produced 20% fewer errors
on average-than the second best !>erformcr.
Further details of die tests an? available at
vvwwcaere.com/nevvs/omnipage.hcm.
Tests using the same images and error
analysis tools cohfirm that OmniPage's newrecognition engine reduces tire number of
errors by 62% over the previous version. For
example, a page processed using the
previous version that resulted in 10 errors
would have on average only four errors
when processed using version 8.0. The
accuracy increase is provided widiout
compromising speed performance.
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Photo 4. Scanned Image of free form
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Pagis provides an easy-to-use scanner
driver interface that automatically adjusts
die colour and brightness levels so the
image is. picture-perfect. Pagis also sends
scans directly to any of the 150 applications
it supports. So once you have scanned a
typed sheet of paper, for instance, just drop
the scanned image file onto the icon for, say
Microsoft Word, and Pagis uses its OCR
software to. convert the tea and open the
document. If you've scanned a photo, you
can open and edit it with die included
phQio/rmage editor, PhotoSuite.
Pagis Pro 2.0 is expensive, and, for
families who scan sporadically its overkill.
But when you scan like mad — or if you
need to organise a large library of images
and text for work-at-home or home office
jobs - Pagis is as professional as they come.

Furdiermore, ihe new engine provides
even higher accuracy Improvements on
'trouble' documents like those that are
severely degraded or skewed as weli as
those documents that
(HEEXXe
contain very small text,
Dc Tor V'op» p^ro
table.;, lists and multiple
Pfioto G. Proofing
^isiiii^i:
toxt document
languages. As a result,
using Textbrldge.
more and more pages
.0»l M
cross the threshold of
.
acceptable accuracy with
i{^ ..riDofretd ^rniltg: k'"N
f|
'"1 /-AI ccxfrj.,! [ c^[ctj pH .y[i
the new Cicre lechnologt;
OmniPage is the first
desktop OCR program to
Satitng LtmrfinlK tossw TW.CH
utilise multithreading,
which takes advantage of
frceati Ktvm32-bit Windows' ability to
perform more titan one
inlet WOtsl
Intel Cbtps
to CDT
task at a rime.
Sew- ^
Multithreading permits a
May Signal
userwidva multiple-page
End of Alpha
document to scan,
recognise, and edit pages
simultaneously. This
greatly improves overall throughput—the
Hey Presto
amount of time it takes to get a document
from paper to electronic format - and lets
Presto! Page .Manager 98 Is another
the user work more efficiently by eliminating
integrated suite. In this instance the
rite need to wail for each process tq complete
application includes PageManager 98,
before moving on to the next Previously,
Presto! Forms 3-0, and ImageFoKo 4.1.5 in
users with multi^iage documents to process
an Integrated package that intuitively leads
bad to wail until all the pages were loaded
users'through each-step of the scanning
and recognised before any modificarioas to
process. The integration of this package is
the document could he made
its most useful feature.
When scanning in an image the user is kept
waiting while the scanner lamp warms up.
Then the machine scam the source rriaterial.
Integrated Applications
Once the initial image is acquired, the
Pa pis Pro 2.0 is a suite of scanning programs
document can be previewed or rescanned.
that includes everything you need to
Next you have a bunch of opuons. You could
produce top-quality scans, translate text on
apply the OCR package to the file, annotate
paper into electronic text using OCR,
organise the family photos you've digitised,
and find and retrieve any image, or any
! U Idi
f«ji
T»c rrffc whfo- ffct
document, on your computer.
for users who rarely store documents
jTtonvl _
yjlQ £( J| :'J y r.
-more than a few pages long, Pagis Pro 2.0
could be just what the doctor ordered- Tire
latest version of this popular package
combines the proven OCR capabilities of
Texrilndge Pro 98 with MGI Software Corp.'s
MGI PhotoSuite. New suppon for forms
enables tne users to scan a form inro Pagis
Pro and then fill it out onscreen.
Thanks to Its reliance on TextBridge Pro
Photo 7. Textbrldge
8.0 for OCR - which incidentally can be
was unable to
purcliased as a stand alone application —
iil
maintain the Integrity
Pagis Pro 2.0 provided the widest imageof the News Report
conversion supixin of any product
with a wordprocessor.
Inul.
reviewed, as well as great support for
. :u tr - t-f i Z31 if
E
indexing different text-file fomtats.
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the image or document; or print, copy, fax, cniail, or send the object to another
application such as Word or Photoshop.
Prestol PageManager 98 is a serious
application for office rather than persona!
use. An individual user would realistically
use less than 20Si of tire applications
functionality For example. Presto! Forms 3.0
allows users to scan a form for immediate
use, such as posting on a Web site or e-mail
distribution. This eliminates the tithe and
cost of using paper or designed forms, Nice
touch if you're down to your last expenses
form, but not something for a home user to
get excited about. Similarly ImagcFolio 4.1.5
is a way to quickly design and dress up your
images. There are many differeni templates
available to quickly create cards or postersText under Test
So how- do these applications stack up in
real it)-? As a conclusion to tills article we
tested Irorh OmniPage and Textbridge on a
News Repon page from an old copy of
Eteclronics & Beyond and a handwriueQ
note. The note was drafted in both block
capitals and handwritten tesr. The test
pages are shqwnJn Photo 2,3 and 4.
lb test the applications to the limit, we
used the poorest scanner we could find, a
£40 black and white sheet feed scanner
called the SICOS DMS 2000. The theory
being that if it was possible to get good
results using a poor scanner, then a flat bed
colour scanner would produce excellent
results. Both Textbridge and OmniPage
recommend setting the scanner at 400 dpi
to achieve best results, although both
applicaLions claim iliac scans at 200 and 300
dpi would produce reasonable results.
The raw documents can!«inputted for
processing in a number of ways. Hie most
obvious approach is to manage the process
from within the OCR appilcation. Mi
alternative approach is to submit a prescanned electronic version of die. document
to the OCR application. A third technique
allows the user to call up the OCR application
from within a woidprocessqr or text editor.
For the purposes of the test exercise the
document was submitted to each of the
OCR applications in electronic format to
ensure that bath applications had a
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Photo 8, OmniPage's
attempts to decode
free form text In
block capitals.
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consistent input. Tins process requires the
documents to be scanned and saved .is TIF
files, and in the case of ijoih OmniPage ancf
Texibridgc, opened fram within the OCR
applicaiion. Photo 5 shows how this
appnjadi rakes place using Texthridge.
Fmnt here lite appliaitions do lite rest oral least that's the theory. On lite printed
text, resufis were reasonable OnmiRtge
converted the News Report page witltin 15
seconds; Tedtridge took almost twice as
long. In terms of accuracy, OmniPage made
five errors, while Testbridge made 12 as
sbawn in Photo 6. Given that the document
was approximately 500 words long this gives
an accuracy of 99% (or OmniPage and 97:5%
for Texibridgc.
Error Rate
All errors were idchtifieci by the proofing or
spell check option, although Testbridge
ihiled to identifv tite News Bmc logo as a

logo ant! ignored the 'News' Image, but
conv ened die 'Byte' element into text.
Proofing took two mintites fbrTexibridge
and less dian lialf that time for OmniPage.
Boili applications handle proofing
reasonably well. After a document has been
transposed into text , die applications offer a
spell check option. This takes you through
any wonls that the application Itas lieen
unable to idendfi'. In each instance the
application suggests the most likely word in
die much the same way as a wordprocessor
spell checker works.
Unlike voice recognition, OCR
appHcatiotLS will always identify something
even if is' unable to determineihe.nature of
the actual charaaer. In this case, the
application will Insen a special character,
which is usually a tiida or hash, although
this can be changed by the user.
Once the document has been proofed it
can be saved in any nuintier of different fiie
fomiais- The main wordprocessors such as

Word and Wordperfect are sup|x>rtcd.
Results here were disappoiming. After al! the
hype aixuit maintaining die imegriry of die
original document, only OmniPage saved the
text and images from the original document
in the correct format. Tcxibndge s racket t alt
die images at the front of the document
irrespective of the wordprocessor selected,
as shown in Photo 7.
It is likely that Texibridgc screws up the
formatting because it saves documents in a
generic rich test format (RTF). No one at
Textbddge UK was able to provide any
further insight. Bath OmoiBige and
Textbddge saved successfully to die Adobe
Acoibat PDF fomiar, bur tlien you'll need a
copy of Adobe Acrobat to edit the
document, which is out-of-ceach cost-wise
for most home users. If you just want to
look at die document, or print it out, you
can download an Acrobat reader for free
from the Adobe Web site.
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Soak Test
So it's fair to sat'that text recognition
works, and it works well. Bear in mind that
tfie images we used were scanned using
tltecntde.st condition possible. It's likely
thai a colour fbtlxal scanner could pick up
greater definition and would definitely
make a better job of handling the contrast
between different colours —which is where
some of die errors occurfed.
Pinaily, what about handwriting
recognition? Put simply, it just doesivt
work. Admittedly, none of the applications
we've reviewed here claim to be able to
handle hand-written test. Photos S and 9
show how OmniPage coped with die handwritten documents shown in Photos 3 antl
4 respecuvely. It's not good is it?
If you are prepared to spend the time
tuning up your scanner and OCR package
then you'll get reasonable results using
even the crudest black and white sheer
feed scanner. If you intend scanning heaps
ofdocuments or photos, it is probably
worth investing in a document
management system. As for hand writing
recogniuon, it might be available as part of
tlte operatingsj-stem (bra bunch of
handheld computer devices, but we're a
long way off from seeing technology that
enables your desktop PC to literally reach
documents.
Product Overview
Tliis table outlines the major OCR and
document applications available on die
market. Check Web site for funher details
of functionalitv and UK availabiiitv

OmniPage Pro 8.0
Caere
Web:vw*. caere.cca
Rdqufress.PSi&irn; 35MB ftani diive space;
V/iixtovre 95.
Cost: £250 to £350
OmniPage is the world's most accurate
desktop optical character Recognition
(OCR) software available. This world's bestselling OCR software quickly and easily
converts paper documents into computereditable documents widt better dian 99 per
cent accuracy for printed text
Pagis Pro 2.0 ScanSoft
Xerox
V.WjSMiw.pagis.coa
ReqiPes: Fentnim or fesfen 24MB R«.1
(32MB fecofWraiKisrf)
Cost- Under £100
Designed for the Small Office Home Office
(SOHO) user, Pagis Pro is die ultimate
scanning suite for both photos and
documents. More than high quality colour
scanning. Pagis Pro offers time-saving
features like visual filing. Pro OCR, photoedlting, colour copying, faxing, forms fill-in,
annotations arid e-maifing of colour photos.
PaperMaster 2.0 98
'DocuMsgx
VTeb; wAr.docusagix.caa
Requires: Fentaimi TSMB hactl flm-e space:
Windows 95
Ccst.liK'prksngto be annourvesd.
PaperMaster leverages the file cabinet
paradigm and intuitively stores paper from
■virtually any source Into personalised 'file
cabinets", 'drawers' and 'folders'. Version
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2.0 features surpass traditional filing by
allowing users to create and share file
cabinets over a network or any removable
media. This means personal information
can now be shared locally or sent to
remote iocations.
PaperPort Scanner Suite
VSsoneef
Web; Nww.visioneer.ccn
fteqirres; Pentium: 4Q:.iS. tvsfd.dtf.'e ^sacc;
Windows'95
Cost: a50 to £200
PaperPort ScannerSuite brings togeiisenhe
leading appiications for scanning, organising,
converting and sharing tiocumchts and images
- all in one cost-cftccttvc. easy-to-use bundle.
ScanncrSuire includes IhperPort.Deluxe, the
complete.solution for sharing rind managing
paper, and PmOCRJOO. the industry-beating
OCR produa far red-world documents.
VisioneerProOGRlOO features SuperCliaiged
OCR for vour scanned documents.
Presto! Page Manager 98
NevvSoft
Wsb: wttw. n ewso f 11 n c. coa
fieqiniEs: f^ntivjm; 100MB bard dirvs space;
■Window's 95.
Cost £100 to £150
Prcsta! Page Manager 98 includes Presto!
OCR Pro 3,0 an application dial is able to
accurately recogntxs documents with
complex lavputs and translates them into text
documents tliat can lie edited. It not only
retains, die original iayout of a document
in eluding the graphics; it also generates iruev.oa! processor tables antl columns, making
it easier to edit die output files.
in5EH3
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by Keith Brindley
Three things have happened recently
vvljich suggest that Microsofrs
dominance.of the computer industr;' Is
about totvane. The first is sdf-etitient, and
pretty well known. The second and third
things, however, ate not so well known, ami
take a moment or two to ponder before
ynu put two and two together to predict
that Microsoft could be knocked for sixLet's look at the three things in oirh.
First, Microsoft is in quite deep trouble
with the US govenunent. Most readets will
be aware that this has resulted in the US
government taking Microsoft to court in an
attempt to prove that Microsoft has used its
weight as a computing giant to prevent
other computer companies being as
successful as they might otherwise have
been. In effect, it's well known dial
Microsoft has a monopolystranglehold on
the computer industry worldwide - not just
in the United States - ant 1 lias allegedly used
this stranglehold to prevent other
companies from selling products, or being
as popular as ihey might be. The first such
example of this has iieen quotetl as being
the fiicr that Microsoft gives its Vveh hmwser
Internet Explorer aw-iy For free with its
Windows operating ststem, while the other
maior Vifcb browser Netscape Navigator was
a freestanding pnidfor protlua ugtil
Internet Explorer came along. By bundling
internet Explorer with Windows, the US
government feels that Microsoft has
eOectively crippled Netscape. In
perspective, of course, and in the
shomerm, bundling of products might be
better for consumers in that; it appears
cheaper, but in die longterm it defeats its
own aim, kills off compediion, and
eventually leads to a noncompctitive
marketplace comprising one vendor,
wherein no further technical advances are
made and any price can be charged.
Cheapness always comes at a costAs time goes on and the US govemmeni
finds more and more evidence to support
its case, it's beginmng to look like Microsoft
is going to find it very Jiard to refute these
allpgaiions. There seems to l>e an
evergrowing number of companies with
something to say in this tesjiect. and as they
come crawling out of die woodwork it's
looking more and moreJike they weren't
prepared and were even frightened to say
anything except for die US govenunent
subpoenas lieing served on them - ui itself
almost proof of the allegatioas othullyboy
tactics. More and more areas liave appeared
in the investigation to supjxirt the case
against Microsoft, and while it's impossible
to judge die final outcome, it doesn't take a
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thing that has happened recently which
legal genius to see that Microsoft has its.
work ran out in defending its position.
suggest diat Miaosoft's doriiinance of the
Tire second tiling dial's happened
computer industry can't gel any greater is
recently to make me feel Microsoft ts about
die very fact tliat it, technically at least,
to meet its match, is that its longtime
simply can't get any greater. A few weeks
partner in the computing business Intel,
ago, Microsoft became the company with
appears to be hedging its liets with respect
die largest market capitalisation, overtaking
to Microsoft. Over the last fifteen years,
the previous toixlog General Electric.
Microsoft and Intel liave been very much
Microsoft has some 2.-1 billion slmres,
stable partners in the computing industry.
valued at around S105, making the company
Intel makes the integrated circuits diat are
a capitalisation of.around $260 billion.
put into PCs, while Microsoft writes the
As such, Microsoft is, quite literally, on the
operating system diat drives mast of diem.
top of the world. It's the number one
Orfginally. the Ojieraiing sratem was DOS,
company in the whole world, it simply can't
latterly it's been one or other version of die
get any higher. Quite a performance from a
Windows operating system.
company diat started fust a few years back
Yet, Intel's not too blinkered to not see
in a garage. As an aside, Microsoft's head,
that in the longterm things might cltange.
Bill. Gates, owns 2213 of die company's
There are oilier operating systems that run
shares, putting his personal wealth due to
on Intel PCs, but by putting all its eggs into
die shares at something like $57 billion.
a Windows basket, Intel might be leaving
Of course, all diese tiling; might not
the door closet! on. diem should things go
mean a dung. Microsoft is a resilient
awry with Microsoft in the future., Recently,
company and will no doubt adapt to suit
for example, Intel has invested in a rival
any new siniations that might arise due to
company to Microsoft, Red Hat Software. .
recent and future latppenings. After all,
Red Hat makes an operating system called
some might sin' that any company that can
Unux, which runs on not only Intel PCs, but
become the world's biggest company on the
also on other major computer platforms
back of Windows must lie pretty resilienL
soch as Sun, Hewlett Padkard and Apple.
Joking aside diough, Microsoft may find that
The fact diat Intel has invested in linux
being on top elf the world Is great, except
might nor lie critical in any problems diat
that it's easy to fall off. When you're the
might beiall Microsoft, bur it certainly is an
biggest , after all, diere is only one way to go
interesting tiling for.Intel to do. For
and that way is down. There's no rush, ami
reference, Linux is currcnth* considered an
it's not-going to hapjien overnight, but it's
engineers' and programmers' operating
not too hard to believe that for the company
system, bur there are. some eight million
diat hroughi us die millennium bug. time
users worldwide, and the fact Intel invests
could be about to ran out.
Hi'
in it should cause
Microsoft no smaD
IliMjgHSHPEHWtiH
alarm. Most
consumers of
personal computen;
NT.Sefyerir5.0_t*t*
get carried away with
rK£ \rosr cowPRtKwn'E
the thought that
> FOUV&CWiS EDS Tl-iSf
Windows is the only
opera ling.system for
pctsonal computers,
hut with eight million
JJnux users, twenty
millioa Sun users,
and thirty million
Apple users', it's
sobering to
remember that
"Windows isn't
necessarily as
dominant as the
bighstreet PC bargain
basements would
have us believe.
Finally, the diird
m
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Virtual

SHIDItel
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Reg Miles looks at how computers are used in the
studio to create an illusion.
Since die advent of colour television
background image the cqlour effectively
thirty years ago increasing use has
becomLng transparent (Figure 1).
been made of techniques that
Obviously there must be no key colour
combine Images to create an illusion of actors
present in die foreground image or that too
or presenters being somewhere other than in
would disappear — diis includes exes, as well
a studio. This avoids both the praaicil and
as more obvious things like clothes and
economic tfisadvantages of working on
props. The size of the keying area will depend
location. Recently these techniques hare
on its use.- a small panel behind a newsreader,
been devdojjed to the point where a.
a somewhat larger backing i or weather
complete studio set can be generated by a
forecasts, or a large set for a virtual studio.
computer in real-time - a virtual studio.
This last application will consist of a key
This virtual studio concept has taken
colour cydprama or plaster-coved wall, with
another step forward with" the
the floor sharing the key colour. The Veal'
announcement by the BBC of its new
studio will be just like any other, with a size
optical marker tracking system called 'Frcesuitable for die action.
D'. This provides a relatively simple solution
to the problem of allowing cameras to move
Chromakey Problems
without causing odd motion effects
However, die use of chromakey docs cause
between real and virtual images.
some problems not associated with
conventional shoots. Aperture correction
Chromakey
used by video cameras to enltance image
This arises because of the way in which tire
boundaries so that details stand out and
images are created - by a process known as
look sharper can cause black edges around
chromakey (or someiimes colour separation
overby [CSOj or blue screen). A foreground
image from one camera is combined with a
background image recorded from a second
camera - or generated by a computer - to
produce a composite picture. If the
foreground camera moves then thai image
will appear to be floating over the background
image, orif die lens is zoomed in or out die
foreground image will appear to grow or
shrink- These are sometimes deliberately used
as effects in cheaply produced programmes;
but otherwise it is a serious creative restriction
because it will shatter the illusion.
In the chromakey process the foreground
image is produced by 1 taring the action take
\
place in front of a plain coloured screcn.
This will normally be blue, because it Is the
furthest from white skin; but if the actors
are black or wearing black clotlies then
green is preferable. Whichever it Is it
becomes the key colour: and from this an
electronic key signal is derived that shows
where the change from key colour to
foreground image is on each of the375
active IV lines. Switching between the
foreground and background signals is done
automatically in a keyer, and wherever the
Figure 1. A basic chromakey system.
key colour is detected it is replaced by the
ELECTRONICS AfJD BEYOND December 1998

foreground images, particularly when green
is the'key colour, unless the correction is
carefully applied. Widi 'real time' virtual
systems there is a delay between the action
occurring and die composite picture
appearing on the monitors — currendy 2-6
frames (80-240ms); obviously diis
necessitates the same delay being applied to
the audio signal if lip-sync is to be achieved
on the programme output. There is also a
requirement to use component video, with
die signal comprised of luminance and
colour difference (R-Yand B-Y), far the case
with which it can be manipulated. Ideally in
digital form, for even easier manipulation
coupled with robustness. These days thfo is
not much of a barrier because component,
particularly digital component, is taking over.
Chromakey also presents inherent
problems. In order to generate a strong bey
signal with low/ noise it is necessary to have
the coloured area brightly and evenly
illuminaied. This can be difficult to achieve
over a large area. And, because.the lighting
will be detenniiied by the technical
requirements of key generation, it can be
difficult to achive the desired artistic effect —
paniailariywhen operating at low light
levels, in that circumstance. Light scattered
from the coloured area can spill onto die
actore and props giving thcrn an unnatural.
tinL Lastly, areas of dark shadows, such as
under tallies, do not provide a clean key
signal. Incidentally/shadows cast by
foreground action arc reproduced by a
variation of the luminance of the key colour
signal which is used to darken appropriate
areas of the background image.
One solution to the problems afflieting .
chromakey has been to replace the blue
cyclorama with a retro-refleciiye material —
like that used in road signs, and combine it
with coloured light. Jf that light source is
situated on the same axis as the camera
lens, fay using a semi-silvered mirror, then
the recroreflecnve material will dirca the
light straight back into the lens (Figure 2).
There will lie no spill and no constraints on
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Figure 2. Retro-reflective screen for chromakey.
scene lighting. However, if the cumetu'lighr
are at an angle of more than -iff to the
material the light will be poorly reflected,
and so it cannot Ire used on floom. To
overcome tills the BBC has developed a
new keying method called Truentaue. Tliis
utilises a new retro-reilective material tliai
trades-ofT maximum gain for an increase in
accepisnco angle (Rgurc 3); and iilumltiates it
by a ring of bright, coloured LEDs around die
camera lens. Ihe key colour can. therefore be
changed jusi by swapping the LED ring.

constantly rendering the full'view of a set
because unless the camera mount is moved
the illusory view of the background will not
change, and neither will the perspective.
Tills realisation led the BBC to develop a
2D system dial has a 'window' representing
die camera view of the background diat.
moves within a pre-rendered wide angleshot (Figure 4). As the camera pans right
the window- moves right, etc; as the camera

zooms the window changes in size (over a
ratio of 3:1). This image manipulator is
basically a Digital Video Eflccts (DVE) unit.
It is linked to the camera pan and lilt head
and to the leas' zoom and focus controls.
Information firom these sensors is fed to the
control computer, which tells die image
manipulator how to move and size the
'window-'. The sensors are usually optical
encoders, to allow- resolutions to something

1.0
Creating a Virtual Studio
A virtual studio can lie achieved by using,
one of rhrec basic background methods to
create die illusion.-, pre-rendered grapliics,
2D and 3D. In all cases the camera
movements in die foreground must be
reflected by appropriate movements of the
background, or the illusion will be !osl
Vou can see pre-rendered graphics at work
by watching the BBC's main news bulletins.
The backgrounds are created beforehanti
and stored on a lideo disk. These are then
replayed to match the moves of a robotic
camera. The obvious advantage Is die low
cost. Also the quality can be photo-realistic
bccaSse it does not have to be rendered in
real-time. The disadvantage is that changes
to shots cannot be made widiout lehgdiy
adjastments. Md a robotic camera can onlycope with a static newsxeader.
Camera movements arc usually fairiy
iimited in television productions, however:
research by the BBC showed that as much
as 90% of them were only pan (sideto side),
lilt (up and down) and zoom to follow-the
action. In many cases, therefore, it is
unnecessary to have a supercomputer
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Figure 3. Reflectfvfty of new and conventional retro-reflective materials.
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like l/lOOih of a ilegrec. And there will
probpblv be. niore-tim one ciment. Several
image manipubtois may also be combined to
allow moving foreground mattes (that can be
replaced by images); garbage mailing (cutting
out unwanted pans from a foreground
image); or producing layers of image, like
cells in animation, to give the illusion of
depth, live video can also be inserted into die
image and panned around with die image.
The system is now manufactured by Radamec
Brtxidcasting under the name Miluat Scenario
—see Photo 1.
D-Focus
Radamec also manufacture another of the"
BBCs developments - D-Focus. As the name
implies this haithvare allows selective
defocusiug of planes widiin tile composite
image to increase the illusion of depdi. A
supercomputer can also simulate a degree of
defdeus in real-time, but it does take a lot of
processing power to do so. The alternative Is
to prc-rendcrand then mix between sharp
and soft versions of the image.
Enliancing depth is also important for 3D
systems, liecause when deweti on a TV the
Z-.vis is nodiing more dian an illasion.
Surprisingly, 3D technology was die-first to
be developed, being demoastraied in 199'iEssentiaily, the foreground camera controls a

Forggreund mew
from camera
vaeo
Detay

Im^gs
Manipulator
Ui
CcnLrcJ Con-.piilef

Figure 4. BBC 2-D virtual studio system.

van
Photo 1. Radamoc virtual scenario Imago manipulator
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virtual camera In the computer that mimics
die changes of view and position by
producing changes in perspective in the
virtual background, lb achieve this in realtime requires a supercomputer thai can
prociuce an image of a computer model to
match the PAL 50H7. field rate. The computer
is normally a Silicon Graphics Onyx with
Infinite Reality graphics engine. However,
even this cannot produce a photo-realistic
background in real-lime, so texture maps are
used to give the background a more realistic
look. The background model wiB be
designed to use the minimum number of
pixels or polygons that it is possible to get
away with: surface; texture, for example, will
ba minimal except in an area which will be
zoomed iivon. Oilier, less expensive,
computer systems liave recently liecome
available — but are less powerful.
In a multi-camera studio each caiiieta will
normally need its own computer, making
the process expensive. However, if a full
comjxxsite is no: continuously' required for
each camera then computers can be shared;
but with the added complexity of switching
die tracking information to the computer in
advance of cutting to that output.

mi

Ks-.-er

' 111
" B Background pfctute
shoving full canvas and
Tmaga procesncf oulpul
picture
Tracking
In order to act as a lircual camera the
comjiuter must obwoasly knew/ all the moves
that the real camera is making. For this
reason die camera, has seasons fitted to sill its
axes of movement. The computer must also
know exactly where the camera, is in die
studio. The different virtual studio systems
use diflerent methods for this purpose:
barcodes on the wall, magnetic stripes oh die
floor or, more commonly; mounting the
camera On a track (Figure 5) with sensors
that determine its exact position on the
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Figure 6. Oval pattern recognition system.
track. A51 the methods lake ratlier a long time
it) set tip, and any necessary changes to die
settings f.ill also be time consuming.
Aclcled to which there will be some 'slipjxJge'
occuring during die working day, requiring a
return to a tkttum point. Sornc sistems iiave
die camera mountcci on a rtdxiiic, niotorised
pedestal in preference to hving a track. This
gives greater flexibility, but because it is
following pre-progniminctl moves it always
.requires aaois to gei exacriy id their marks,
and there is no scope for caning the
camerawork without re-programming
3D Virtual Studio
Tiieti in 1995 Orad MiTec Systems Launched
a 3D vinua! studio that freed cameras from
sudi constraints. Instead of sensors it uses
pattern recognition. The key colour consists
of a mathem.atiaiiiy designed jjattern
pruducetl in two shades of blue, and capable
of lieing scaled to any size (Figure 6). In
operation the foreground image is sent to
the video processor where die pauem is
compared to a stored reference jiattern ami
a match is made that enables die processor
to determine what translations have
occurred to the pattern and, therefore, the
present camera position. It was thefvtsi
system to allow a handheld camera to be
used. However, because at least some of the
pauem mast lie Imaged it places constraints
on both the size of the studio in which it can
lie used and (he chromnkcying.
Which brings us back to Free-D. Hiis uses
optica! markers (or'targets') out of the way
on the ceiling, which are ituaged by an
audliaty camera mounted on the foreground
camera, and from this its position is
accurately determined (Figure 7), Any
number of cameras can sliare the markers—
including band held versions. There are ho
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Small hand-held cameras with bright LEDs around the lens.

Celling markers.

mm

A

constraints on the studio size—or 360° pans;
iind virtual tiiaaacrs and obfeas can interact
nith the real set because no infomiation is
needed thraugh the foregrouncl camera lens,
Tlte markers are essentially barcodes,
about 20cm in diameter, each with a unique
code number. The auxiliary camera consists
of a mini video camera with a cluster of
bright: LEDs around die lens to iliuminatedie markets. The use of a rctro-rcflective
material fdr the white rings makes diem".
clearly visible despite the studio lighting.
'ITic serial digital video signal from tile
camera is analysed by the processor which
identifies the individual markers, measures
their position to sub-pixd accuracy, am!
reads dieir barcodes (Kgurc S). The
foreground camera's zoom and foots are
measured by conventional sensors, and this
information is muitiplexed onto die
auxiliary camera's signal to the processorSetting up is reasonably straightibrvvard;
and need only be done once if the markers
are rigidly mounted. The position of each
marker needs to lie measured to an
accuracy of ± 1mm. But this is not as
daunting as it sounds because they need
only lie set to within 10cm; then the
auxiliary cajmera is moved around the
studio and the processor analyses the
images and reSnes the measurements to
the necessary accuracy itself. The markers
should also be mounted at varying heights
to maximise performance; And at least Four
markers must be within the image for
sufficient positional accuracy.
For the production version of Frce-D the
auxiliary camera has been reduced to a
small cui>e that fits on top of a foreground
camera. The launch will be anytime now;
and, again, will be, from Ratlamec.

While the technology continues to
; in use, neither aid can be very bright. Once
improve, theaciors and camera operators
; the actor has found his way around it is
are still faced with a largely bate studio that
possible to 'touch' virtual objects. This
somehow has to be navigated- All moves
- requires the keyer to be informed of both
are rehearsed, with the benefit of planning ; the depth of the virtual set and the real
software that can print out camera
i depth as seen by the foreground camera.
poshlons.and floor plans - or just
: And, of course, the position of die actor
cardboard models. But withbut some
i (currently achieved by wearing infrared
guidance avoiding the invisible would be
,= transmitters). But its accuracy is limited.
well nigh impossible. For a simple set there 1
Tfie suggestion dial everytiiingwill be
can be simple marks on die Door. An
i virtual In the future - nor just the locations,
alternative is to shine a blue light on the.
; but also the actors — delights some and
Door to show the next position. Or. more
! appals others, it probably will come about.
comprehensively, project an image of the
; But the necessary" realism is not going to lie
mw-r-'i
set on the Door. Although, with chromakey I e.tsiivadiievetL
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Hguro 8. Image of celling markers

The article/project in question is not
a mistake. It is in feet an honest
piece of research, and a
constructional project, designed
primarily to help prove, or otherwise,
the existence of such phenomena.

What's in a
Name?
Dear Sir
I found it mterestino to read the
reply to Mir Gregg from Mr John
Draper, of Kodak, in particular
the last word in the final
paragraph 'Origin'. I wonder if
he knows the origin of the
Registered Trade Mark KODAK?
The late founder of the Eastman

What a pleasant piece of history,
thank you Frank for your letter.

Is this a Psychic
Mistake?
Dear Sir
i have been a suhscrilTer for
more than 10 yeans, and have
found your magazine both
informntive and tisefijl during
this time. I have never iiefore
put peri to paper to write to you.
but feel compelled to do so after
seeing the new series on 'psydio
kinetics" by David Aidous.
I am dismrijed to see a serious
technical jotimal such as rours
ric.oiing space to 'jKeudosdence'.
and hope that you will reassure
me dial this was a mistakewhich
will not be repetttcd (! note thai
the articles did not appear in the
April issue, so t assume, that you
were not pkinglJ.Jjigh street
ricivsagenLs routinely cam- .several
times as many magazines devoted
to tire paranormal as ihey do
mag:izines of serious sdiaice, and
f woulii not like to see the Maplin
Electronics journal crossing the
divide. The supposed ixicreasc in
interest in such mancrs as PK,
filing saucers, astrology or the 'X"
fii«! may tellect a tamencable lack
of real science by a gullible public,
but does not tefluci the views of
chose with a serioa? interest in
science and tcciinnlogy,
1 was also surprised to note
that loii allowed the autiior to
iiidttde an entire page of
bibllngriiphical, references to die
outer reaches of pseudoscience,
snmerhing 1 do not recall you
doing for more serious topics.
Graham Marea
Rickmanswofth. Herts

Fruity Batteries?
Dear Sir
I enjoyed Mike Bedford's Battery
Guide Anide (Tssue 151, page
6a), and ills well worth keeping
for future reference when
choosing batteries.

However.! think thai the
strawheny battery deserves to
have more of its advantages
mentiuned. Although its mupm is
small, it is enough forstanti-hy
mode for most .small CMOS ICs,
ami its cost is low. It is extremely
eco-friendly and completely

non-toxic, and it scores over most
other types ofbancry in ireing
100% recydable.The electrode
screws tan be reused over and
over again, and the main body is
delicious with a liule cream and
sugar. Much nicer dian the potato
tottery and simpler to recycle, as it

needs no recycling equipment, no
oven, saucepan or chip-pan!
Rod Cook, Frome, Soroetsst

Hi Fi Gullibility
Dear Sir
An interesting [joint about sound
quality is raised by Mike Bedford
(Audiopliile Hi-Fi, issue .130. page
42). If you want to upgrade, .you
can get a separate CD transport to
replace the original..."
• Tlse CD transport, in coiurast to
other system coinjjonents,
produces a digital output. 'Ihete fe
nothing analogue to judge good
or bad as the digits ate either
correct or wrong. This is an
objective measurement. If conreci,
the error checking ability of the
medium should pick this up.
If the same CD medium were to
contain a computer program
rather than digitised audio, then

only perfect playback would lie
acceptable. Otherwise the
computer would crash when
running the program! We all know
that does not hap(jen.
.Maplin's LQ93B CD-ROM drive
will faithiully render dam from a
CD for under .S-50, so wiiat is there
to be gained by upgrading a hi-fi
CD transport? Are we gullible
enough to boost the
mantifaatireR" profits, or is there
really some hidden benefit?
Dr. G. L Manning
Edgwaie
MkJdJesax

part, on the quality of the CD
transport. In preparing the article I
discussed this question with a
number of manufacturers and
present a quick summary of their
response here. It appears that what
differentiates a good CD transport
from a poor one Isnt the values of
the data extracted from the disk
but the accuracy at which It is
clocked into the DAC. The correct
operation of computer software
usually doesn't depend on timing
but the quality of music
reproduction does. And, of course,
unlike the value of the data which,
as you point out, must be either
right or wrong, with the timing we're
into the analogue domain with the
possibility of degrees of quality.

in simplistic terms, 1 would have
thought that it should be very
simple to derive an accurate clock
to control the transfer of data from
the transport to the DAC. But the
question of gullibility which you
raise is an interesting one. If you
were to go out and buy a £2,000
CD transport on the basis of these
claims aluns then yes, you would
indeed be guilihle. Dont forget,
though, that audiopliile
manufeolurets will only sell their kit
through specialist hi-fi shops who
have facilities for prospective
buyers to audition equipment So,
although, as a technically minded
reader you're understandably
interested In why something works
as it does, as a music lover you'd
only pay for an Improved CD
transport if your ears told you that
it was money wen spam.

m.

m

E-mail your
view? and comments to;
AYV@manlin.demon.co.uk

Write to;
Eiectramcs
and Beyond,
P.O. Box 777,
Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 SLU

Kodak Company, namely
George- Eswemnn. used the initial
letter K" from his wife's first
initial. The letter 'O' from die
lens shape, anci the 'DAK' from
the noise made by the shutter.
Frank H. Thomas
Penhow
(v'onmotithshire.

Mike Bedford replies,
I had exactly the sanie thought
when I first came across the claim
that CD reproduction depends, in

You may stilt rerhain sceptical as,
indeed, I do to a degree. After all,

The purpose of printing such a
detailed bibnography was to show
that David Aidous had spent many
years involved in this field, and
was not someone who had Just
started to dabble. One would hope
that all scientists, technologists,
engineers etc., would have an
open mind about such matters, at
least until proved otherwise. If not,
[hen perhaps we would still believe
that the sun goes round the Earth
and that our planet is flat.
Your reference to many magannes
devoted to paranormal events is
surely an indication of the many,
many people who are interested in
the topic for a variety of reasons,
and I am sure not all, are believers,
but are at least prepared to read
and have an open mind about the.
subject. What we would like to do
Is to help find a satisfactory
explanation by supporting the use
of accurate measuring instruments
in any Investigation. Instruments
that in some oases may be either
too expensive or not available at
all. As we know science relates to
measured, repeatable experiments.
Repeatability is central here. If an
event only happens once, or even
occasionally - do we deny its
existence? I think not. We must
broaden our knowledge to
establish the truth and indeed the
cause; Any equipment to aid that
process will bo featured in this
magazine. - Ed.
David AJdous will reply next month

Glad you enjoyed the article, hut 1
feel the shelf-life of the strawberry
battery may be rather limited,
possibly just days, unless you keep
it deep frozenl
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Words

Trocadero, originally, was a fort near Cadiz,
in soiuhem Spain, which had been captured
by the French during the revolt of 1823- This
victory was Liter celebrated by die building
of an entertainment centre on Park's Pbce
Trocadero. The name shortly crossed the
Channel with die building of the music hall
in Piccadilly Citrus called, rather grandly the
Trocadero Palace ofV.iricries.
Astoria was another example of a Common
Word being derived from a Proper Name, this
time licit of ihe fabtilously wealthy American
Astor family This particubr name was chosen
for its obvious association with wealth,
distinction and a sense of style, as indeed
were the other names given to movie
theatres such as Ritz, Savoy and RegaL
TTie sound system that had been used in
The Jazz Singer was die Mtaptxnie si stem,
niiict) had been developed by Warner
Brothers in 1926. The Twentieth Century Pox
studios had also been working on a sound
system, which they termed T toiierone.
They Jirsi used this development in 1927
to record the reception for the American
aviator Charies lindberg. and a speedi by
die Italian dictator Benito Mussolini Tiie
success of die system led die studio to
create Movietone News, to make regular
sound news reels. Their creation would
enjoy considerable success until the advent
oFW brought the world's news into almost
every living room on die planet.
It was in die film image itself diat the
major developments took place, producing
a number of new words which have long
ago entered the mainstream of our speedi.
One good example is Gnenuiscope.
invented as long ago as 1928, by the French
physicist Henri Chretien, this is an
anainotphic process, from the Greek
anamorphoun, meaning 'to iransfbrm.' It is a
wide screen projection which an image of
approximately twice die usual width is
squeezed iiuo.a 35mm frame and then
screened by a projector 1 laving a
complementary lens.

o

PAiiH
The Entertainment Game
In part 4, Gregg Grant looks at entertainment
before the ivonders of the electronic age.
Introduction
Jt's no cxrfjigeraiion to say that present-day
entenainmen! is almost entirely electtDuic.
This, however, is a faidy recent
development, for. die word Electronic didn't
appear in any dicuoitan- before 19 50. So
what passed for emenainmenr licfbre the
'wonders' of lire elecnonicage?
Until the turn of the present century,
'entertainment' was hardly a massive affair at
ail. True, there were fairly crowded public
events such' as Derby Dm; the larger London
theatres and Music Halls and — of course —
the odd, illegal bare-knuckle boxing contest.
In general, entertainment was a small group
or individual affair. However, all that
changed when technology Isecame involved.
The Cinema
Moving Rcnircs or the 'Cinema' — illustrated in
figure one - was first introduced in 1895, and
would indicate the way ahead in entcrainment
for the new centum The word is an
abbreviation ofCineinntoginpb, from the
Greek Kinema meaning tnatloa The
etpression '.Mating Piaufes' 1? a later American
and'or Canadian phrase for the btter tenn,
now universally aljliretiaied to 'Modes,'
This early forro of mass entertainment
introduced a numlxtr of new words and
phrases into the language such as Animated
cartoon. Close-tip, Fade-out, Feature, film
and Scenario. As the century and
technology progressed, considerable
improvements were made in dneniatic
techniques. The first major improvement
was die addition of sound, synchronised, to
die moving images. Electronics had entered
the entenalnmem business.
The first 'movie' with synchronised sound
was The Jazz Singer; a 'talkie' that created a
sensation on its opening in 1927. Among
the equipment needed to provide this form
of emertainmeni were Projecior.% Reels and,
of course, Screens.

The act of going to see this form of
entertainment In itself sparked off new selfespiaining compounds such as Pfauregoe/:
Picture House and Picture Palace as well as
simply The Pictures. This last—in its daywas the equivalent of today's more ironic
Telly, when referring to TV
The majority of diese pictures houses had
exotic, foreigd-soundihg names such as
CaumoiU, Odeon, Tmcadero and Astoria.
How were they arrived at? Odcon was
derived from the Greek Odeione, meaning
an ajophi theatre. Tiie name liad lieen
suggested to Oscar Deuisch, the film
promoter, who subsequently Founded the •
Odeon Cinema chain in 1930. Gaumont on
die other hand was anodier classic example
of a Common Word fadng derived from a
Proper Name. Icon Gaumont was a bte
nuieteendi cemuiy French film pioneer,
who founded the Gaumont Company
7Z
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Figure 1. A early adverUsenient for the new form of entertainment - the Cinema.
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The. 'Rvcniieth Centun'Fcp; Corporation
acquired die rights to die process and
introduced it to cinemas in,America in 1953.
The sysiemhailheen ignored unui the
increasing inairsion of TV into film production
in tire 1950b had threatened dnenra audiences.
An eariy indication of just how powerful
eleoronic entenainrnent would become!
The system uses a three-track stereophonic
sound system, and other film studios use
basically similar processes .under different
names such asSupeiscope mdRittauision.
Technicoloiir on tire other hand, as a
process for colour film, has irecome so
common that nowadays it is .rarely heard of.
Perfected in 1932. technicolourwas a process
whidi used dye transfer techniques to
produce colour prints. A beam-splitting optical
cube, combined with a camera leas, was used
to expose three black and white filfns.
Tite light beam was split into titree pans as
it entereti the camera, one beam fevouring
the red area of the spectrum, the second say- the blue area and the third the green.
Each image was captured simultaneously on
a separate band of black and white Dim. The
three .strips were then developed separately
and, after printing, were passed through their
appropriate coloured dyes. When laminated
together, they gave a tolerable representation
of natural colour.
Cinerama is yet another large screen
presentation system. Invented by the New
Tbrk photographer Frederick WaUer, h cues
cither three separate 35mm projectors or
one 70rani projector to produce an image
on a large, deeply curved screen. The first
film made using tills tedmique, This Is
Cinerama,' was screened in New York in
1952. Another cinematic introduction at this
time was Three Dimensional' projection, or
simply 3-D. With tills system, cihema-gpers
had to wear special polarised spectacles,
and so its popularity was brief The
expression however, especially in its
abbreviated form, Ls still much used.
It was with the further development of
electronics however, that die fuiure of mass
entertainment lay. And this future began
with the Pixmograpb or - as it was known
in Britain — the Gmmop/jone.

The Phonograph
The original phonograph was invented by
Thomas Edison in 1877 arid was the.
beginning of Acoustical Inibmiation Storage,
or AIS. A decade later the German-bom
American inventor Emile-Beiiiner had
improved Edison's creation our of all
recognition- He replaced the original drum
and u(>-arid-down needle with a flat disk and
a stylus which moved from side to side in a
spiral groove. Berliner gave his improved
record player die trademark Gramophone
in 189-1. This trademark became generic for
phonograph in Britain.
In time, Berliner's small company became
the massive Victor Corporation, which
Ixgan celebrity tecoidings on.its Red Seal
label from 1905 onwards. Such were the
prestige of these recordings that they
influenced the corporation's other
products. One result was that the \7cimla
became as generic a name For the
phonograph iu America, as die
gramophone had become in Britain.
Over the last century the equipment in
this field.itas become increasingly
sophisticated and, as a result, hid made the
general public aware of words such as
Siereopfanic and Qiuidroplxntk'. Added to
this are such technical terms as Tweetei;
Woofer, Tape Deck, Foiir-Ojeumel and
Reel-to-reel and Crossover Network.
Broadcasting
The introduction of radio broadcasting
brought another iranche of new, or
modified, words into die language. Radio
itself, in the sense of a receiving station,
dates from around 1925, although radio
communication had been an established
method of sending and receiving
information for over 20 years.
Since many of the terms from radio
broadcasiirig were applicable in the later
development of TV a common vocabulary of
broadcasting developed. Among the
tcdmplogy's many additions to the mother
tongue arc Aerial, Anienna, Broadcast

itself. Lead-in. londsiieaker and - more
recently - Solid Stale. This last dual element
derivative was, initially at least, used to
denote an electronic device made of
semiconductor material in which current
flow took place dirough the solid substance
rather than across a vacnura. Nowadays of
course it's part of everyday speech, heavily
used by advertisers, public relations people
and others, who have no idea as to why it
was coined in tire first place!
Some words such zsAiinonncet;
Microphone — frequently abbresiated to
'Mic" —Reception and Transnniier iiave
acquired meaning other than their original,
technicai, interpretations. More recently still
Cable TL Autocue. Telethon and Videotape
have become part of rite languageMany sudi words and expressions,
although modem, have in feet been derived
from latin in tite present century. Two of die
most common examples are audio and
video. The Latter stems from vide re,
meaning 'to see' whilst the former is a
development olandire, meaning 'to hear.'
Telethon is yet another compound formed
from two different elements, this time Tele
and Marathon.
It usually denotes a lengthy programme,
broadcast for a express purpose, sudi as
raising money for diarity in Britain or for
Public Service Broadcasting in America.
Teleprompler and Aiitocue began life as
trademarks, the former Aniedcan and
Canadian, die latter British. As their names
imply, they are electronic prompting
devices, where a prepared script is enlarged,
line by line, for die speaker or announcer.
They remain unseen by the viewer.
Electronic technology is so pervasive,
currendg that some of its descriptive words
and phrases have assumed the status of
Bnzznords. Next month, we'll look into this
world of near-alternative language, in an
attempt to discover how — for example—
ted mica) terms such as Input came to mean
something rather different than an RF. IF or
AF injection signal.
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HUN GIFT TOKENS MAKE THE PERFECT 6IFT1
Tokens are available from ali Maplin Stores In denofnihations oP£5.
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FEATURES
Single channel coded
infra-red link
Over 8,500
possible codes
.W

Transmission distance
of approximately 7m

CHAINIl

10 pulse or changeover
reiay contact
-red

m.

iia

LED on/off indicator
LED indicator of
reception strength

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER
• • © © s ©

• • •

Construct from a kit or design and build from scratch
using cannibalised components? Here Stephen Waddington
tries the kit route as he builds and reviews the Velleman
Single Channel Infra-red Code Lock Transmitter/Receiver.

I've always been deeply
suspicious of Velleman kits.
I dunk, it harks back to my
days ai high school. There was a
kid in my electronics class who
always had the latest Velleman
kit. I meanwhile, had to make
do with building circuits from
components cannibalised from
scrap drcuir boards, bought for
next-to-nothing at radio fairs.
I was always shocked by the
cast of the smart kits in dteir
sltiny dear Ixtxes. Velleman kits
always look so professional, with
their silk screen-prfntcd cases
and plastic moulded boxes. But
surely building a kit isn't what
real electronics is about?

ft
Infra-red Code
Lock Kit
1 recently got the chance to
confront my prejudices-A
colleague wanted an electronic
securitylock to protect a garage
door. Could I help hint out? As 1
was digging around for possible
solutions, i came across the
Velleman Single Channel Infrared Code Lock Transmitter and

it

Figure 1. Block diagram of the transmitter

Set Code

p

Indicator

T'
tnfra-Red
Receiver LED

Filler
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Pre-Amplifier

.W

Latch

Relay

Receiver. Ic^vnsn't the cheajiest
option, but quicker than building
something from scratch, offered
over 8,500 combinations, a 10A
ciiangeover concaa for the
heftiest of solenoid locks and
would ceruinh- look professional.
The infra-red receiver allows
bot!i moinentan- and latched
relay outputs. It also provides a
battery-statiis indicator and a
signal strength indicator to
show when it is receiving an
incoming infra-red signal
indicator. The transmitter
includes a push button switch,
transmit indicator and two
miniature infra-red kEDs.
I called Mapliri and paid my
£39-98 by credit card, foe the two
kits (receiver and transmitter
come as separate kits) and
waited for the next days post.
When the kits arrived they were
each packaged in their own dear
plastic box. The transmitter kit
contained Instructions, a PCB,
components and a tiny pockettype remote control box for the
completed circuit. The receiver
contained largely the same, la
this instance there was no case
to house the completed unit.
How it Works
Block diagrams for l»th the
Lmnsmiuer and receiver are
shown in Figures 1 and 2
respectively. There arc two
elements. io the receiver,
namely a pre-nmplificr and a
main PCB. The infra-red LED
receiver and preamplifier is
housed within its own earthed
aluminium cocoon, presumably
to fend off any nasty noise or
stray signals. The main PCB
contains the decoding
electronics, a series of latches,
the relay switch and a strip of
scrcw-tag connectors to facilitate
connection to the outside world.
The pre-aniplifier is a series of
operational amplifier designed
to filter and amplifier die
incoming infra-red signal and
output the modulated data
stream. Hie transminertcceivcr
combination uses the UM3758120A and UM375S-120A
modutator/deraoduktor chips to
handle coding and decoding
respiStivcly. The code is selectetl
on IxiUi die receiver and
transmitter by making a series of
up to nine connections to earth,
giving a binary conibinaiinn of
up to S,74S options.
The selected binary code is
modulated onto the outgoing
infra-red signai. When the infrared carrier component is
stripjicd out by die preamplifier at die receiver end.

•

Sel Code

r

Modulator

Push Button
Switch

W

ti

Oscillator

Infra-.Red
LED

Figure 2. Block diagram of the receiver
the code becomes die-input for
the demodulator. .If the codes
match then, the device will
output a 'high' signal.
A series of receiver latches
enable the constructor to select
either toggle or momentary
reky action for an incoming
infra-red signal. The selection is
made by completing the
appropriate wire link on the
PCB, When an infra-red signal
containing the correct
modulation code hits the infrared receiver, the output reky
will either ktch or lock
momentary depending on the
option selected.
Construction
If you are competent with a
soldering iron, you will have no
problem with this kit. The
construction of both the
iransmicier and receiver Is
straightforward. On the receiver
you have to watch the polarity
of the ihfira-red receiver IED,
and you also need to be careful
that you don't bum out the tiny
amplifier transistors. The cased
pre-ampiifier sits on the main
PCB on its own earthed
footprint. A mil and bolt is used
to hold the small box in place.
On the transmitter be careful
how you site components,
because die circuit ixntrd must

fit within the remote control
box. Unless you follow the
instructions reiigjously, die IFO
and switch will not line up
inside the case. The transmitter
uses a 12V cigarette lighter
battery, although I used a 9V
power supply to test the device,
which worked adequately. Hie
batteries are an unusual size,
but can be purchased from
Maplin (!G9TV), priced £0.75.
Testing
Hie ironsmitter/feceiver
combination takes a couple of
hours to build. Once completed
you must ensure that the code
on the two PCBs matches prior
to testing. As anificial light
contains a large component of
infra-red, avoid shining light
direcify at the receiver. The
speaficiiion for die receiver
module states that a 12V 100mA
supply is requirecLl found a 9V
N'i-Cd worked fine during testing.
Tm happy to report that both
circuits worked well first time
they were powered up. But
then don't be surprised. The
Velleman instnioions supplied
with both kits are very dear and
the dearly labelled components,
coupled with the well Jaid-out.
PCBs means that it would h:rve
tieen difficuk to make an error.
Under test, die iramniiiter

Buyers Details
Description
Code
Vdtemsn Sings Channel Infra-red Code Loddransmiaer VFSOB
VeiiemanSing-e Chanrai Infra-red Cede LfxA'tece-.w' VFB1C

Cost
0.4.93
£24.99

functioned to a distance of
5.5m. Hife was kter increased
to 6,5m using the correct 12V
battery for the transmitter, and
likewise a 12V power supply at
die receiver end. There ate a
couple of indictuojo on the
receiver that can lie used to
help test die receiver and
transmitter conibimtion. Hie
on/off indicator show when the
power supply is good, while a
separate LED indicates signal
strength.
Evaluation
The momentary latch was idea!
for a solenoid ktched Yale lock.
I built a low-cost power supply
for the receiver and mounted it
alongside the main PCB in a
die-cast box. Hie same supply
also powered the receiver. Hie
good news on die transmitter
front is that you can purchase,
the kits indMdually. My
colleague has made up three
transmitters, one for each of the
people that need access to the
protected garage door.
5o hare I over come my
prejudice? In short - i thiuk so. At
almost £40 for the transmitter/
receiver combination, die
Velleman kits are expensive - but
nor thai much.,] reckon you
could save maybe 50% by
purchasing die components
individually. And that doesn't
include the PCBs or die
transmitter case. Velleman kits
may cost a litde bit more hut
diey are high quality have a
professional finish and best of all,
are straighiforwaitl to construct.
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acceptable. The iloahitiry of the Wrin bridge
and it's easy frequency adjustment by means
of a simple dual-gang lineax potentiometer,
now led to the consideration of perhaps
beihg.able to utilise other frequency ranges
in the mid to high audio band, Fxperimenus
using a small loudspeaker and microphone
were successful and it was decided to
design-in this feature to enhance
cspcrimental Rexihility. Admiuedly, this
makes the design of lite P-K Trainer
more complex, hut it is intended to lie a
research and experimema! tool ami not
just another 'gadget'. A cut-down and
simplified version could also be built
later, either for economy; or for more
spedfic tasks.
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Photo 1. Complete Unit
PART 3
In pent three, detailed circuit descriptions and
construction are discussed by David Aldous.
Detailed Circuit
Descriptions
Referring to Figure 2, the itigh power driver
and FM receiver/demoduiator drcuit. 'ITiis
covers the main drive osciltacor. associated
mode switching, the high power drh e
amplifier and die main signal processing
circuits- Considering the drive oscillator
first. The TlDSi FET op-atnp o|>enitiiJg as a
W'ein bridge oscillator produces a pure sinewave. Hie reason for choosing this circuit is
that all other oscillator drivers normally
used to drive ultrasonic transducers (the
origina] design concentrated exclusively on
this frequency range) proved to have
insufficient long-tenft frequency stability; as
well as producing some of die most
avocious and harmonic-ridden waveforms
imaginable!. Most of them were based oh
the use of the ubiquitous 555 timer chip or
its variants and required so much
decoupling to tame them, they had to be
abandoned. Having used ihe Wein bridge
oscillator as a teaching drcuit Incorporating
a few design tricks of his own, the author
iiad several jiart-built units to hand as a
legacy of his teaching days and simply
completed one of diem by building it into a
standard 'black box* - which is ari
interesting way to acquire rest gear! This

mimu

provided a satisfactory waveform and nfter
upgrading th" design to use more stable
frequency determining components (e.g.
close tolerance polystyrene capadrors), the
long-term stability was also found to lie quite
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Wein Bridge Circuit
The frequency determining network is
made up of what arc in reality two interlocking.filter circuits - a series connected
high pass, and a parallel connected low pass
- both of which use identical component
values. Studying the diagram (see Figure
2a), it can be seen that as frequency rises,
the impedance of die series-connected
network: Rl/Cl will fall, thus increasing,
signal level at pin 3. die positive feedback
terminal, whilst the.parallel connected
network ofR2.'C2 will sifmiltaneously fcll,
thereby causing signal level at pin 3 to till.
Since component values are identical, it
docs nor take much imagination to realise
that there will only be one frequency at
which a maximum level signal wiD develop
across C2fR2. That frequency will be tile one
at which Itoth networks display equal
reactance in CI and C2 and.also that this
reactance will lie equal to the resistance of

F55fJt3C>5 Paths

► Output

: C\

Fcc?ftive
Gad52tron Lc-gp

Ti-031
Cp-A/np

\

T

Figure 2a. Basic Wein Bridge Circuit.
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- 1 M/P

isb - Pin3
R1/R2. Tlie wltage across R2.-C2 wiil aiso be
lower than die input and it can be .shown
that this will in faci iieonly 1/3 rd of the
input value, "lb get (iscillraion, ;iny amplifier
or "gain block" one uses must have a g;un of
at least three to overcome this loss. At any
frequenq- above or below this, the signal
level at pin 3 will be lower than tills peak.
Tile actual change in level is quite small and
so in theory It should provide a rather
poorly defined frequency point, in practice,
since gain is tightly controlled at a critical
level, the frequenq- is very accurate and the
stability cxcdlem. Tile other way Is to
consider that eadt resisior/capadtor pair
acts as it phase-shill netw ork. R1.C2 having :i
phase lead characteristic Ixxause of the
scries •connection, and K2,'C2 a phase lag
characteristic, tlue to the parallel connection
(sec later explanation of these terms). At
one particular frequenq-, these phase shifts
will be equal, die voltage across Rl.-Cl will
lie at minimum, and the voltage across
R2.'C2 will lie at a maximum, thus giving
efieaivelyzero pliase shift and so masimum
[Ksssible positive feedback- Since (josiiive
feedback causes oscilL-uion, the negative
feedback loop formed by K3 and LP1 stops
it from running out of control and letting
the output alternately hit the. + Ve and -Ve
supply rails. The operation of this loop is
critical and determines hot only if sufficient
gain is left for oscillatitm to lake place, but
exactly what level the output will stabilise at.
RJ.'LPl operate as follows: When die output
| from pin 6 rises, an increasing level of signal
Is fed back via the -f-Ve feedback network . •
I and tends to drive die output even higher
(polarity isn't Important at this stage).
Simultaneously, more signal is fed back via
R5 and this tends to counteract the -fVe
feedback by reducing gain, IP! now conies
into play. Tills is a small filament lamp and
as more current flows in the filament, die
resistance begins to rise, thus allowing more
negative feedback to rake place. Evidently if
die output at pin 6 then started to fall as a
result, then less current would flow in IP1
and so its resistance will rail back again, thus
tending to counteract this change.It is
because of this inherent tendenq- to selfcorrect. die amount of negative feedback
J applied in res|ianse to changes in average
output level, that the stabilising circuit of
Ril.l'l can control gain to just exactly that
needetf to sustain oscillation and no more.
As all lamp filaments have a delav (called
diemial lag) between the application of a
change in current and the development of a
corresponding brightness, this is the
equivalent of using a long-time constant
filter in this jtosiiion and so rapid changes in
output are not observed, in practice, LP1
never receives sufficient current tO actually
light up, as die operation depends on die
fact that ii1! displays positive temperature
chnracteristics (e.g. resistance tlses as
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current rises). Many different lamps aresuitable, but one having the ratings shown is
about the optimum. Because of the critical
dependence of diis gain control network on
the feedback current, die value of H3 is
critical. Viilues ranging from -ITQ to 120f>
are encountered, but in order to use the
Maplin lamps available, die value of R3 was
determined experimentally at 620,
The circuit uses two independent
frecjuenq' detemiining networks, die

<

m ci
-.i

selection of which is carried oucby means
of a special signal level relay (RLA2)
coritniilecl by the panel mode switch. Tlie
reason diis approach wits chosen is simply
to avoid the indeierminaie effects of stray
coupling and/or capacitance - particulariy at
high frequencies — which would odierwise
ocair usioga panel switch and wiring loom.
Instability was also ;i considemOon. since
any change in 'stray ctpadtance could
serioasly disturb tlie ojier.tting conditions
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Figure 2b. Sine wave based phase detector output.
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Figure 2c. Quadrature phase detector output.
anti trash an expcdment. Per the ultrasonic
mode, the network C3/113 and C4/8-$ S-Pl ls
used. PI. ihePe/ -lOkliz pre-scr, is providetl
to takeout component tolerances and aJlotv
exact adjustment of opemring frequenn' to
■'OkHz (or whatever iiequenLy the incJMdual
tr.insducer pairs may actualfy t>per.i{c at in
tills range). For the AF. inixle, fretjuency
determination is achieved via Cl/Rl./VRla
and C2/R2/VRlb. VRla & b are die two parts
of a dual gang 4k7 linear potentiometer,
whilst Ri Sc R2 are chosen in value as range
limiting conijionems to set die upper
frequency limit. For the i-nlucs shown, the
Operating range is approximately 5kHz to
21 kHz. VRla & b fbnn the AF wavelength
control and are so wired that a clockwise
rotation of die control (as seen from die
pp.nd) increases the resistance and causes
frequency to folL Wavelength thus increases
in accoriiance with die 0-10 scale markeci on
the control, so allowing calibraiion. Before
(eaving the drive oscillator, the operation of
P2. the Dfsioiu'oii Coireclion pre-set, tteccLs
explaining. Tin's is an addition of the
authors. It is simply the normal offset null
trimming control as used with most op
amps of this type, but the difference here Is
that it functions as a distortion balancing
control. Most Wein bridge circuits seen by

the author do not use it and as a resulr, can
suffer slight but significunr distortion in what
should be a pure wavelbrm. Adjystmenr of
P2 requires the use of a good oscilloscope.
To set this up. simply observe the waveform
at TP2 at a large display amplitude on the
'scope, then reiy carefuiiy adjust P2 until
one observes a marked distortionJust set in
on one or other jjeak. Stop, note tile
position of P2. Nowuum H2 in die opposite
direction until die same clfecr is ofasened
on the odier [leak. Slop, note the new
position of P2. Now adjust P2 to esacdyhalf
way Ixrtwecn die two points rioted. Check
the waveform and it shoult! now be a pure
sine wave, Tim's all there is to ir.
Moving on now to tiie power amplilier,
1C2. This is a cyyie Li 65V' power op amp.
wiiich is acruaily a genera! purpose qpe
intended fur use in power servo systems. It
Ls needed solely because of the incorptiration
of an AF signal range in order to drive the
Hf tweeter loiitls[>enker when operating in
AF mode. The output drive signal Ls set to
provide 6V pk-pk (4.21' rms.') into SH, wliidi
corresponds to a ixiwer of approximately
2 2Q. ihe choice of die L165V for this
flmction was only made after investigating
several akernative output circuits, slatting
with die [lower amplifiers used in car radios.
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and discrete transistor power amplifier
tvpes. Evemtialhv and applying only a basic
'rule-of-thunib' rcstricdon on layout (keep
eventiimg close to the op amp), the L!65V
produced a sujied) jPerformance. Tuning it .
is fitiriy simple and is adiievetl by nothing
more than two capaciiots (CS & C9j wnretl
ilircctly across die jlower pins as close to
tile amp as possible. CS provides HF bypass,
whilst C9 provides decottjiling ar all other
frequencies. Gain adjustment is provided by
P3. the Set (A'pk-pk pre-set, acting as a
simple Volume' control. The maximum gain
is set by selecting two rests tors, R8 & R9. the
ratio of which, since the configuration is
that of a non-inverting amplifier, sets the
gain according to the formulae:
G = ! -i- R9/RS.
This gives a practical gain of
approximately l-F 22JA7 = 5-75 times
where R is in kilo ohms, and Ls more than
enough to allow setting up the 6V pk-pk
output with I'J- Output cm tilling is ac via
CIO,47Q(il;. Signal touting to either the
ultctsonic transmitter, or the tweeter, is
effected by means of signal relay RIB2 anil
contact set L
A portion of the output signal is fed to
the input of Tl. a reverse connected 12700
small audio output transformer. The reason
for openuing it in reverse mode is two-fold:
(i) It acts as a low- impedance input su^p-up
transfbmv'r. and is tlias cunent-driifn ifom
1C2 via H10and Af tliefi?/ /df/nA'pre-set.
(ii)lloth windings are deliiierately hemily
damped by the addition of Rll (1012)
aanss the 'official' secondary and R12
(Sk2) across the 'official' primary, in order
to Datten the response over the whole
audio and uftrasonic band. TliLs works
very well and no frequency dependent
output changes luive been cietected. The
ftincdon of T1 Ls to act as a 'floating'
reference signal injection device for the
quadrature detector inside 1C3. The most
acceptable conipromLse level was found
to be lOOniV Setilhg this lOOmV level is
carried out by P4, the Set lOOmV pre set,
whilst obsening the signal at TP5. Input
signal scleaion to iC3 of ultrasonic or AF
signals is also effected by RLB2, but this
time by contact set 2.
Turning now to (€3, die FM/TFIC, the
selection of a CA31891; was not a,problem
and carried the added Ixmus of the chip
using a double balanced quaticitute
detector, thcreftjrc giving two independent,
simultaneous outputs. The availability of dlis
second output then gave rise to ideas on
how to Indicate that an object had moved
by more than jusr the small amoum.
corvesponding to die calculation:; set our in
pan 1 of this article. The solution proved
quite simple - just count how many times
the second output went through a full level
change, each of which corresponds to a full
phase excursion, then add-on the measured
movement from the FM cliannel. It was
then realised diai some ft inn of data-tape
storage would lie an advantage for those
experiments where immediate feedback
might not lie required (or jiossible?) and so
a way had to be found of making the signal
recordnlile. Tltc solution was to amplitude
modulate an AF tone acting as a 'carrier'
signal. Hits led to the selection of a
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Figure 2d. Basic operation of a quadrature detector.
traitsconductance op amp for this funaion
anil anndier Wein bridge oscillator being
built as a carrier-tone generator. The idcti
w-.ls a tout! success and 1 will deal with this
in my descripiion of the .AM ami FM
ctiarmels. Back to IC3. The G\3JS9E is an
interesting chip, who's quoted
characteristics, such as it requiring only
some 2ftV of signal for full aniplitude
liniitiiig. a wry simple, single point piiase
reference signal injection method and, as
already noted, it having two independenr
pluse detector outputs, made it ideal for
the job. A test rig was sei-iip on a Maptin
brcstdlxKirding system and it was found that
some 8V pk-pk sigretl could lie obtained for
a full scale phase change. Tnis proved to be
a very useful feature in that other Utan
buffering to prevent loading effects on the
detector outputs, little or no gain was
requirecl to dris'e lite two prcxessing
channel electronics, all of which enliances
die staliiliiy of die whole system.

)

What's Limiting?
limiting is the act of deliberately restricting
die amplitude of a signal to no more than a
pre-determined level. Tills is made use of in
the quadrature detector and is one of the
features that makes it a more efndent phase
detector. The Quadraturedetector compares
I Kith the reference and signal waveforms
after they have been converted into dipjietl
square-waves. Strictly speaking, the input
.signal is. actually clipped in die IF amplifier
by deliberately over-driving it into saturation
at a very low-signal level by means of a high
gain aniplifier. Internal diode junctions are
also connected across the internal amplifier
devices (as per data on other chips of
similar stntcrurc). The reference signal is
treated similarly in the reference signal
aniplifier, but this neetls less gain as it
operates (nnmially) on the already
amplified IF sigoa! from whicii it is usually
derivetl via a 90° degree phase-shifting
network (normally a coif/capacitor
combination}. In the authors design, this
reference signal is instead supplied
separately via T I. and the optimum value

found to be required was approximately
100mV Comparing reference and .signal
waveforms in this way is inherently more
efficient that simply comparing two sine
waves. With a simple sine-wave driven
circuit, the ourpurlevel depends not only
oil die degree of phase coincidence (or
not), hut also varies with the amplitude of
die two signals and at the extremes of phase
difference because of their non-linear
waveform, thus inherently heing uncertain.
This is unsatisfactory where only a phasedependent output is needed, or essenihl
Figure 2b shows the resulting output
transfer curve of a sine wave-based phtise
detector. Tlie mast linear ponton of the
curve extends only for about ±60% of the
total characteristic. This Is fine for radio,
where the frequency deviation fits within
this ponton of the curve, but not for other
psirposes like true phase comparison, where
accurate output is needed over the whole
ISO" range. Arty attempt to use the curve
shown beyond about ±60% will result in
severe disto'ruoil of die output.
What's a Quadrature
Detector
The quadrature detector comes into its own
in terms of efficiency and linearity as si
phase detector, since it is really comparing
two square waves, both of which have fixed
amplitudes and are compared in all four
quadrants. It is actually only comparing die
true area of overlap and the resulting
output will now have the transfer curve
shown in Figure 2c. This could also he
considered a '7' curve, since it more
resembles a 7. than an S. Iralso show's that a
linear input/oiitput relationship is
niairitained over die full ISO3 degree
maximum range, die output fiilling (or
rising) sharply at die fall-oiT points where a
new comparison starts. The output polarity
can be reversed simply by die use of an
inverting amplifier. The very large output
(SV pk-pk) available is due to die high-level
of amplification given to both reference and
signal frequencies to drive die

dipplng'squartng circuits prior to
romparing their phase. The 'average' tic
coniponetic of die conijiared output Is often
used for frequency correction purposes in
order to maintain local osdiiator lock when
receiving a station, whilst die alternating
component is in feet the recovered
frequency modulated audio. In a double,
balanced, quadrature detector, most if not
all of die comparing circuitry in the chip is
douhlecL which results in two equal
amplitude, simultaneous outputs. This type
is used in the CA31S9E chip, which makes it
possible to dedicate each out pur to a single
task and to optimise component values for
those tasks, one to die AFC function, the
Other to recovering the demodulated audio
signal In the authors design, full advantage
of this dual output has hce'n taken, hence
the twin channels of AM and FM signals,
which when the data from cadi is combined,
can give not only information on which way
an object, may be moving, but also how far.
even though any movement may exceed die
very sensitive measuring range available
from the FM channel alone.
it is at this point the author would like to
throw out a challenge to other Klectixiiiics
And Beyond readers. It is this: Given that
the AM channel will give one full cycle of
output, for each fuil-range movement of an
object, also that the FM channel will give
information on which way (towards or away
fmm the sensing head) an object is moving,
and the measured distance before another
measuring cycle is started, then the task is
to devise a way of combining these two sets
of tiata to give a readout (your choice of
format) of tills information. Bear in mind
what was said in part two, alxnit the way in
which die seasithity of tite unit was four
times greater than originally envisaged.
Several solutions are [KKsihle, including
software-based ones. All however, will require
a small amount of hardware. The editor and
the author would like to hear of your
sohitioas with ;t riew id possibly publishing
the lieat one(s). the audior has Ills own
ideas, but this intcraaive approach may turn
up some novel solutions - so go for iti
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one possible way of producing a simple,
sine-wave phase comparator, and has
acuuiliy l>cen used in some commercial
drcuirs requiring this Function.

-Hw

Figure 2b (i) Basic full wave
rectifier analogy.

Figure 2e (li) Full wave
bridge analogy.

r\r\

Figure 2e (111) Double balanced
bridge analogy.

Reference Signal

G.J.

" > r\r\

3
ov ■

ov
Figure 2e (Iv) Double phase
detector analogy.

Basic operation of a
quadrature detector
The basic operation of a simple quadrature
detector can lie simulated with the circuit
shown in Figure 2d. Hie two switches
represent the reference and input signal
sources, whilst R atid C form a law pass
filter. Jf one switdi is off and the other on.
no output will occur. Iflxiih switches are
on, then maximum output will lie present. If
both arc operated cydically at dte same
speed, atid at some point they are both on.
then C charges up (integnttes die output) to
a level dependent on the rime coast am of R
aftd C, also the degree of overlap in time
(phase). longer overlap periods give greater
output, whilst shorter periods give less, thus
the output is proportional (very roughly) to
die degree of phase co-incidence itivolved.
Thc quadrature detector uses electronic
switches (e.g. semiamducior elements
jtransistors]) and Is Lit us more
sophisticated, but not fundamentally
different in action ,
In summary, a quadrature detector
detects, phase differences by comparing

input and reference waveforms after they
have each been converted to a constantamplitude. square wave, format arid thus
gives an output which is proportional only
to die degree of phase co-inciderice. A basic
quadrature detector is actunlly a kind of
high-speed switching circuit. It is roughly
analogous in function to a simple full-wave
rectifier using a centre tapped transformer
and giving only a single output as in Figure
2e(i). A balanced quadrature detector Ls
roughly analogous to a full-wave bridge
tectifier as In Figure 2e(u). in that it
operates on all four quadrants of the input
signal and is thus more efiicieni. whilst a
double, balanced quadrature detector is
roughly antilogous to feeding two bridge
rectifiers from the same, source 35 in Figure
2e(iii) in order to obtain two (relatively)
independent outputs. The reference signs!
is common to both detection circuits, if one
fits a centre tap to the transformer
Secondary feeding these bridge rectifiers as
in Figure 2e(iv), it Ls then possible 19 injeci a
rclcrcnce signal in series with this ccntrctap and each rectifier circuit can then
actually (jerform as a phase comparator! It's
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Frequency Modulated
Output Circuit
The ftequency modulated signal processing
channel, see Figure3, lakes the output
signal from pin 7 of !C3, This output is the
one normally dedicuod to AFC cpntml
when IC5 is used in its normal rote of an FM
radio IF and demodulator chip. In the
author's design, the nonnally long timeconstant applied hen.- is modified into a five
position switch selected arrangement to
allow the output, response speed or
damping, to be npumiscd fordifFerem
experirnems. if only slow movements are
expected and any rapid llucniations arc
present, due to (say) the unit's sensitivity to
very small vibrations, then position 1 would
Ite seleaecL This places a 10uF ca|)adior
into circuit, thus creaiihg a long timeconsiam filter. If small and rapid movements
are being examined, then position five
would create a much shonerimic<onsiant
filter. The intermediate positions allow
otiter settings to Ise tried so as to optimise
the experimental set-up. IC-la is one <ninrter
of a TLDT-i quad FID' op-amp and functions
as both a buffer amplifier and inverting
amplifier. In feet, since the required output
at pin 1 is less than the level available from
ICd, it has a gain of less than unity Tire gain
is set by l:5, the&f Deviaiiou pre-scr and
this is adjusted to give a ± ikKz frequencv'
deviation above and irelow the centre
frequency of the channel output centre
frequency of 2kHz. IC4b is also a part of the
same quad op-amp and functions as a unity
gain dc amplifier vvitli its inverting input fed
with im adjustable bias rolctge to allow the
output of IC4c to he olTset positively from
the 'pimniom ground' level of +5-76v: which
is actually taken from 103 reference voltage
output. This bias voltage Ls provitied hyP7,
the Set lOVBias pre-sei, which is buffered
by IC Sd tint! is adjusted to give exactly 10\'
at TP 10, the input of 1(25 die NESfifiX
voltage controlled oscillator which provides
the channel output signal. IC5 is acmally a
single ciiip fimcrion generator, which Ls also
charaaerised as a highly linear voltage
contnilled oscillator, hence its use here. PS
is the Set Centre Frequency control. The
setting up of this channel requires that DIL
switches DS3 and DS-I be placed in their setup positions. Ad just men r is first made to P7,
the Set 10V Bias pre-set, to .give 10V at TP10.
then PS, dte Set Centre Frequency pre-set is
adjusted to give exactly 2kHz at TP 11.
Finally. DSi is set to its nest position and a
dc voltage of alternately i-lY is injected
between r[P2 & rrP3 (:mSVpk-pk 1Hz
stiuare wtivt? mat' be used instead) and P5
adjusted to give a 211 kHz shift at TP11. Ai
this jxrinr, PC. the Set PSD pre-sei. may also
be adjusted to give -f/- full scale dcriecrions
on trie centre zero meter. Hie output of 1C5
is buffered by the complementary emitter
follower pair of transistors. TR1 & TR2.
Tliese remove any loading on the output of
TR5 and as tire signal is a square wave, no
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a-ossover compensation is needed. R20 Ls
there simply to provide a discharge pnth for
the output coupling ca|3adiorai switch-off
(See Figure 5) and plat? no pan in the
operation of the drcuii. When set up Ls
completed, DS3 and DS-S arc returned to
die operating positions shown.
Amplitude Modulated
Channel
The AM signal processing dunnel, see
Figure 4, uses a Wein bridge oscillator sis a
carrier tone generator onto which channel
data Ls amplitude modulated. IC6 te a TLOSl
FET op-amp and functions in exactly the
same manner as the Wein bridge oscillator
described in Figure 2. The component
values are adjusted to give a frequency
range of alxiut 3n5Hz to jtisr under Ik! Iz
and the frequency Ls manually set by

adjusting VR2a -.md VR2b. Atljustment is at
the operators discretion and a wide range of
'musical' tones can be set up to ease
listening fatigue. The main difference lies in
the fact that instead of a phantom ground
being set up by a balanced pair of resistors
as for the range osdllator circuit, this makes
use of the -F5.76V dc reference voltage
provided by IC3, the FM
demodulator/detector chip. Hie reason is
that reliable, symmctrica! amplitude
modulation of this tone can only be
achieved if the zero voltage line
temperauire i racks accurately the second
output from pin 6 of IC3- .Although the
circait would operate, any changes in supply
voltage would introduce unbalances in
operation of the modulauon drip, IC7. To
avoid channel cross-modulation, die t 5-76
volt reference voltage is heavily decoupled
fay C27 and C28 (47b/iT). let operation, the

signal from ICS is fed via P10. the Oinier
Amplitiufo pre-sec and its associated limiter
resistor Rhi, to pin 2 of 1C7, A CA30S0R
transtomiuctance op :tmp, A DC bias is ateo
fed to pin 3 of 1C7 via R27 from P1J. the
Symmeny pre-set. PLl is used to set up
equal amplitude '-K and modulation
envelO|!e areas. Note Uiat die tyjie of opamp used here does not necessarily
produce an output voltage, but rather an
output current, which is proportional to the
voltage difference between die two inputs
and is called the 'transconductancc transfer
diaracterisiic'. The IQOfl resistors from etch
input to ground ensure that only very small
voltage differences can appear at the inpins
and, in effect, Ixith inputs remain virtually at
ground potential. The. output of 1C7 is fed
via R31 (220k) to die inverting input of
IC-io, which functions as a unity gain
inverter arid also is pan of die 11074 quad
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Figure 6. Sensing head circuit.
o[»-amp. die rest of which is used in the F.M
Signal processing channel. Ihe other input
to IC_ is a gating signal. This is applied to
pin 5 and can be used to v-iry the gain of
the circuit, either by a fixed amount
depending on the DC potential, in which
case it can be. useti as an efecironic
attenuator or variable gain amplifier
depending on the exact potential applied. If
an AC signal is fed to this pin, as in the
authors design, then die gain varies in
sympathy with this signal and the diip

fiinccions as an ampJitude modulator. With
the component values shown, modulation is
approximately 9831. Increasing R29 will
reduce this level and some constructors
may wish to do this. Very roughly, if (129 is
doubled, then modulation, should decrease
to around 505j. The two back-connected
diodes in series with R29 allow offset levels
in die chip to tie overcome to avoid
distortion of the modulation envelope.
Scidng up die circuit requires an
osciiloscope and is effected by placing DIL
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switch DS2 into the sei-up position. AVIdi no
input to IJP-i. this results in a steady gain in
IC7 and PIO. the CdnierAmp/in/de pte-set,
should lie adjusted to obtain a 4V pk-pk
signal at TP 13- If a sine-wtive signal of 8V pkpk and about 10Hz is injected into TP13,
then the output at TP13 should display a
near 100% modulated waveform ofSV pk-pk
amplitude. When completed. DS-S Ls returned
to its original setting and the cjrctiit is ready
to ojicratc. This completes die description
and setting up of the AM channel

Power Supply and Audio
Amplifier/Output
Dealing-nith the power amplifier section,
first, as shown in Figure 5- The two audio
signals Tram the "FM and AM. channels are
fetl to the rwo halves of a stereo audio
amplifier chip. lC8a & 1C81) a TDA2822M
chip via die coupling capacitors C3T & C45,
attenuator network B35, P13, &- die volume
control VR3 for the AM channel, and R3S,
Phi and W4 for the FM clttinnel. also
function sw itch S3a & S3b. !C8a is the
output amplifier for the .AM channel, whilst
ICSb performs the same funcuon for the FM
channel. To facilitate flexibility, botli signals
are switched via S3a & S3b, so thai die
output obtained can he either AM only, FM
only or both simultaneously (Dual
position). In the FM channel, an additional
circuit is used to reduce lite high harmonic
content of the square wave signal. This is
Oi2. a 220pF capacitor connected as a lowpass filter. Both outputs are available on
phono sockets. SK3 and SKi for AM and
SK5 and SK6 for the FM channel. SK-I and
SK5 are the line-out sockets and when
everything is operating nornialk lOOmV
should be available to drive an external
amplifier, or to feed to a rape recorder. Note
that these levels are set up by PJ3. the Set
lOOmV pre-sct for the AM. Channel andPK
the Set 100 /nV pre-sct for tile FM channel.
In the case of the AM channel, the output
should lie set to give 50inV with no signal
applied to die modulator, iCl (DIL switch
DS2 in Set-up position). This rises to IDOmV
on application of a test signal to UN.
Output sockets SK 3 & SK-5 are provided to
give access to the raw data from each
dtanne! and are full-levd outputs.
The two amplifiers inside ICSa and ICS!)
share a common power feeti and in the
authors design, this caused a problem
which was only solved by ciiance. The
author'could not get rid of an annoying "
output of the carrier tone Ihim both
channels. On investigadon, it was found that
thc-Ve return from Pin 4 of 3C6. the AM
carrier tone oscillator, had been connected
into the earth line from ICS. Removing this
Irak and transferring it directly to die main
ground plane stopper! this coriipletely.
Moral. never let any oscillator wiring near
your amplifier earth return! The only
remaining item is the output switching
carried out by the three jack sockets. SKS Is
a stereo headphone socket and allows
private listening. The switched outputs of
this socket are each taken separately to two
further (mono) switched sockets, the
contacts of which are so arranged that an
internal speaker is connected to each
channel in the absence of any plug being
insenerl Speaker impedance is 64-SOn and
headphone requiretnenLS an; the usual J.6Q
per channel. External speakers cm be any
impedance from S Ohms to SOiX Gain of the
two amplifiers is fixed ami only required the
use of cipacitors C37 and C3S to operate at
maximum gain. Outputs are capadiivelv
coupletl Ma C35 and C4S, whilst die outputs
are stabilised by the Zobd networks
(C36jR3|j & C-10/R3T) across each output.

The Power Supply
This is a convemionai design using an LM
317T1A regulator iti 1C9 posidon. The
circuit is perfectly standard mid PI2 is the
Set J2V pre-ser. NT3; Before setting up the
unit, all ICs except IG? and IC2 should lie
removed, dien with F12 set to give
minimum output (slider towards OV end of
travd), and a DVA! on a suitable range
connected to TP14, mm oh die jmwer and
adjust P12 until exacdy 12V is observed at
TP14. Use of the i_\13i7T was dictated by
the need to keep output voltage constant
despite load'line variations. Hie input to the
regulator is via a bridge realfierfoapadtor
conibination and Is designed to operate on
a wide range of supply voltages. The Gtptlon
gives the anticipated range of voltages from
wiiich the unit will operate.
LED Circuit
The front panel LEDs require a little
explanation. ED 1 and I.D2 are die mode
indicators for nitrasonic and AF operation
respectively. 1JD3, ID-f LD5 & IDfi are the
cursor indicators and apply to die two
volume controls (VR3 & VR4) respectively,
also the At/ Tone and AF Wavelength
conirols. In operation, die unit may
sometimes have to be operated in a totally
darkened room and so a LED on-off switch.
S4, has been provided. Power for die LED's
Is taken from the 12V line and is mR33 for
the mode LEDs and R34 for die cursor
LEDs, This completes the description of die
power supply
The Sensing Head
This part of die system, as shown in Figure 6. Is
detachable and can be operated in two vravs.
1 It can lie plugged onto the 1 jack of the'
main processing unit and is held there fay
means of a rubber strap. This allows the
unit to function as a compact single unit
for simple esperimerits and also
tesring''sening up.
2 It can Ijc connected to the main
processing unit by mans of st 16 foot long
extension cablet Tins enables the sensing
head to tie placed in a difierem
envlrnfiment to that of the processing,
unit and also allows ftilly screened
ojieration should tlie need arise. The
circuit is very simple and consists of a
stereo pre-ampiifier IClO.i'b, type
LAiSSTTx'. Tiiis functions as a head preamplifier with (ClOa acting as the
ultrasonic channel amplifier and IClOb as
the corresponding amplifier for the AM
channel. Gain control for the two
channels is by means of pre-sets P15 and
PI6. Overall gain is set by the pair of
resistors R38/R39, plus the gain in
feedback. P15 & PI6 are Sec Gain presets to optimise the channel sensitivity.
Overall gain Is therefore set at 5-5
Output from the ultrasonic receiver, R, Is
coupled direoly to PI 3. the Set US. Gain
pre-set via a short lengdi of minianire
screened cable. P15 is 10k and diLs presents
an optimal value toad to the receiver.
Coupling to pin 8 of IClOa is via C-55, a 470
nF miniature block capacitor. The ultrasonic
Lransmitier, T. Is fed directly from pin 2 of

W
E
E
O
E

11
3
a
n

Figure 7. Pin-out LM387N.
Pf.l, the 9-w-ay D-connectorplug, via a
separate feed line selected by RLBI in the
main processing unit. The AF side of the
sensing head is niade up of it smati, SO
tweeter loudspeaker, used as an AF
tnmsmirrer, which is driven from pin 6 of
PLL via a separate feed line also selected by
RLB2 in the main unit. The ultrasonic
transnfitter share a common return line on
pin 1 of Pl.l. Tiiis return line is taken back
via a separate lead in the extension cable
and terminated on die ground plane close
to SKI, die corresponding 9-way socket.
This is done to avoid spurious signal
coupling drat would otherwise occur if only
die screen of the extension cable were used.
The screen carries the Ipw-level -Ve supply
for die sensing head, and is also signal
ground return for both ukrasonic and AF
signals. These connections are made to pin
9 of PLL MicI is a miniature 3-ierminai
electrec insert of 9.5mm external diameter,
and is a comfortable push-fit into the
tilrectirinal sliroud, held there by a small
amount of poiyuretlrane foam packing. The
sliroud is actually a Heller soldering iron
receptacle, which the author happened to
have available. A 3-teniiinal insert was
chosen as it meant that power and output
connections could lie kept separate. Power
for the microphone is derived from the
main 12V line via R42 and 7.01, a 4.TV Zener
diode, and tills is also the recommertded
optimum voltage for the insert. ZDi is
decoupled hy C51.10/tF, to remove the
inevitable zener noise. Output from Mfcl is
via a short length of screened cable to C50,
a -iTrinF small block capacitor to provide dc
isolation forMicl output, and thence to
PJ6, the Set .A/-' Gain pre set. Coupling to
pin 1 of IClOb is via C49, another -ifOnF
miniature block cipacitor. In operation, the
settings of P15 and P16 are not very critical
and in the authors unit, were set to about
two thirds rotation, which corresponds to
an eflective overall gain of approximately
four. Other settings may he'employed as
determined by the individual constructor
anil the conditions under which the unit Is
operated. Outputs from both pre-amplifiers
are ac coupletl via C46 for die ultrasonic
section and C4S for die AF section. Both are
10;tF miniature elcctrohtics. Feed to the
main unit is via pin 5 of PL! for the
ultrasonic section and pin 4 for the AF
section. Both pre-amplifier outputs are
linked to PL1 via a short length of dual
screened cable. 12V power is supplied to
the sensing head via pin 3 of PU. Full
constructional details of the sensing head
and main processing unit will be given in
Part 4 of this article. This completes die
technical description of die sensing head
aid also, all the main diagrams.
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LED

CHARRl

CIRCUITS

The 401715 is thus nn
cxceptionaliv versatile device,
thai can easily lie used to chase
or sequence a basic LED display
ofiinually atty iiesir«l length.
Figure 1 shows the outline,
pin notations, and basic
tuncrionai diagram of die
401715. and Figure 2 shows the
wnwform timing diagrams of
die iC, which inctiquinnes a 5smgc Johnson counter and has
CLOCK, RESET and Cl.OCK
INHIBIT input terminals. Tlie
internal counters are advanced
one count at each jxisitive
transition of the. input clock
signal when the CLOCK
LV! I ill IT and KliSiri" terminals
are lows Nine of the ten
detxxled outputs are- !ow. with
die remaining output high, at
any given time. Tlie outputs go
high sequentially, in step with
the clock signal, with the
selected output remaining high
for one tull dock cycle. An
□dditibhn) CARKi' OUT signal

Ray Marston presents a selection of
practical 4017B-based LED chaser or
sequencer circuits in this special
feature article.
The so called diaser or
serjuencer is one of the
Il6
most popular types of
I.ED-driling circuit and is widely
02
used in advertising displays and
12
in running-light 'rope displays
2
—
PIT
in small discos, etc. It consists —
ii!vDD
t
CLOCK
2
fgREES"
in essence - of a clocked IC or
lE
If)
other electronic unit thai-drives
T] cur
o[I
CLOCK s 1
i.\HiErr
an array of lEDs in sudi a way
2(7 iOI73 12CIK INHIBIi
63
chat individunl LEDs (or small
5
Is] ewtrr our
RESET
7Q
E
groups of LF.Ds) cum on ami off
B&
Ss
'E
in a prcdercrminetl and
9n
HA Qacadad
AE
repeating sequence, thus
cutpuls
CLiWf 12
producing a visually attractive
v G'JT
3®.
ss E
ss
display in which one or more
(a)
ripples of light seem to
<»)
repeatgdly run through a diain
Figure 1. Outline and pin designations (a) and basic functional
or around a ring of LEDs.
. diagram (b) of the 40i7B decade counter/divider IC.
Tne 4017B CMOSIC Ls
pnjbably the best known and
most widely used LED-driiing
IC used in chaser/sequencer
CLOCK
appliCiitions. 'ibis article looks
IWPUT
at. a variety of practical circuits
based on this particular IC.
4017B Basics
'Hie 401713 is a member of the
popular "4000B' family of CMOS
digital ICs and ran use atiy DC
supply voltage in the 3V to 15V
range. It is acuiaUya clocked
decade counter/divider IC widi
ten fully decoded short circuit
proof outjiuLs dint can each lie
used to directly drive a simple
1ED disjilay. U" desired, various
outputs ran l>c coupled back to
the 1G control terminaLs to
make die device count to (or
divide by) any nmhfacr from
two to nine and Uien eidier
stop or restart another counting
cycle. Numbers of 4017B ICs
cm be cascaded to give cither
mulu'-decade division or to
make counters with any desired
number of decoded outputs.

completes one cyde for every
ten clock input cycles, and can
be used to rippie-dodc
additlonti! 40I7B ICs in muliiderade animing applictitions.
Note that the 4017B couttting
cycle can lie inhibited by setting
the CLOCK INHIBIT temiihal
(pin 15) high, and that a high
signal ori cite RESET terminal,
(pin 15) clears the counter to
zero arid sets the decoded 'ff
output tenttinal (pin 5} high.
4017B LED
Driving Test
Circuit
The40!7B is avetsatilc and
easy-to-use IC and (like most
•iOOOB series ICs) has shortcircuit proof outputs that
exhibit slightly surprising
characteristics when driving
LED-type loads. Figure-3. shows
a practical 40171) test circuit
that can he used to
demtmstnue the IGs basic
aaions and output driving
diaracierisiics- Tlie circuit is
lies! biiiir on a 'plugblock' type
ofbrefldlxriuri unit, in which
components and wires arc
simply pushed into the unit's
spning-contact blocks.
In Figiireo, the 555 timer IC
(ICl) is used as a vadablcfrcquency asymmetrical
sqimrewave generator that
feeds clocking signals to die
C1.K inpur terminal of the
4017B IC (1C2). This output
waveform Is normally high hut
briefly'fijjjs low" once per cyde
and drives LED5 on: the 4017B's
internal switching actions are
initiated as this signal flips high
again and LED? switches off

1
2
3
4
5

CARRY
OUT
Figure 2. Waveform timing diagram of the 4017B with its RESET and CLOCK INHIBIT terminals grounded.
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Figure 3. A 4017B LEO chaser/sequencer test and demonstration circuit.
by opening link A. When load
'0' is active, the load current is
typically 17.5niA with link B
open or ,19mA with link B
dosed: the load *2' and load '3'
currents are lyptatlly 16mA and
12.5 mA respectively. Thus,
when using a 9V supply, the
load current is typically J9niA
when driving a short circuit, or
12.5mA when driving three
series cannccted red LEDs. The
gciphs of Figures 4 and 5 help
explain this circuit action.
Figure 4 shows the typical
forward currentAoltage graph
of a high brightness red LED.
Note that latge reriauons in
forward current produce

relatively small variations in
forward voltage. Thus, when
the current is increased torn
10mA to 30itl\, the forward
voltage increases by only 0.22M
ami Lb this case the LED thus
acts like a pure voltage (zero
imiiedahce) load in scries with
an llf) impedance; in practice,
this impedance varied Ijetween
iOQ and 15(2 over most of the
LED's working cutrent range.
Figure 5 sluiws the typical
supply voltage versus output
Ctirrent graph Uiat applies to
ead i output of the figure 3
circuit when driving different
types of load. Note that each
CMOS output stage aas like a

Practical 40176
Chaser/Sequencer
Circuits
Figure 6 shows die practical
dreuir of a 4017B10 LED chaser
in vvliidi IC! acts as a variable
rate clocking generator and die
4017B IC is wired into the
decade counter mode by
grounding its CLOCK INHIBIT

2.2V

2.1V

\

Note liiai die clocking signa! is
fcti to the 4017B SC via
removable link A. ami can thus
lie physicaUy iniemipted
whenever rec|uined; R-i and R5
protect the 4017B'5 input
against tbmage when Link A is
open or IC2's positive supply
connection is broken.
In Figure 3, the. positive dc
sup])l>' line is connected to pinlh
of the 40171? IC, via an external
multi-range dc current nietcr
that (since (C2"s tjuiescem
current is negligible) gives a
direct readmit of the current
drawn by the iCs currently active
output load. The 40176 Is wired
(via pins 10 and 15) in the
'divide-hy-fouf made :ind
sequentialiy drives four sets of
output toads, which are nocttcd
'0' to '3*. Output '0' takes die form
ofa single LED when link D is
o]ien. or a short circuit when
Link B is dosed. Output T takes
the form ofa single LED. Output
'2' takes the form ofa two series
connected LEDs, Output '3' takes
the form of a three series
connected LEOs. All UiDs arc
red high brightness types,
When construction of the
Figure 3 drcuit is complete, dose
Link A. open link 11, connect the
meter in place, and connect die
unit to a 9V tic supply. Adjust
KV1 to give a slow clocking rate,
noting that !ED5 gives a brief
flash during each cycle, and that
all oilier LEDs or groups of
LEfJs activate sequentially )bii
will prohaiily be surprised to
note that all of the display LEDs
(LEDs J to 4) ojierate at almost
ctjuiil brightness, and that ail
output loads produce fairly
similar current restdings on the
test meter.
When testing tlie Rgure 3
circuit, you can check the
individual load currems by
waiting until the load activates
and then 'freezing' the display

loosely com railed coristaou
current generator that lets its
short circuit output current
determined by- the supply voltage
value but has its I.ED driving
current value inlluenced by the
actual Vout value of tiie stageFigure 3 circuit, w+icn using a
9\" supply, Vout is zero when
driving a shotted output, and
under this condition 9V is
developed across die output
stage, lout is 19mA. and 171 nAT
is thus dissjpared in the output
stage. When, on the odier
hand, the 9V circuit is driving
three series connected LEDs,
lout is 12.5niA, Vout is 5-85\'
(see Figure 5), 3-1W is developed
across the output stage, and
less than 40itAV' is thus
dissipated in theourput stage.
Note that most .40{)0B series
CMOS data sheets list the
maximum pennittetf dc power
dissipitioii values of die 401713 IC
as lOOmW per output stage ami
500mW jier package, and these
figures should be kept in mind
when experimenting with the
Figure 3 test'demoflsicition drcuir.
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Figure 4. Typical forward current/veltage graph of a high brightness red LED.
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Figure S. Typical supply vottage versus output current graph of the Figure 3 circuit when driving
different types of load.
(pin 33) and RESET (pin 15)
control tomiinals. Tire circuit
aaion is such that the visual
display appears as a moving dot
that rqieatedly sweeps from the
left (UvDO) to die right (l.|;T)9) in
ten discrete steps as the 401711
outputs sequentially go high ami
drive die IJ-iDs on. The LEDs <to
not, of course, liave to lie.
connected in, a stnilght line; ihey
can. for example, be arranged in
a circle, in which case the drcle

will .seem to rotate.
Note that the Figure 6 circuit
relies on the internal aaion of
die 'S017B to limit die LED
currents to safe values, and this
circuit am thus lie safely used
with supply voltages up to a
maximum of ortly 8V without
risk of exceeding the IC's
lOOmW per output stage |iowcr
dissipation limits.
Figure 7 show^ a modilieri
version of the above circuit, in

which a airrent limiting 470r2
resistor is wired In series with
each LED to help reduce the
Kls jiower dissipation to a safe
level. Tliis circuit on use any
DC supply in die 6V to 15V r.uige.
ligure S shows a circuit
variant in which the LEDs share
:i single current limiting resistor
(R3) and which can be used with
reasonable confidence at supply
sallies up to 12V maximum.
Figure 9 shows a pissible
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Figure G 10 LED chaser/sequencer can be used with supply voltages up to only 8V and produces
a moving dot display.
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Figure 7. This version of the 10 LEO chaser can be used with arty supply up to 15V.
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LD9

equivalent tifthis circuit when it
Ls (lowered from a 15V supply
and wliidi illustrates the
limitation of (he design Tile
aaion of die 401713 Is such diat.
when n given LED is on, it
effectively grounds the anodes
of all other LEDs: K5 ihus causes
die 'off LEDs to lie reverse
biased. Bcauise of the low
reverse voltage ratings of l.HDs,
titis action can cause one or
more of the 'off' LEDs to zenerar
about 5V; thus giving the results
shown in the diagram and
(x.»sib!c causing a {xrvvrr overiend
in die.JCs aahx- output stage.
Thus, when the -10171$ is used
to drive simple 'l-I.ED-peroutput' displays in the moving
dot mode, the U-TJs can be
connected directly to the !C
outputs if supply values are
limited to SV maximum, hut at
supply voltages greater than tiV
tlie LEDs must be connected to
the 1C outputs via current
limiting resistors. A variety of
alternative types of 40178 LED
display dreuiLs are shown in
Figures 10 to 15Alternative LED
Displays
The output stages of the 40I7B
cm source or sink current widt
equal ease. ligure 30 shows
how the IC cm Ijc used in the
sink mode to make a moving
hole display in which nine of
the ten LEDs are on at any
given time, with single l.KOs
turning off sequenrialiy; if the
LED.s are wired in the form of a
circle, the drde will seem to
rotate. Note thai, since all I.F.D.s
except one tire on at the same
lime, each USD must lie
provided with a current limiting
resistors, to keep the.lC power
tlissipntion within safe limits.
in practice, moving dot
displays are far more popular
than moving hole types. If
desired, moving dot disptiys of
the Figure 6 type can he used
with fewer than ten LEDs by
simply omitting die unwanted
LEDs, but in this case the dot
will seem to move imennittently,
or to scan, since the IC takes ten
Clock steps to completely
sequence ant! ;U! LEDs will thus
Ik off during the unwanted stefjs.
If a cnniinuousty moving less
than 10-U-D display isWanted it
can be obtained by wiring the
Qnii unused outjiut terminal of
the 401713 to its pin 15 RESET
terminal, as shown, for example,
in the -i-I.EO circuit of Figure 11.
Alternatively, die dram can lie
made to give an intermittent
display with a controlled
number of OFF steps by simply
taking the appropriate one of
the unwanted outputs to the
pin 15 RESET terminal. In

,

Finally. Figure 15 shows the
drcuit of a-l-bank. 3-sicp, 20LHD chaser titat can be used as
the basis of a variety of
aiuacuVe LED displays. Note
that a bank of four LEDs ate
wired in series In eadt of the
five used outputs of the iC. so
four LEDs are illuniinnted at any
given time- Roughly 2V are
droppetl across,each ON LED,
giring a total drop of SV across
etch OX Itank. and the circuit's
supply voltage must thus Ite
greater than tills value for the
cireuit to ojierate. A greater
number of LEDs can he used in
each bank if the supply voltage
value is -suitably increased.
One of die most attractive
and popular LED sequencer
displays Is the 'light mpe" tyqje,
and figure 16 shows the basic
method of constructing a 5strand, 20-1 JiD light rojie
display drat can tie driven by
the Figure 15 chaser circuitHere, eadt group of four series
connected 'step' output LEDs of
the Figure 15 chaser circuit
forms one 'strand' of the light
rope. There are five strands, and
eadt one must be colour coded
to enable it to be connected to
the correct output (tin of the
4017B IC. In each .strjiid, the
Four LEDs are evenly spaced
ajtan, but arc offset relative to
the other four strands, so tltat
there Is an eqiial spadng between
all twenty UEDs when die five
strands are wrapped together
(as sltoivn at die Exittom of
Figure 16) to form die complete
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Figure 12, Tor example, the
UIDs dispiay for rour steps and
then blank for four steps, after
which the sequence repeats,
thus giving a'moving dot display
with a ?0% blank period.
Figure 13 shows a rather
unusual and ven- anractive 4-LED.
5-step sequencer in which ail
four LEDs are initially on but
then turn off one at a lime until
eventually (in the fifth step) all
four LfiDs are off; thcsequendng
details are given in the table of.
Figure 13. Note in this drcuit
that the LEDs -.ire eilecrivcly
wired in series and that the.
Ixisic drcuit can not Ix; ttseti to
drive more thanTour LEDs.
Figure I i shows another
unusual and attractive LED
display. In this case:the 40!7B
runs through a 10-step

sequence, with I.ED1 on for
steps 0 to 3- LED2 on for steps
4 to 6. IJiiX? on for steps 7 and
8, anti LED4 on for step 9. 'fhe
consetjuence of this action Ls
that the visual dLspby seems to

+9V
RV! rfo*
220k H
Rots ''V
R1
I Ok

accelerate from LED1 to I.I:D4,
ratlter than sweeping smoothly
frf-int one LED to the next- The
acceleniiion action repeats in
each switching cycle, and the
cycles rejteat at! infinitum.
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Rgare 13. Circuit and
performance table of a
4-LED, S-etep sequential
turn off display.
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Figure 14. 4-LED continuous accelerator display In which the pattern seems to accelerate from
left to right.
lighc mpe, which is usually
thifitded through a length of
protective clear plastic tuhiiig.
(f ;i light rujK' of this type uses
a fixed spacing of (say) five

Indies between its LED.?, it wili
liave a total length (allcming for
a few unused inches at each
end) of about eight feet. When
the display Ls active, four evenly

spaced ripples of light seem to
run continuously along the
length of tile light mpe. which Ls
driven directly from the output
of the Figure 15 chaser circuiL.
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Display
Multiplexing
The basic action of the Figure
.34 4-LED 'accelerator' drcuil is
such that the light display
seems to repeatedly accelerate
from left io right, taking a total
of ten dock, cycles to ctimpleai,
each sequence. Figure 17 showy
how the drcuit can lie modified
to give an intermittent display
in which the visual acceleration
action occurs for ten clock
cycles, but all LEDs tlicri blank
for the next twenty cycles, after
which the action rejieais. The
drcuit action: is as follows.
The 4017B has a CARRY OUT
terminal on. pin 12. When tlie
1C is used in the normal diude
by 10 mode, this GVRKV OUT
terminal produces one output
cycle each time the IC
completes a decade count. Tn
Figure 17 this signal is used to
dock a second 40171? (1C3),
which is wired in the dividc-by-3
mode with its "O" output fed to
tile base of gating tnmsLstor Ql.
Consequently, during die first
10 clock cycles ofa sctjuence
the 0' output of 1C3 is higii and
Ql Ls iiiased on, so IC2 acts in
the basic manner already
descfibetl for Figure Li. with its
LEDs turning on sequentially
and passing current to ground
via Ql. After the tenth dock
pulse, die V oinput of ICS goes
low and turns Ql off so die
LEDs no longer illuminate even
though 1C2 continues to
sequence. Eventually, after die
30ih clock pulse, the '0' output
of IC3 again goes high ami
turns Ql on. enabling the
display acdon to repeat again,
and so on.
The Figure 17 drcuit Ls a
simple example, of display
multiplexing, in which IC3 and
Ql are used to selectively
enable or disable a bank of
LEDs. To conclude this article.
Figure 18 shows another
example of a display
multiplexing circuit. In this case
the display consists of three
lines ofsLv intermittently
sequenced LEDs. and these
lines are sequentially enabled
via 1C3 aotl individual gaung
transistors, with only one line
enabled at any one time.
Note dint die basic Figure 18
cimiii Giri easily be expanded to
control tip to ten s«iuemialty
actirated lines, which can each
have up to ten LED driiirig
outputs. The expanded circuit
can thas lie used as a
chaser/sequencer with up to one
hundred I.ED driving outputs.
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Another free email service .
Another one of those free email services has just started up.
You knosv the kind, offering free email to and from a fairly
prestigious address. The only drawbacks are that you need an
existing connection to the Internet with an Internet service
provider, so are probably already paying for email facilities
anyway, and when you're logged on to read and write email
{hence using telephone time and, of course, money) you are
presented with a certain amount of advertising.
Still, the idea of having an address as neat and coo! as
yourname@email.com may easily outweigh these
disadvantages. You can choose to have any email to that
address automatically rerouted to another address, probably
your more usual (and non-prestigious) address - you know the
one: 02345.456@a.boring.old.emall.service,co,uk The free
email service is based around the new Search Engine we
showed you last month — Snap, and you can get to it either
by accessing Snap at <http://www.snap.coin> and following the
email hyperlink, or by going straight to
<http://wwM.email.com>, where you'll be asked to register.
Make sure you use the registration page for non-US residents.
Using a free email service like this can give several
advantages. First, as we've said, it can give you quite a
prestigious and easily remembered email address.
Addresses are allocated on a first-come-first-served basis,
so sign-up quick If you want the best. Second, if you belong
to an Internet service provider that allocates only a small
number of email addresses per subscriber, it's a useful way
of gaining extra email facilities. Third, though, is the ability
to check your email through any Internet connection with a
Web browser. Thus, you can travel anywhere in the world and
access your email as long as you can log on to the Internet.
Fourth, any other email accounts you already have can be
routed to an email.com address (to do this, the email
account must have POPS access).
Free for All
While free email service is one thing, a
completely free Internet service provider
Is another. Nevertheless, It looks like It
■ could finally be feasible. Dixons has linked
with Internet service provider Planet
Online, and is using the existing Energis
telecoimnunications backbone to provide
a free service called Freeserve. Like free
email services such as emaiLcom's, free
Internet service providers must rely moreor-less totally on advertising to function. A
few have been around for a while, but
none yet have been able to succeed to
any great level. The problem is a sort of
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chicken and egg situation. Advertisers aren't likely to
advertise unless they get their rewards - loads of consumer
Interest, and resultant sales of products. A prerequisite,
therefore, is a large number of existing users to advertise
to. Internet service providers, on the other hand, can't
generally afford to provide free services to attract users to a
new service, in the hope that advertisers will come along
and provide funding quickly.
It will take someone the size of Dixons, say, before
sufficient finance exists to fund such a free service in the
interim between
new users taking
up the service
and advertisers
NpCatchl
fully sponsoring
^TSal
ul of the
it. Obviously,
V—
we'll keep
C—,nj:fDmnj J—
readers updated
iJma —,-f |
on the new
Freeserve
service. In the
meantime, while
it's difficuit to
predict in such a
volatile market, it
scoor
seems that
Dixons might just
have got it right.
Planet Earth
One of the nice things about the Internet is that data on it is
freely available to anyone. All you need is a means of
accessing the format of the data, and representing ft in a
usable way. Take weather information, for example. There
are several weather information databases on the Internet,
but accessing this data isn't always the easiest thing In the
world. A new utility to monitor weather information and
display it in a simple format is now
available - at least for Macintosh users.
Planet Earth is a small shareware program
from Lunar Software that downloads
weather data and displays it as realtime
three-dimensional model of the Earth with
current cloud Information. Night and day
shadows are updated continuously and
■A
you can rotate the earth and zoom in and
out to view any spot you wish. It's a freely
downloadable and unrestricted piece of
shareware — registering and paying the
shareware fee of $15 merely removes the
shareware reminder dialog box. Download
it from the usual Mac shareware sources,
or directly from
<http;//www. 1 imarsoft.cow*.

Bjll and Monica Jokes Wreak Cyber Havoc
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A plague of Bill Cb'nion and
Monica Lewinsky jokes and
anachments sent over the
Internet Has put corporate IT
defences to the test, according
to Content lechnologies-The
M IMEsweeper vendor lias
revealed" tustoiners iiave
jeponed a imsslve surge in
email quarantined bv*
MLNIEstveeper. Tills has been
:due to the explicit aature ofBill.and Alonica jokes and
graphics being sent across the.
Internet,since the Stan'rcpon
was.published.
Further ihfdrmatlDh about
.MIMESweepef is avaitable from
•^hwt.mlmesweeper. cora>.
Treidr Palmer, groupwire
infrastmcture manager at
Gartmore Investment
Management told Electmnics
and Beyond, "Tlie publication
Small

Plater

These Hndingsudiywitha
Durla.dier rejiori into 'imemet
Usage Amongst SMEs', whidi
found diavihssls the.latgest
growth area for tniernc-c
]"jehetratioii.
The Battensea PenHome at
<www.penhane.co.uk>, a
specialist deala-in rincige pens,
his been one of the first to
realise the potential of the Vifeh.
It set up an account with Prestel
13:
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Tite Dejiannienr
■"—a
of Trade and
Industry (DTI)
has unveiled a
new Imemet
service to enable
British embassies
abroad to give
UK companies
instant access to
sales leads
woridwicic.
The neyv export .sales leads
service, part of TradcUK, was
launched fay Brian Wilson, the
Minister for Trade, and Dan
Wagner, CEO of the Dialog
Corporation pic. the DTTs
contractor for UadeUK.
TradeUK includes a National
Exporters Database (NED)
which went live in July. It is
the. first official Government
database, which cm be used
by anyone in the world to
identify UK suppliers.
Launching the service,
Brian Wilson said, "I see
TradeUK as a very dynamic
product and one which will
provide a significant boost to
UK.companies looking to
develop their business
overseas. The whole TradeUK
package harnesses the
potential of the Internet to
put buyers and sellers In
touch - people overseas.
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Companies Get Net-Smart

Niche companies tire starting
to realise ilie benefits of doing
business over the internet
- according to Prestej Online at
•nvww.prestel. co.iik>- hi the
past year, Prestej has noted a
100% gtmvth in businesses
with less than 50 employees
going online. This trend has
arisen as companies strive to
target new audiences arid
maintain a cbntpetirive edge.
H

of Kenneth Stan's repon on
die Internet has led to an
explosion of obscene
Climb aT-cwinskv mate rial.
Tfiere wcre attempts to email
obscene images to Gartmore
but this was detected and
blocked by MLMBsneeper."
"Employers simply qpiihdt
mcit a'blind er e as tllere are
serious issues over •
productivity, and misuse of
com pany.IT. Although most
people see the tunny side of
these jokes', if one person is
offended byan entail oranaclunent.ihhi is one
person too many.
Organisations need to draw
die toe Ijetween.wiiaiis
accepialile office ban ter and
what is noLappropriate; said.
Chns Hedtip, iiBttetng nianager
at Content Teclmologies,

DTI Delivers Exports
Desktop Sales Assistance
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including embassy stair can
use the NED to get details of
UK suppliers for goods and
services in their market.
Any UK firm on lite NED
can register to receive sales
leads, free of charge. Embassy
staff are a major source of
sales leads for UK exporters.
They can now e-mail details
of leads, market pointers or
public interest infonnation
onto the service. Each lead is
automatically matched to the
profiles of UK companies
held on the system and. emailed to appmpriate
businesses, enabling them to
respond quickly to these
export qpporiunities.
The new TradeUK Export
Sales Lesids Service went
online at the beginning of
September and can be
accessed at
<wviw. tradeu k. com>.
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Welcome to the website
•'OF
GSL SAPPHIRE
SATPHIRi; h a high quBUly range ot commercial laundry
equtpment dostgaed to f ultD the high dcraands of business.
SftPe sorb m hnsntfat* mirdno hnmet bnlfk srtinnk s
«
I
-W^-C5--0 .A. -

On-line two yeare ago to reach
are based in theUICn
prerlousfy inaccessible markets.
Sapf iltire laundry Equipment tu
It lias generated 60% more
cxAW.gslaundry-equipc«nt.Ud.uk>
sales, raising turriovfer to
is anodier Prestel customer
£250.000 a year.
reaping the benefic of the NetSpeaking to Electmnics and
It impons products Ikim the
Beyond, Simon Gray, director of
US, Italy and Germany, and
the Battersca Pen Home said.
resells in tile UK and Overseas.
"Our experience has shown that
Sapphire set up its Web site a
small, specialist companies are
year and a half ago to cut costs
ideal for VX'cfo marketing. It Is
and grow its customer Iwse. It
easy for jxitential customers
now has its foil catalogue on the
worid-witie to find us on seairli
site, allowing instant
engines. Tlie gjofaal
access to information,
nature of die business
and eliminating thc
is evident - only 2% to
(•nsmin
espense of couriera.
3% of our customers
December 199S ELECTRONICS AND BEYOND SfeMi

£20M infrastructure Investment
Supports Demon Subscriber Figures
UK Internet Sen-ice Provider
(ISPj. Demon Internet at
nwfrf.demon.net> has reached
250,000 subscriljer accounts.
Tills latest mitestqne coincides
with a major investment in
inirasinicture vvorth ovcr.?-2Qm
- reassuring Demon Internet's
customers iliat ihce remain
part of the iaigest ISP in the
UK its well as serviced by a
provider that can offer die
fastest, mast reliable Internet
service available tin itic markeL
■ ti i-■ i
-3 A
'i
•^
Si***

Tills latest irivestment will
more than triple the
bandwidth avallalile to
Demon Internet customers
.enabling faster and more
effective connectivity to Web
sites hosted in the US.
Customerswill therefore
experience faster download
and transfer times. Tills new
transatlantic link follows a
similar groundbreaking
Investment ininfrastnicitirc
by die company in 1996.
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LXTECO at <vmw. i nteco. coro>
recently mnditoai a series' of"
itvdepth focus groii|)5with
home and vwirkjilace Internet
■usoii to understand issues
facing the home Internet access
madrei, such as:,why people
subscribe; how they- chooSo and
why they diange Uieir ISP; what
dicy expect from an ISP; arid Tor
what new services ,diey are
prejKired to pay.
IN li-.CO's researdi reveals
[fair, for die majority, die
. original choice of 1ST was not u
vvelheseandied decision. Tlie
top three factors affecting
tiome Internet .subscribers
choicewere: free trial discs,
magazines, and wore! of mouth.
Consideralile scepticism was
expressed alxiut free trial
discs: many people had
'experienced, or heard ahbtit,
difficulties in cancelling the
.snbsaiptibn at the end of the
free period; others were wary
of giving their credit card
details; and uthets thought
that the valtie-of the free trial
wits minimal,in comparison
with other factors — such as
reliability of service and overall
subscription price.

Some people felt that dieir
Internet siifascriptions were
lieing used to finance
extravagant marketing
campaigns rather.than quality
ofserace. Despite this, free
trials emerged as die single
most intponant factor affecting
choice of original ISP
The general opinion of
magazines was icnytthey were
seen as lriascd and presenting a
different recommeritMioh.
even' mon tli. Nevertheless,
they are a natural source of
iiifbnnatiou antl acKicc, and
various people mentioned dm
they had looked at comparative
tables of providers in Internes
magazines - panicufariy when
choosing their second LSR
In contrast.thase who, used
die Internet at vvork, but had
not yet subscribed at home,
•expected their choice of ISP to
be a cirefolh'-rcscafched decision.
They were suspicious of free
CDs. thinking their had to be a
catch and thuught that magazints
and friends would be a more
likely-sources of inforrnation.
Well-known brand names ■
were more important for the
less technically'-cninpeient
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In response to die growingdemand for accurate. Wtb and
PC softwctie usage.infomiadon,
PC Data at <»m.pcdata.co«i>,
die industry standaitl for
leclinotogy intelligenpei, has
Huhdieil @PCI)ata,die first
market resettrch tracking
■ service.to solicit open public
parddpation fora reliable
reflection of individual
computer usage.
Informaiion is gathered by
the. (ft PCData applet, a free
download from dic @PCData
t* t* ■ !>- ci

INTECO Asks How Do People Choose ISPs?
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Weil site al <v,w.2tpcdatd.cffiii>Tlie infarmation will lie
compiled into re|>orts for
software and Internet
companies to track frequendy
usetl Web sites and programs,
software error messages and
typical itardware configurations.
Individuals recehe incentives
and a gioiantee cfamfittenitiliiy
in tptciiange for participation.
The fitsc @PCDam repons are
■ expeaed to be nv.iiliihle to
subscribers in tlve founh quarter
of 1998.
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.VT*
respondents,' litiithis
diminished as cooficience :md
competence increased. If an
unknown brand, ofifered
services 10 meet their particular
needs, confident users said
they would consider switching
from a Timisehold name" ISE
In pvo of its fcMis grouiis,
INTTvCO deliberately tasgetetl
■Internet cfaurners' for
interview; that is, tliose who iiad
dianged their home 1SB Tlie
majOrip- faid changed vvidiin six
months of first getting access at
home and more than half of
those drdpjied thdr ISP before
their free trial ended.
Some liad chansod because
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they didn't like the interlace •
provided, some had switched to
an ISP offering a fiat-rate tariff
once their usage hat! increased,
By far theiaigestgroup \
changed because of negative
etpcriences with their ISP: very
slow access or engagetl lines,
jxxir help-lines, or oilier
technics] problems.
Tlie itlea ofsupennarkdis,
like Tesco, becoming ISPs met
witlt positive responses,
Thougil some said that an email address eliding in
@tesco.nct was a 'bit naff'.
respondents ted an expectation
that die service would lie good
value for monev and reliablc'.

L

CIX Dramatically Improves
Customer Service

Zergo Assure Tamper-Resistant
Security for E-Business

Coinpullnk
Information
Comp LtllnklnformaliorieXctianq
eXchnnge
BiCOme
3
(.CIX) at
WtiO mie CK?
<WriW.Ci*.CO.Uk>,
ilte UK's iongestesniijlished
online
T"1'
conference,
protider, has
made significanr
improvements
giving CIX suliscriliers a
to its range of online services.
2Mbps dedicated transatlantic
These improvements include
link 10 New York, and
a quadrupling of the
dividing European traffic
bandwidth provided by CIX
between the UK and the
in a deal with network
continent; Widi this, increased
operator INS, die addption of
capacity CIX will only be
the V90 standard.from 3Com,
using around 30% of its
new national access numbers
available bandwiddt. This will
and the amiounceniem of
allow it to rapidly roll out
new tariffs for CIX users.
new products and online
The deal with INS will
services to a growing
quadniple the bandwidth of
customer base
GDCs Ixickbone network.

Zergo Assure at
<wifM.zergo.coiTr> is a new
cryptography produce
designed to help systems
integrators and OEMs reduce
development time w hen
incorporating security into
applications, for e-business. Its
introduction has attracted the
interest of a number of
orgaiusaiions, especially in
rhe finandai sector, and has
alrtadv resulted in a .?50,(XX)
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The Snap Search Engine is
definitely a cool product, and a
fight relief after .so'me of the
more ungainly Search Engines

^
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on the World Wide Web, but
ids tdso a useful means of
ftfidiDg dnwnlpadalMesofnvare.
You can locate softwaie with a

contract to supply Zergo
Assure to a major UK hank.
Designed to work in
standard PCs, Zergo Assure
comprises the DataSafe API
(applications program interface)
software and die .Zergo HSP
TOGO high-jKiTomiance
cryptographic co-processor
card. Together, they provide a
wide range of cryptographic
functions, based on industry
standards, tadlitating the
design of many different
srreure
systems.
These
fonCtibas.
• include
enciypuon
and digital
signatures,
the enabling
tediriiques
of secure
c-busincss.

kevvvord search, or you can
Wehsire. at
burro wdovvu througlrits
<http -JlwM.becti .org. uWprojects
/irn!portahle52/eyaluation/>
layera to find what you're after.
EinaJly, we couldn't resist
It's ddQnitely wortli going to:
this little gem. The Web page
<http://t'iwvi.siiap;coni> and
dickingthe SbfivvareiDiKvTildarls
has probably lieen clianged by
the time you read this, but the
link.
screengrab at least giv-es as
UK specific infonnatioh isii't
absolute proof titat Microsoft
always that easy to find, but
designs in incompatibilire to ics
Britannia, at
products. The Microsoft
<http: //bri'tanni a. cora> aims
Windows NT Seiverfi O beta
To make it a little easy Hy
page at
compiling information relating
<http;//vr,M.microsoft. com/Hi
to Great Britain on one
ndowsHTS/Server/defaulI.asp>
Websites With a kevyvoid
shows tltat even Microsoft's
scardi.feciiity, as vvellas a fhiriy
own computer system lias the
.decent depan me n ral iscti
Millennium Bug. Check the
selection facility,-Britannia Ls a
date at the Ixmbhi of the
nice change to die usual UK
window, and youD see that the
add-on-extnt- to-a- U5-Wehs ite
Windows NT Workstation 5.0
'thing we're used to.
release date is December 30,
The
Department
of
:
Education arid Employment
1899. Yes, that's right, 1899.
not 1999! That's quite a fall
has been fending a £5.000,000
behind schedule. Bill! Maybe
pilot scheme to find put how*
yoii should use a Macintosh —
teachers' .use of IT can benefit
they've lieen millennium
when they hayea multimedia
compliant for 14 years already!
ponable computer. The
projecthas
recently
.been
completed,
ftskitk/o' teachers
with some
113.0'
teachers
being given
■a portable
cbmptuer
for their
own use,
and die.
results are
-available to
see at the
.managing
agency's
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Don't miss another great assortment
of entertaining and easy-to-make projects
and essential electronics information
aimed at the novice constructor.
Issue 133 on sale Friday 4th December

PROJECTS
■BUS Serial Port Adaptor
LED Message Display
Digital Pots
Railway Points Controller
Psycho-Kinetic Bio-Feedback
Tlainer & Movement Detector
FEATURES
Solar Cells
Computer Managed Crop Sprayers
Science & Language
All about LEDs
Electronics In Cars

m
vv

PIUS Free
LED Xmas Tree
POB Project
sr-

80
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PADLOCK
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SHED ALARM
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PROGRAMMABLE

CARBON DIOXIDE

SWITCH
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DETECTOR
CATAtOGUE PRICE £29.99
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Wlieniorjtertng any of these specia! offers which apply only for Stitecribers and new Subscribers of Becfronics and Beyond,
please quoteyour Subscribers Membership number (teIephonB:Cus{omerServiceson01702 554002 if'not sure] and the'specia|
order code ndmber, AH items are subjeet to availabliltty Prirres'includeyAt. Catalogiie/prfces'refer to the^lSSS fWapiin Electronics
Catalogue. Overseas suhscffbers tclephone +'441702 554000 Ext. 326 for carriage charges. A £3;95 Carriage Charge vy}|| apply
to all UK dnieis under £30100 (Maplin Electronics Account Holding Customers exemol).

Order your catalogueindw
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on 01702 554000
or visit and collect from One
of our 48 stores nationwide.
You can also purchase your
catalogue from your local

ELECTRONICS

Maplin store, WH Smith and
John Menzies.

Over 1,000 new products
Includes over £50 worm of
discount vouchers
■
Order code GAtB

THE NEW
CATALOGUE
OUT NOW

includes FREE datasheet CD-Rom
FREE McAfee anti-virus software
FREE 30 day Demon Internet trial
Order code C002
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Telephone 01702 554000 with your enquiry
The catalogue cosls ]u3t £3.93 plus p+p* and lha CD Rwn fe available at Just £1,95 plus p+p' Including free datasheet CD Rom,
•[«£) 50p bt pan. OaSas ousiife Ve UK tfease Serai XB59 « 21B1CS Sa .-imal in Eiao^ a sslsBsneS MsVfe DlrCpe. Send £16.04 or 37 IRCa fcr Adntdl ocS&s Bzope in:
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